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Il'ifTRODUC'l'ION 
Ameri can musi c can r ou_hly be divided into t wo main 
categories . The first extends from t he earliest days of the 
founding of our country , and includes music from the ~ ins ~tiOrth 
Psal ter to the hymns e.nd anthems of Lowell Mason - music 1,-;i th 
an indefinable but ue.rticular American flavor whi ch in its 
freshness and spontaneity forms a d istin c t ly orig inal uhase 
of creativity . 
The second category stems from the '' better musi c 11 move-
ment of Lovrell Mason and his contemporaries which opened the 
gates to the flood of European i mpor t ation . Althous h much of 
the ne.tive Amer icc'.n i nv entiveness vra s lost in the uro c e ss , the 
result has been , of course , the tremendous e.dvance made in 
America dur i ng the latter pa r t of the nineteenth c entury 
l;lhich has ulace¢1. us at the present time in the V2.n f!.uard of 
music a l creation and activity . Chronologi ca lly sneaking , t he 
divid ing line between these two cat egori es seems to fa l l in 
the early years o f the nineteenth century , although , stri c tly 
speal{ine; , some European i mportations had appeared occasionally 
amons the pioneer efforts of our native composers . On the 
other hand , even though our sing ing-school masters were over-
whelmed by Nas on ' s r eforms , their tradition vms not entirely 
lost . It merely l eft the urban c enter s of a c tivity , and be-
came a rura l trac_i tion , especially Southern and \vestern , where 
it exists to this day . 
So strong , however , was the reform movement of Lowell 
Me.son that the si _nificant reviv~:, l of interest in our early 
musical herit Le dates back only to the mid- 1930 ' s , Elth ou 8h 
g limm ers of attrac t ion to the past are found intermittently 
a mong earlier corrmosers . This interest has taken sev e r a l 
forms - from the revival and re~diting of e _rlier wor£ s to 
t h e incorporation of early American materie.ls into lar :::- er 
co mno s itions , and even to the imitation of the spirit of 
thes e traditioncl comnositions without the a c tual quota~ion 
of t h eir materials . 
~ost o f the interest expressed by present- day comoos e rs 
a n d editors has been limited greatly to music of Colonial 
time s . P erhe.ps t his is due to the fact that the Colonial 
heritag e was the first to be studied by musi c histori - ns . 
The contributions me.de by Lm·iell Ivia son , ()n the other he.nd , 
h a v e been inve sti cse ted f a irly thorouc;hly b y music ecLU c c-. t ors . 
The b lind soot in our knowl ed0 e seems to be the tr~ns i t i on~l 
peri od b e t ween thes e t"l•iO manifestations of mus ice.l thinli: inc_ , 
a n d it is for tha t reason that the fi gure of John Cole s e e med 
s i znificE.nt for study . Sta ndinr, as he does at the cros s roads 
betwe e n the ei ghte enth and nineteenth centuries , his work re-
fl e cts t he attitudes of both traditions . It is hone~ t ha t 
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with this urelirn inary st dy some ins~iration can b e p rovided 
for others to con centrat e on the clari f ica tion o f t h is snarsely 
investi g.ated a rea of our church musica l history . The uroblems 
f eced by Cole a re not too fa r differ nt from those faced by 
present- day chur ch musicir,ns . They have been expressed very 
aptly by Waldo Sel den Pratt , who at the turn o f the twentieth 
century wrote in terms t hE" t could have been understood 2. cen-
tury earlier: 
As we g l ence ebout u s , therefo r e , at the thr eshold 
of our subject , the ~respec t is bewi ldering and not 
entirely enticing . One cennot help being :puzzled 
by t he strong ccifferenc es of op inion expr essed , as 
well as distr essed by the s~irit of c ombativeness 
often sho\·m . So one may well hesitate c-. bout seem-
in._ to assume any dogmatic tone in treat in_~ the 
subje c t , realizin[: tha.t in such confused cond itions 
the r e must be room for me.ny varieties o f 1:1 r' .c t ical 
:poli cy ancl f or many ex c ept i ons t o what me.y be ure:ed 
as ~eneral rul es . l 
I n attemnting to reach an und erstandinG of the v rious cur -
r ents co nne cted '-'i i t h this trans i tione.l perio d in Ameri ca n 
chur ch mu si c, t he fo llowinp: p lan has been adopted . 
In the firs t chapter , th e known details of Co l e ' s life 
will be examined in the setting of h is age . In t he second 
c hanter, an annotated biblioGr auhy of h i s wo rks will be 
c iven , in an attempt to establ i sh some order i n this ex-
tremely compl ex p ro blem . I n t he course of the annotations , 
the develonment o f Co le ' s think i ns on mus ica l m tt e rs will 
be evo lved , whi ch will help to exnla in some o f the diffe -
rences of style that confuse the cate~ori zation of earl y 
nineteen th century music in America . The third ch -pter will 
t r a ce bri ef l y the parallel development of the shape- note 
1 Waldo Selden PrHt t , Mu si cal Nini stries in t h€1 Church 
(New York , 1901 ) , p . 85 . 
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school , so tha t Cole 1 s rele. tionship to this essentially 
rural manifesta tion can be clar ified . S ince a ll this mus ic 
should ~ in the final a nalysis , be performed , chapter four 
1iill deal with the practical matter of performance ura c-
tice as ind icat e d in Cole ' s own words . 
It i s houed that a knovrlede:e of this period Hill not 
only be of v a lue to the church musician , but will e.lso be 
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of use to the mus ic educator . Above all , the mus ic of this 
neriod should provide a f ew more examples of native Ameri can 
cultur~l a ctivity in the realm of composition , and may even 
inspire our modern co mpos e rs to enlar ge their hor i zons by 
havinr e.no t her sie;nificant school of Amer i cana on Vlhich t o 
dra1ti . 
CHAPTER I 
A. The Life and Time of John Cole 
Our musical past, excepting the immediate past, 
lies in low-lands. No peaks commanding a far view of 
our country's domain in the world of music attract the 
esthetic wanderer. Our share in the glories of the past 
is neglig ible. Th ere is little room for historical hero-
worship or for the demonstration of vital riparian ri ghts 
along the broad stream of musical evolution. In conse-
quence whereof the American is not tempted as is the 
European to abandon the pursuit of happiness as a chirper · 
of song in favor of the more altruistic and sensible task 
of recording his country's heroic deeds and of sing ing thl 
p raise of artistic forebears greater than he can ever be. 
Despite the American emphasis on applied music, the 
11 
chirp er of song" has gradually become av.rare that a proper 
a ppreciation and evaluation of the music with which he deals 
often becomes much more meaningful if it is considered in the 
light of its place in history. Many practises, especially in 
the field of church music, take on new significance when the 
struggle to establish these practises in the past are examined 
critically, especially as they wedg e themselves into the pre-
sent problems of church musicians. 
Even the lack of "glories of the past" may prove to be a 
boon in disguise since the giants of music are in themselves 
no objective clue to the daily musical life of a people in the 
humdrum exposition of its commitments. In a sense, with the 
rec ent emphasis on the history of ideas, a more sociolog ical 
a pproach to church music history shows how inseparable is music 
from the events of the period which fashioned it. As Ka.rl 
Worner states it: 
1 O.G. Sonneck, "The History of Music in America" in Iviiscel-
laneous Studies in the History of Music (New York, 1921}, 
p. 330. This article first appeared in the Proceedings of 
the I'-'Iusic Teachers' National Association for 1916. 
1 
2 
Die Mg . der Vereini gten Staaten von Nordamerika steht 
bis tief ins 19 . Jh. hinein im engen Zusammenhang mit der 
soziolog ischen Struktur dieses La~es und ist in ihrer 
Ei genart nur aus ihr verstandlich. 
(Translation: The music history of the United States 
of North America stands, until far into the nineteenth cen-
tury, in close relationship with the sociological structure 
of this country, and is only understandable in its origi -
nality on this basis.) 
This fact is especially true for the early years of the 
nineteenth century which have been shown scant courtesy in his-
torical treatments of American music. Yet the activities of 
John Cole of Baltimore, for one, reveal in the vitality of 
their humble attempts the back-bone of determination that has 
nourished American music to the point that it has reached today. 
He was no musical g iant, no prodigy, no ex ceptional talent even, 
y et his work, coupled and multiplied with the sincere efforts 
of countless others, has provided a broad stream of tradition 
which has quietly sustained and refreshed the musical life of 
our country. 
As is the case of many d evoted workers in church music, 
few external facts relating to Cole's life are known. Accord-
ing to information supplied by the Records Office, Clerk of 
the Council's Department, Shire Hall, Gloucester, England, 
Jov~ Cole, son of John and Ann Cole, was born in Tewkesbury, 
England, in 1774, where he was baptized on June 24 of that 
year. A few years after his mother's death, he emigrated to 
2, Karl H. Worner, 11 Amerika 11 in Die Iviusik in Ges chi chte und 
Gegenwart (Kassel and Basel, 1 949-1951), Vol. I, p . 417. 
America in 17863 at the age of twelve, settling in Baltimore, 
Maryland. He showed aptitude for music and reputedly studied 
at the singing-schools conducted by Andre~or Law (1748-1821) 
and a Mr. Spicer.4 Andre~or Law, the New England psalmodist 
3 
who is credited with several compilations of tunes, a new form 
of musical notation, and the authorship of a musi cal magazine, 
was most effective as a singing teacher. According to Dr . 
F.L . Ritt e r ' s History of Music in America, Law 11 did good 
pioneer work in the New England State s and in the South . "§-
Of Mr . Spicer, on the other hand, little is known, except 
that he collaborated with Andrew Adgate (died 1793) in the 
publication of The Philadeluhia Harmony, a collection of 
Psalm tunes, Hymns, and Anthems, published in 1790.6 Cole 
was also associated with the psalmodist, Samuel Dyer (1785-
1835), although this relationship may not have existed until 
3 According to his obituary in the Baltimore Sun for August 18?1 
1855, he was "for the last 69 years a resident of this city . 1 
Louis Dielman in his article "Old Music and Its Makers'' in 
the Peabody Bulletin of May 1934 published by the Peabody 
Conservatory of Music dates Cole's arrival in the United 
States one year earlier in 1785 (page 26) . This is the date 
g iven also by Frank J. Metcalf in American Writers and Com-
uilers of Sacred Music (New York, 1925), p. 164. 
4_ Metcalf, op. cit. , p . 164. 
~ Quoted by Metcalf, p. 31. 
6 . Metcalf, p. 31. The name of Andrew Adgate appears in a list 
of subscribers given in Cole's Devotional Harmon~ (Balti-
more, 1814), p. iv • 'I'he name of John Cole-r-s-i)rother, 
Samuel, also appears. 
4 
Dyer settled in Baltimore around 1817.7 From these men and 
others Cole may have acquired a general knowledge of music 
and background of the principles of composition, although to 
all intents and pur~oses he considered himself to be self-
taught. In the preface to his Devotional Harmony, for in-
stance, he writes as follows: 
Should this work fall into the hands of any gentle-
man capable of viewing it with the eye of a critick (sic~), 
it is requested that he bear in mind, that the authour (!) 
has never had t-rhat is called a musical education; that he 
is a self taught genius, scarcely able
8
to finger his own 
compositions on a keyed instrument; ••• 
In his early years he was associated with his brother 
Samuel as an auctioneer, printer, and bookseller as well as 
musician.9 In the multiplicity of his activities, Cole re-
sembled the pioneer New England masters like William Billings 
7 Dielman, p . 26, and Metcalf, pp . 206-7. In Samuel Dyer's 
A New Selection of Sacred Music ••• (Baltimore, 1817), P • 94, 
both John and Samuel Cole appear among the subscribers' names. 
In addition, the copy of Cole's The Seraph ••• (Baltimore, 
1821) which is part of the Lo\'rell Mas on collection in the 
Yale University Library bears the f ollowing handwritten in-
scription on the title page : 11 Mr Sl Dyer/ from his friend/ 
J Cole. 11 
8 John Cole, Devotional Harmony ••• (Baltimore, 1814), p. iii • 
9 Dielman, p . 26. Not much is known of his brother Samuel. 
According to Harry Dichter and Elliott Shapiro, Early American 
Sheet Musi c ••• (New York, 1941), p. 181, there exists a direc-
~~ ~ 
tory entry in the year 1803 for Cole, Samuel and John. 11 Under 
the heading Recommendations in the first edition o f John Cole's 
The Seraph ••• (Baltimore, 1821), p. iv , appears the name of 
Samuel Cole as "Precentor and Leader of the Choir Christ Church.'' 
Both Samuel and John Cole are given as the authors of a work 
entitled Sacred Music ••• (Baltimore, 1803) which was published 
11 for the use of the Cecilian Society xx St. Paul's Parish." 
(According to a typewritten bibliography by Frank J. :tvletcalf 
in the possession of the American Antiquarian Society.) The 
Record Office of Gloucester, England, gives December 31, 1772, 
as the baptismal date for Samuel Cole. The same office states 
that a younger brother, Thomas, was baptized on September 21, 
1775· 
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and Oliver Holden who also had to embark on other means of 
earning a livelihood so that they could afford to be musicians . 
Nevertheless, much of the credit for the important place Balti-
more assumed in the musical development of our country is due 
to John Cole.10 
The earliest reference to his musical activity occurs 
in an advertisement in the Telegraph for March 25, 1795, in 
which he asks for a "Drummer in Capt. Lloyd Buchanan's Company 
of Light Infantry. ''11 Part of his musical activities lay in 
the field of band music in which he was active up to and 
around the period of the War of 1812. John H. Hewitt in his 
memoirs tells of Cole that 
he used to describe with great gusto a military band he 
once had under his charge at the beginning of his pro-
fessional career. His clarionet was the leading instrument, 
the subordinates were a violin (sic~), Kent bugle, serpent, 
and bassoon, accompanied by a bass drum. The selection of 
tunes was very limited. On great occasions they would per-
form Washington's March or Bonaparte Crossing the Alps; 
Hail Columbia and Yankee Doodle for patriotic purposes. 
II - - -Their quick marches were usually The Girl I left behind 
me", 11 }1Iarlbrook 11 , "Road to Boston" and 11 1'.foneymusk 11 • With 
these they made the militia boys tramp briskly through the 
streets and never failed to gather a motley escort of ragged 
urchins and grinning negros.I2 
Dielman also mentions that Cole was active as a leader 
of the Independent Blues Band and was present at the Battle 
of Bladensburgh (August, 1814) when he was taken prisoner and 
brought aboard the British Admiral's flagship, but eventually 
10 Metcalf, p. 164. 
11 From the Dielman Biographical Card File at the Maryland 
Historical Society, hereinafter referred to as Dielman file. 
12 John H. Hewitt, Shadows on the lYall or Glimnses of the Past 
(Baltimore, 1877~p. 71. 
released. 1 3 Despite his British orig ins, Cole apparently 
developed a strong sense of patriotic zeal for his adopted 
country which he even expressed in poetic form, more to be 
appreciated for its sentiment than for its literary value. A 
collection of patriotic verse dating from 1812 contains the 
following text by J. Cole to the tune of "Rule Britannia."14 
Though hostile ca~~ons thund'ring roar 
Resounding loud from Britain's shore, 
And scatter round at every breath 
Destruction and untimely death, 
The hardy seaman danger braves, 
And scorns "the mistress of the waves." 
Though British fleets in triumph ride, 
And lord it o'er the briny tid e, 
Our gallent squadron dares to meet , 
In peals of thunder Britain's fleet: 
Each hardy seaman danger braves 
And scorns "the mistress o f the waves. 11 
Brave Truxton, now laid up in dock, 
Once cut the comb of Gallia's cock; 
And Rodgers, in his country's caus e , 
No w braves the Lion's bloodstain'd jaws: 
Refrain: 
Decatur too, his country's pride, 
With Chauncy, Smith and Dent beside, 
And gallent Porter too, and Hull, 
Will scale the walls of Johnny Bull. 
Refrain: 
Then let us join the noble band, 
And now on ocean and on land, 
Around our country's standard fly, 
And bravely dare or bravely die. 
Each free Columbian danger ~raves 
And scorns the threats of Britain's slaves. 
13 Dielman, ou. cit ., p . 26. 
14 Eagle and Harp; Patriotic and Humerous (sic!) Song s and 
Odes ( Baltimore, 18:12), p. 12. 
6 
7 
The earliest published musical v10rk of Cole, Sacred Har-
mony~, actually dates from the last years of the eighteenth 
century. According to an annotated copy of Evans' American 
Bibliography1 5 at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, 
advertisements indicating this worlr as 11 just published 11 ap-
peared on March 1, 1799, and August 22, 1799, but no copies 
of this edition have been located. From this time forward, 
publication followed publication throughout his lifetime, a 
reflection of his constant concern with church music . 
Most authorities state that Co l e was active in both St. 
Paul's and Christ Church from as early a s 1802, but are not 
clear as to his duties. It would seem that he served both as 
organist and ch oirmaster at first, but that these duties were 
later separated, since individual organists are recorded for 
both churches while Cole was st ill active there . Th~s can be 
seen, for instance, in his dedication of the first edition of 
The Seraph ••• in 1821 : 
To Mr. C. Meinicke, professor of music and 
organist of St. Paul's church, Bal timore . This 
work is respectfully inscribed, as a token of es-
teem, by the editor.l6 
St. Paul's, the chief place of Cole's activity, has 
twice suffered damage by fire, so that the present edifice 
bears little resemblance to the original church. Contemporary 
accounts, hov1ever, indicate that the building in the early 
years of the nineteenth century was an important and impos-
ing structure indicative of its prominent role in the Baltimore 
15 Charles Evans, American Bibl!Qgraphy (Chicago, 1934), Vol. 
12, p . 287, item no. 35319. 
16 John Cole, The Seraph (Baltimore, 1821), p . iii • 
8 
~eligious community. An 1833 description runs as follows: 
Is situate (sic!) at the south last intersection of 
Cha rles and Sarato ga streets. It is a spacious and noble 
edifice, of the Grecian Doric order, 126 feet in length by 
84 in breadt h. Its handsome portico is supported by four 
coupled fluted marble columns. This steeple is considered 
the handsomest in the state; it consists of three stories 
or divisions, the first of Grecian Ionic, the second , 
Corinthian, and the third, composite. This last is sur-
mounted by a cupola. The height of the steeple is 126 
feet. The front of this building is on Charles street, and 
the whole inclosed with a handsome iron railing . Architect: 
R.C. Long . Cost: $142 , 000 . Rector : Rev. W.F. Wyatt, D.D.l7 
Christ Church is also described in the same book as "a 
considerable building having a handsome steeple and larg e 
chime of bells, which are heard on every Sabbath and remarkable 
occasions. 1118 These bells were still notable as late as 1852, 
when t hey are mentioned in a guide book. "At the corner of 
the nex t street (after Temperance Hall) is Christ Church, with 
a steeple in which is a chime of six fine tonal bells. 11 1 9 
Because of the architectural magnificence of t hese 
churches, one can assume that their role was an important one 
and t ha t any musician associated with their congregations 
would play a significant role in the musical developme nt of 
the city. A clue to the importance of John Cole in this res-
pect can be seen by citing three unrelated instances . 
1. In the tradition of the New England psalmodists, 
Cole published several collections of psalmody during his 
17 Charles Varle, A Complete Vie\'r of Baltimore (Baltimore, 
1833), PP• 47-48. 
18 Varle, op. cit., p . 48. 
19 A Baltimorean (anon.), Stranger's Guide to Baltimore 
(Baltimore, 1852), p . 24. 
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lifetime which had a marked influence on current church prac-
tises. In fact, he was even honored vrith the title, "Father of 
American Psalmody," at a national music convention held in New 
20 York in 1833. He was especially concerned with the music for 
the Episcopal Church. Only with the turn of the century were 
books published to take care of the special needs of specific 
. 
churches and denominations, and Cole's Episcopalian Harmony 
(1800 ) was among the first of this type.21 This book was also 
the first to include settings to the Responses to the Decalogue, 
the Kyrie, Gloria Tibi, and Sanctus.22 Holy Communion was sel-
dom administered during the eighteenth century in Anglican churches, 
usually only on Easter, Whitsunday, and on the Sundays following 
Christmas and Michaelmas. Morning and Evening Prayer seemed to 
be the norm, and most of the available music provided for these 
services. Only in the mid-century with the advent of the 
Oxford movement do full musical settings of the Communion 
Service appear . Thus the si gnificance of Cole's Enisconalian 
Harmony, published in 1800, is _!>f-p; ·.,..e.'i:.~ \\"r!F'~ta..nc.t.. 
2. His position in civic affairs is attested to by the 
fact that he was chosen to write a "Song for the Day" for a 
joint celebration on the Fourth of July, 1828, in honor both 
20 Dielman, op. cit., p. 27 . No further details about this 
convention are g iven in the article and its exact nature 
has not been ascertained. A short typescript at the Mary-
land Historical Society by William Ninde Cole, a nephew of 
John Cole, refers to a National Musical Convention held in 
New York around 1833· 
21 Leonard Ellinv.rood, The History of American Church I•,Iusic, 
(New York, 1 953), p. 68. 
22 Ellinwood, op. cit., p . 42. 
10 
of the d a y and the commencement of the Baltimore and Ohio r a il-
road . 23 There is little literary value to this do ggerel verse, 
and the ch orus music sung to the air of 11 \'le 1 re a' noddin 
1 11 (Ex-
a mple 1) contributes nothing to Cole's reputation as a musician, 
but as a sociological document it provides sufficient interest 
and value. 
23 Detailed and Correct Account of the Grand Civic Procession 
in the City of Baltimore on the Fourth of July, 1828; in 
Honor of the Day and in Commemoration of the Commencement 
of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-Road: as uublished in the 
"American" ~Baltimore, 1828), pp . 42-43. 
Song for the Day. 
Chorus : - 0 weire all full of life, fun and jollity , 
l'ie 're all crazy here in Baltimore . 
Here's a rode (!) to be made 
With the Pick and the Snade 
'Tis to reach to Ohio, for the benefit of trade; 
Here are mountains to be levell ' d, 
Here are vallies ( ! )to be fill'd, 
Here are rocks to be blown, and bridges too, to build 
And we're all hopping, skipping , jumping , 
And we're all crazy here in Baltimore. 
See the crowds of men and boys, 
What a bustle ! what a noise! 
Sure all the world is here to uarticinate our joys. 
Here 1 s the rna tron and the-prude, ~ 
11 0 boys you ' re very rude, 11 --
And here's old Paul Pry with his 11 hope I don't intrude". 
For we're all prying, peeping, looking, 
For we're all gaping here in Baltimore . 
Come, come along with me, 
And you'll see the Commitee (sic!) 
And the venerable Carroll, the friend of liberty ; 
The hand that held the pen, 
Never faulters (sic!) but again, 
Is employed with the spade to assist his fellow men. 
For they're all digging, blowing blasting, 
For they're all working here in Baltimore . 
Here's the Mayor and the Council, 
And the Judges of the Court . 
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Here's the Sheriff, and the Marshall, and Collector of the Port. 
Here ' s the pulpit and the bar, 
Here are strangers from afar, 
And here's what remains of the mighty men of war; 
Who are all going one after t'other, 
There's very few left us here in Baltimore . 
Here's the Brotherhood so true, 
All in purple and in blue, 
With their bad~es and their tools, all ready for the work. 
See there s the Royal Arch, 
How beautiful they march, 
And the Kni ght of the Temple to protect us from the Turk. 
For they're all cutting , slashing , yonder, 
But v1e don't fear them here in Baltimore. 
Here 's the trades with their banners, 
Coopers, Curriers and Tanners, 
With the Carnenters and Saddlers and Hatters not a fev.r. 
Here's the Butchers with their cleavers, 
Painters, Plasterers and Weaverers, 
And Pat with a shovel, and a drop of whisky too; 
For we're all drinking, toasting , tippling, 
For we're all tipsy here in Baltimore. 
Here 's the Tailors! What a sight! 
And the Smiths black and white, 
And here come the Shoemakers who fit us left and right. 
Here's the men who cut the Glass, 
And those who 1-l"ork · in Brass, 
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And the Printers with the 'Devil,' stand by and let 'em pass . 
For they're all busy printing verses, 
On the· grand show we have in Baltimore. 
Here 's the Captains and the Mates, 
With the ship United States. 
Here's the Builders and Riggers, with the makers of the Ropes. 
Here's the Pilots with the compass, 
Carters, Praymen -- what a rumpus! 
Wi th the Juvenile Associations marshal 'd all in groups. 
For we're all marching, march, march, marching, 
For we 're all marching here in Baltimore. 
Now halt the parade, 
While the Corner Stone is laid, 
And the Prayer ascends to Heaven to aid the enterprise. 
See Roundtree with his band, 
Takes an elevated stand 
And the Carrollton ( !) march re-echos to the skies; 
We shall all play it, whistle it, and sing it, 
We shall all piay it here in Baltimore. 
And when the Road is made 
With the Pick and the Spade, 
In the Locomotive Engine they will put a little fire. 
And while the kettle boils, 
We may ride three hundred miles, 
Or go to bed in Baltimore, and breakfast in Ohio. 
Where they're all waiting, hoping, praying, 
For a quick way to come to Baltimore . 
3. John Cole was in constant communication with Lowell 
Mason, sending his works to Mason as they were published , and 
engag ing in discussions with him on musical questions. (See 
Annotated Biblio graphy, No . 30.) Mason, in turn, acknowledg ed 
Cole by including the latter's hymn "Geneva" in countless col-
lections of church music. 
13 
Not much else is known about John Cole's musical activi-
ties outside of his church '<Tork. For av.rhile he ran a sing ing -
school -- 11 singing school by John Cole and Eben Hathaway" --
according to an advertisement in the Federal Gazette ••• for 
December 2, 1819. A similar school was still flouri s hing three 
years later according to a notice dated October 9, 1822: 
Jo~~ Cole's sacred music school, at Commodious Room 
o~er Robinson's lottery office, corner of Baltimore 
Street and St. Paul's lane, \vhere rudiments taught by 
Lancastrian system and voca124essons on plan recommended by Phillips in his lectures. 
It can even be surmised that he had a hand in most of 
the publ ic performances of sacred music in Baltimore as well 
as in the presentation of several oratorios given there. 2 5 
The Harmonic Society of Baltimore presented several such ora-
torios in that city, possibly under the influence of the Boston 
Handel and Haydn Society. John R. Parker's Euterpiad, for in-
stance, announces a performance of Haydn's Creation in 1821.26 
At first these concerts were g iven in a rented dancing academy, 
but later were transferred to the more di gnified setting of a 
room in the Atheneum. 27 
Along with all these musical activities, however, Cole 
busied himself throughout his lifetime with various publishing 
ventures. Some of these were of a non-musical nature. From 
24 Dielman file. 
25 Metcalf, P• 165. 
26 W.S.B. M~thews, A Hundred Years of Music in Amer ica 
(Chicag o, 1889), p. 58. 
27 Varle, ~· cit., p . 36. 
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1802-1804 he was concerned with the publication of a newspaper , 
The (Baltimore) Republican, established as a daily paper on 
January 1, 1802, under the title " The Republican , or Anti-
Democrat," by Prentiss and Cole. On May 14, 1802, the paper 
was changed to a tri-weekly. After August 4, 1802, the firm 
was dissolved, and the paper was published by Charles Prentiss 
alone . 28 Sometime during this period, John Cole married Ann 
Brewer, and a son, Georg e Frederick Handel Cole, was born of 
this union on May 7, 1803.2 9 
For a short time, Cole was in business with Samuel Sower 
in the firm of Sower and Cole, but this partnership was dis-
solved on September 24, 1806 . 3° In 1804 Cole set up in the 
boolr trade, since his name appears in the Baltimore city di-
rectory under "Cole and Hewes, booksellers, 14. S . Calvert St . "31 
In conformity with the custom of the day, the firm not only 
carried books, but music and related merchandise . From about 
1814 to 1816 he was also associated with the firm of Neal, Wills 
and Cole, in the publication of literary, religious, legal and 
other social works, but the bulk of Cole's business dealings 
28 Clarence S. Brigham, History and Bibliography of American 
Ne~spapers 1690-1820 fWorcester, 1947), Vol . I, p . 248. 
29 Dielman file. This information is based on entries in a 
family Bible . The same Bible records the death of John 
Cole's wife on December 27, 1845, and that of his son in 
Charleston, South Carolina, on January 2, 1861. Cole "~tlas 
not the first musical fathe r to name his son after Handel . 
Daniel Read, the New Haven psalmodist, also tagged his 
offspring Georg e Frederick Handel Read . (Gilbert Cha se , 
America~s Music ••• (New York, 1955), p . 134.) 
30 Di chter and Shapiro , QE~it ., p . 181 . 
31 Joseph Muller, The Star-Spangled Banner ••• (Ne w York, 1935), 
p . 75 . 
lay in the realm of music publishing and the music store 
which he ran in conjunction with this activity. After pur-
chasing the stock of music and p lates belonging to Thomas 
Carr,32 Cole began serious publishing activity about 1822. 
His ventures included not only many of his own works, but 
innumerable works of others, both in the realm of serious 
and popular music. 
His music store at 137 Baltimore Street seems to have 
been the scene of his greatest activity. Every aspect of 
musical business seems to have been conducted there. The 
store even served as a clearing house for other musicians 
as is indicated in the following advertisement:33 
(Advertising) Directory 
Professors of Music 
Cosden, J.T. professor of the flute and 
teacher of niano forte. Apply at Cole's 
music store. 
Petri, John F. professor of the forte piano 
and flute. Apply at Cole's music store, No . 
137 Baltimore St. 
Music Stores 
Cole, John, music store, and pianoforte and 
other musical instrument warehouse. No . 137, 
Baltimore St. 
32 Thomas Carr ~as a member of the famous Carr family noted 
for music publishing both in Philadelphia and Baltimore. 
He is also knowrr for adapting and arr~nging the first 
edition of the Star-Spangled Banner.' He was musically 
active as or5anist of Christ Church, Baltimore, from 
1798-1811. (William A. Fisher, One Hundred and Fifty 
Years of Music Publishing in the United States (Boston, 
1933), PP• 27-28. 
33 Varle, op. cit., p . 141. 
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In 1835 John Cole associated himself wi th his son, also 
a good musician. Several publications appeared with t he im-
print "John Cole and Son" or "George F. Cole." 34 Father and 
son remained in business until 1839 when the firm was bought 
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out by Frederick D. Benteen. According to a newspaper announce-
ment dated Sunday, May 8, 1839, Cole states: 11 I have this day 
sold out my stock in trade to Mr . Fred . D. Benteen, who will 
continue the business at the old stand, No . 137 Baltimore 
Street .35 After relinquishing his business, John Cole is 
recorded as a dealer in pianos in 1840, and then seems to 
have retired, since the directory listings from 1841 to his 
death on August 17, 1855, give only his address but no occu-
pation. His son continued on his own for awhile, running a 
music store at No. 10 N. Holliday Street, but later seems to 
have moved to Charleston, South Carolina, where he eventually 
died in 1861. 
Despite the time-consuming nature of these ventures, 
John Cole neverthel e ss found opportunity to pioneer in elevat-
ing the standards of performance in church music and to insti-
tute reforms in psalmody and hymnody which have had lasting 
imuortance. In the \'lords of Hewitt ,. 11 he was an excellent 
man, pleasant as a companion and useful as a c itizen," 36 but 
it is to the music itself that we must now turn for an under-
standing of his true significance in the history of American 
church music. 
34 Dichter and Shapiro, ~cit., pp . 50, 55 . 
35 Dielman file. 
36 Hewitt, op . cit., p . 71 . 
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B. Chronolo gy 
1774 Born, Tewkesbury, England . 
1785-86 Emi grates to America . 
17 95 Advertisement for "Drummer" in ~elegraph, March 2 5 . 
1799 
1800 
1801 
1802 
1803 
1804 
1805 
1806 
1809 
1810 
1811 
1812 
1814 
1. Announcement of publication of Sacred Harmony ••• 
Evans No. 35319. 
2. Directory entry (October) John Cole, 92 :rvrarket Street, 
(ace. to Dichter and Shapiro, op . cit., p . 1 81) . 
1. Announcement of publication of Cecilian Harmony . 
Advertisement in Federal Gazette, November 15. 
2. Publication of Episcopalian Harmony . 
Entry in Baltimore Directory and Annual Register, 
1800-1801. p. 27, "John Cole dw. 101 Baltimore ." 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
4-
1. 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
Choirmaster at St. Paul's and Christ Church. 
Ivrarriage to Ann Brewer (?) 
Publication of newspaper, The Republican. 
Advertisement in Baltimore Republican, May 26, 
of Divine Harmonist , Ist ed. 
Son George Frederick Handel Cole born, Ivla.y 7. 
Directory entry 11 Cole, Samuel and John. 11 
Published A Collection of Fsalm Tunes and Anthems. 
Publication of Sacred Harmony ••• by Samuel and John 
Cole. 
1 . Entry in Baltimore Directory by James Robinson, 
p. 50 "John Cole, printer dw. Chatham St." 
2. Advertisement in Baltimore Sun, Joh~ Cole, bookseller. 
3 . Publication of Beauties of Psalmody, lst edition. 
1. Publication of Beauties of Psalmody, second edition. 
2 . Advertisement of Evangelical Harmony . 
Partnership with Samuel Sowe r dissolved, September 24 
(According to Dichter and Shapiro, op . cit., p . 181 ) . 
Publication of Divine Harmonist. 
1. Publication of Ecclesiastical :Harmony. 
2. Publication of The Rudiments of Music. 
Second edition of Episcopalian Harmony. 
1. Publication of The 1Ylinstrel, A Collection of 
Celebrated Songs. 
2. Entry in Fry's Baltimo re Directory for 1812, p . 18 , 
"Cole, John dv-r. N. Calvert St. ext." 
Publication of Devotional Harmony . 
1815 
1 816 
1818 
1819 
1820 
1822 
1823 
1824 
18 
Entry in The Baltimore Directory and Re gister for 1814-
1 815 by James Lakin, u. 58, "John Cole, bookseller, dv.r . 
14 S. Calvert St. 11 ·• 
1. Entry in Baltimore Director~ and Regist e r for 1816 
by Edward Matchett, p . 44, John Cole, bookseller, 
dw. 176 Balt." 
2. Advertisement in Baltimore Sun of music publishers 
Neale, Wills and Cole. 
1. Publication of Songs of Zion. 
2. Entry in Baltimore Directory for 1817-18, p . 36, 
11 Jol'l.n Cole, bookseller, dw. 176 Be.l timore St. 11 
Advertisement in Federal Gazette, December 2, 11 Sing ing 
School by John Cole and Eben Hathaway. 11 
Publication of Thir~-Four Psalm Tunes. 
1. Publication of The Serauh, 1st edition. 
2. Advertisement in Baltimore Sun, July 5, announcing 
publication by John Cole of a canzonet by ¥ws . Eliza 
Buckler entitled "The Breeze that Wafts Thee Far 
Away." 
3. Advertisement in Baltimore Sun, July 15, of John 
Cole, 125 Baltimore St., bookseller. 
4. Advertisement in Baltimore Sun, October 9, of Sing -
ing School by John Cole over Robinson's lottery office. 
1. Advertisement in The Baltimore Directory for 1822 & 
23, compiled by C. Keenan, p. 57, "John Colefl music 
store, 125 1/2 Baltimore. dw. 62 N. Liberty. 1 
2. Advertisement of Sing ing School in Federal Gazette 
for January 27. 
3. Advertisement in Baltimore Sun, January 30, announcing 
publication by John Cole of David's Harp by Emmanuel 
Kent. 
Entry in Mat chett's Baltimore Director for 1824, p. 62, 
11 John Cole, music store, 123 Baltimore. dw. Liberty 
Eastside north of Conewago. See advertisement." 
1824-26 Directory entry for John Cole, 123 Market St. (Accord-
ing to Dichter and Shapiro, op. cit., p . 1 82.) 
1 827 
1828 
1. Publication o f The Seraph, 2nd edition. 
2. Publication of Beauties of Psalmody, 3rd edition. 
3. Entry in Matchett's Baltimore Director for 1827, 
p. 68, 11 John Cole, music store, 187 Baltimore dw. 
Liberty. 11 (187 may be a misprint for 137.) 
1. Publication of Sacred Melodies 1-3. 
2. Song for the Day in honor of the Fourth of July & 
Commencement of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. 
1829 
1831 
1833 
19 
1. Entry in V~tchett's Baltimore Director for 1829, 
p. 66, "John Cole, music store 137 W Baltimore St. 
d.w. 42 S Charles St." 
2. Publication of Union Harmogy. 
1. Publication o f Primitive Psalmody. 
2. Entry in l~tchettTS Baltimore Director 1831, p. 8, 
"John Cole, music store{! 137 Baltimore St. dwelling 
Charles St . near Pratt. 1 
1. Named "Father of American Psalmody" at a New York 
Convention. 
2. Entry in Matchett's Baltimore Director 1833, p . 44, 
11 John Cole, cor Courtland and Franklin Sts. (dwell.) 
11 11 
, music store, 137 Baltimore Street." 
1835-6 Entry in Matchett's Baltimore Director, p . 52, "John 
Cole & Son, music store, 137 Baltimore St. dwelling 
Lombard St. opp. the ' ashington Engine house . 11 
1837-8 Entry in Matchett's Baltimore Director, p . 93, "John 
Cole, music store, 137 w Baltimore St. dwelling 
Lombard Street." 
1839 F .D. Bentsen takes over the John Cole business. 
1840 Publication of Parochial Psalmody. 
lBL~0-41 Entry in Matchett's Baltimore Director, p . 100, "Cole, 
John, piano store, 1 n Charles St. dw 97 Lombard St. 
e of Liberty." 
1842 
1845 
1847 
1847-48 
1851 
1853-4 
1855 
No dat e. 
Publication of Laudate Dominum, 2nd (?) edition. 
1. Wif e dies, December 27. 
2. Entry i n The Baltimore Directory, p . 94, "Cole, John 
195 w. Lombard St." 
Publication of Laudate Dominum, 3rd edition. 
Entry in Matchett 1 s Baltimore Director, 1). 70, "John 
Cole 195 W Lombard St. 
Entry in ~~tchett's Baltimore Director, p . 58, "John 
Cole 31 Hamilton St . 
Entry in Matchett's Baltimore Director, P· 64, "John 
Cole 31 Hamilton 
Joll.n Cole dies, August 17. 
Collection of Anthems, pr:LDted in Baltimore. 
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CHAP'l'ER II 
Annotated Bibliography of the Works of John Cole 
l) Sacred Harmony ..• 1799 
No copy o~ this edition seems to be extant, although the 
¥~ryland Historical Society states that it is in possession of 
the seventh edition, published by J. Carr and dated December, 
1800 . An advertisement in the Federal Gazette and Baltimore 
Daily Advertiser for Friday, ~~rch l, 1799, g ives the comp lete 
title of the work: 
Sacred Harmony, containing a Variety of Plain and Sipple 
Airs Adapted to all the :Hetres in Dr . Wa tts 1 Psalms, Im-
proved by ~~. Barlow,2 and a Choice Collection of the 
Mo st Approved Hymn Tunes, adapted to all the metres in 
the Methodist Pocket Hymn Book 1 3 together with a concise 
introduction to the art of singing - by John Cole. 
1 Isaac Watts (1674-1748), the son of a Nonconformist school-
master, published a selection of metrical 11 Psalms of David 11 
in 1719, which had a great influence in America. Paul Harvey, 
ed . , The Oxford Companiog_to Egglish Literature, second edi-
tion (New York, 1937), p . 834 . According to Watts, the Book 
of Psalms was a Jewish book and not a Christian one. To 
Christianize the Psalms, it would first be necessary to 
translate them anew, and rewrite them in a versified form 
in the ,,my David \vould have \vr i tten them had he been a 
Christian and not a Jew. Louis F . Benson, The Hymnody of 
the Christian Church (Richmond, Virginia, 1956), p . 89 . 
2 Joel Barlow (1755-1812), a graduate of Yale, corrected and 
enlarged Dr . Watts• Psalms at the request of the Congrega-
tional General Association of Connecticut, adapting the whole 
to Ameri can thought and circumstances. The v-rork, published in 
1786, bears the following somewhat curious title: Psalms 
carefully suited to the Christian Worship in the United States 
of America, being Dr. V'latts 1 · I mi tation of the Psalms of David, 
as improved b~Mr. Barlow . John Julian, ed., A Dictionary of 
Hymnolo~ (New York, 1957, Reprint of Second Revised Edition 
of 1907), p . 114. 
3 In 1784, John Wesley (1703-1791), one of the founders of the 
Methodist movement, sent over to America the printed sheets of 
a small collection of psalms and hymns whi ch became the basis 
of the Pocket Hymn Book of 1790. A revised and improved ver-
sion was published in 1802 under the title: The Methodist 
Pocket Hymn Book. Henry Wilder Foote, Three Centuries of 
American Hymnody (Cambridge, 194-0), pp . 146-147 . The 1790 
edition was probably the one indicated in Cole's work. 
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This collec t ion is recorded in Charles Evans, American Biblio-
~raphy (Chi ca go, 1934), vol . 12, p a g e 287, item no . 3531 9 , as 
a publication by J . Carr of Baltimore in 1799 . 
In t h e same n el'rs p a p er for 'rhursday, Au gust 22 , 1799 , a n 
announcement of 11 Musi c lately published' ' under an advertisement 
of J . Carr' s music store lists "Second part to Cole's Sacred 
Harmony, 25 c ents." 
2 ) Cecilian Harmony • •• 1800 
No cop y of this work seems to be extant . Its publication 
was announced in the Federal Gazette ••• for November 15, 1800 . 
An a dvertisement in the Beauties of Psal mody (Baltimore, 1805) 
al so r e fers to 11 Cecilian Harmony, a Coll ection of An thems and 
Hymns," published by Cole and Hev1es. 4 
3) Episcopalian Harmo~~ 1st ed ition , c. 1800 
Th e date of this edition is conjectural , but it definitely 
i s earlier than the 1811 version.5 (See No. 13 below . ) A 
cop y of this first edition in the British Museum is the only 
work of Cole that can be found in his native land . 6 
4 According to an unpublished "Checklist of America n Psalmody 
to 1850 11 at the America n Antiquarian Society in Worcester, 
Ma ssachusetts. 
5 James Warring ton, Short Titles of Books Relating To or 
Illustrating T~e HistorY_and Practice of Psalm~in the 
United States 1620-1820) (Ph iladelp hia, 1896), p . 163. 
6 Edith B. Schnapper, ed., The British Union-Catalo gue of 
Early Music (London, 1957~vol . I, p . 203. 
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4) Divine Harmonist ••• 1st edition, 1802 
According to an advertisement in the Baltimore Republican 
for May 26, 1802, this work was announced under the title: 
"The Divine Harmonist, a Collection of Sacred Illfusic in Four 
Parts, Designed for Public Worship. Baltimore, Warner and 
Hanna . 11 (See No. 10 below .) 
5) Sacred Music;/ Published For The Use of The/ Cecilian 
Society,/ Established Under The Patronage/ of the/ Clergy 
And Vestry Of St. Paul 1 s Parish,/ Baltimore./ By s . & J. 
Cole./ (To Be Continued Occasionally.)/ (1803) 16 pages . 
This work, the joint efforts of John Cole and his br other 
Samu el, is dedicated to the members of the Cecilian Society 
to whom it is announced as 11 the first number of a work which 
it is our intention to continue , as occasion may require. 11 
The dedication continues as follows : 
Those of you who have made considerable progress 
in the science, \Ifill, on perusal, find that it con-
tains simple, though correct compositions, calcula-
ted expressly for the present state of the Society, 
collectively. In the succeeding numbers, we shall 
endeavor to furnish a supply of such pieces as are 
calculated for the further improvement of the So-
ciety; the advancement of which, shall be our con-
stant study. Sincerely hoping that nothing may 
occur to disturb that harmony which subsists among 
us, 1tle have the honor to subscribe ourselves, Your 
humble servants, Saml . & John Cole. (Dated) Balti-
more, January 1, 1803. 
The following pages ( (1) - (4)) entitled 11 Articles 
agreed on by the United Choirs of Christ Church and St . 
Paul 1 s 11 reveal much information about the organization of 
the Society. The very first article, for instance, states 
that the united choirs ivere to be known as the Cecilian So-
ciety, which (according to the sixt.h article) met twice per 
week, on Thursdays and Sundays. T1>10 leaders were chosen v-rho 
were to preside alternately in the Society. (Article IV) 
This edition also provides the information that 11 at a stated 
meeting of the Cecilian Society, Jan. 2, 1803, 11 an election 
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of officers took p lace 11 when Samuel and John Cole were elected 
Leaders • • • " The valuable list of choir members of both chur-
ches for t h e year 1803 (p . (4)) shows that Samuel Cole was 
in Saint Paul's choir, and John Cole in the choir of Christ 
Church. 
Music by John Cole contained in this work consists of 
the following numbers : 
1) ''Anthem, from the 117th Psalm, composed by J . Cole . 11 
(pp. 6-7) 
2) 11 Angels Roll The Rock Away, comp osed by Dr . Haydn, 
the Words Adopted and the Music Arranged for Four 
Voices by John Cole. (p . 12) This is the famous 
melody of the Austrian National Hymn . 
The work concludes with the ~elebrated canon by William 
Byrd, 11 Non Nobis Domine, 11 the 11ork with which the Cecil ian 
Society of London concluded its performances, and 11 inserted 
here for the same purpose." 
6) A/ Collection/ of Psalm Tunes and Anthems . / composed by 
John Cole, of Baltimore,/ Author of 11 The Divine Harmonist 11 , 
&c./ 11 --Music, like the sacred pa g e - composes youth, en-
livens a ge/ Tempers the fierce, uplifts the faint th'ob-
dura te melts, inflames the faint 11 / Published according to 
Act of Congress./ Printed, typo graphically, at Boston,/ By 
Isaiah Thomas and Ebenezer T. Andrews . / Sold at Their Book-
store, No . 45, Newbury-Street; by said Thomas in Worcester; 
and by the Booksellers in Town and Country - Dec ember, 1803/ 
55 pages. 
The copy of this work found in the Lowell ~~son Collection 
at Ya le University contains the following note handwritten on 
the inside cover:7 
Dr Sir 
I send you this as a curiosity - Thomas & Andrews 
published it on their own account, and sent me One Hun-
dred copies. I v.ras then a young man, and was me,de very 
p roud, on hearing from them, that "some of their best 
Judges pronounced the music too good for the prevailing 
taste"!!! 
Having a few days since visited a Church, in which 
I formerly officiated I found two copies and send you 
one as a memento of former times. 
lVIr L. !via son 
Boston 
John Cole 
According to the index , this work contains only three 
anthems, based on Psalms 100, 117, and 145. The version of 
Psalm 100, 0 Be Joyful in the Lord, is an earlier form of 
t his anthem which '.vas later expanded and elaborated in Cole 1 s 
Devotional Harmony ••• , 1814 . An anthem, as defined by Cole, 
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i s "a composition of different parts applied to sacred p rose."8 
Several other compositions, althou g h of larger proportions 
than t he usual Psalm Tunes, do not qualify as anthems beca use 
t he y are based on poetic texts. Among these, the most inte-
resting is the work entitled "Mount Vernon" v.rhich Cole indi-
cates was ''sung at the Funeral Solemnities on the Death of 
Wash ington." Since Georg e Washing ton died in 1799, the ac-
tual composition of the music occurred about four years pre-
vious to the date of publication. 
see Appendix, n • J~~-f-f) 
(For a copy of this anthem, 
Other selections of anthem-like proportions are "Ireland," 
11 Na tivi ty 11 on a versified form of Psalm 98 by \'la.tts, 11 Christmas 11 
with t h e text from Pop e 1 s 111essiah, and "Denmark" by 11 Dr. 11 
7 For a photostatic cop y of this note, see Appendix, p. 14-% 
8 John Cole, The Rudiments of Music (Baltimore, 1 810), p . 19. 
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1-1adan , 9 adapted for four voices by J. Cole. 
The Psalm tunes by Cole contained in this vmrk include : 
Alexandria, Allison , Annapolis, Baltimore, Bath, Banquet , 
Burlington, Canaan, Chester, Contentment , Easton, Ebenezer, 
Geneva, Harmony , Heavenly Joy, Immanuel, (sic~ ) Lancaster, 
Mount Zion, New Leno x , Paradise, Philadelp hia, Pl ymouth and 
Providence. Cole's indebtedness to the fuguing-tune tra dition 
is seen in the four-part tune "Canon" whi ch actually maintains 
a strict canon at two measure intervals for ten o f its twenty 
measures. 
7) The/ Bea~ti~s of Psalmody ./ Containing a Selection of/ 
Sacred Music/ In/ Three and Four Parts;/ Adapted To Dr . 
Watts's Psalms And Hymns./ Rehearse his praise with awe 
p rofound,/ Let knowledge lead the song ; (Nor mock him 
with a solemn sound,/ Upon a thoughtless tongue. ~ 1atts .j 
Copy-ri ght secured according to Law./ Baltimore:/ Printed 
And Sold By Sm.rer And Cole, No. 1 90, Mar k et-Street. / 1 804. / 
103 p a ges . 
This work wa s dedicated to the members of the Bal t imore 
Sacred Harmonic Association, "an association of t h e friends 
of SACRED HARiviONY in t h is city . 11 'l'he edi t ors did not e xpect 
thi s work to be a ttractive to the public since i t ,.,a s not cal-
culated to please the prevailing taste of t h e period: 
9 
t h ey (the editors) know and are sorry to record it, to 
t he shame o f their countrymen, that the ¥~SSACHUSETTs­
COivfPILER10 and the works of Kimbal (sic ! )11 and Holyokel2 
lie neglected on t h e boo11~- seller 1 s sh~lf, while t hose of Benham ,l3 Lav>1, 14 Adgate, 5 Pillsbury,16 Shumway,l7 &c are 
sought wi th avidity and receiv 1d with approbation . 
Martin Madan (1726-1790), a cousin of the poet Co V>Tper , was 
chaplain of the Lock Hospital, an "in stitution for t he res -
toration of unhappy females ." In 1760 h e published A Col-
lection of Psalms- and Hymns Extracted from- Va rious AuthOrs 
l'lhich furnished the bas is of most English and American hymn 
co llections for t he next 100 years. The Joint Commission 
on the Revision of the Hymnal ••• , The Hy~nal 1940 Companion 
(New York , 1949) , p . 493. Hereinafter this work wi ll be 
referred to by title only. 
25a 
(footnotes to pag e 25) 
10 Cole himself in a footnot e describes this coll e ction a s "a 
work of great merit, published in Boston by Gram, Holyo ke, 
and Holden . 11 The preface to the NTa ssachusetts Compiler, · 
dated at Charlestown, Iif.tass., in 1795, is signed by Hans 
Gram, Sa muel Holyoke, and Oliver Wolden . The latter, the 
familiar composer of ''Coronation, p robably did the larger 
p art of the compiling. Hans Gram , organist of the Brattle 
Street Church, was a comp oser of 'vell-known anthems and 
h ymn tunes. Metcalf, American Writers ••• , p . 116. For 
Samuel Holyoke, see note 12 . 
1 1 Jacob Kimball , Jr. (1761-1826), a graduate of Harvard Col-
lege, comp iled t 1HO music books: The Rural Harmony (1793 ) 
and The Essex Harmony (1800). It is questionable vlhether 
he was the author of The Village Harmony often attributed 
to him . ibid., pp. 111-113. 
12 Samuel Holyoke (1752-1820), another Harvard graduate, was 
a noted music teacher and composer. His most famous col-
lection was The Columbian Repository Of Sacred Harmony ••• , 
published at Exeter, N.H., c. 1800 . He also wrote two odes 
~rhich were performed on "the day on which the citizens ex-
pressed their unbounded veneration for the memory of our 
beloved (George) Washing ton." ibid., pp. 114-118 . 
1 3 Asahel Benham (1757-1805) taught several sing ing schools 
in the New England and Middle States. His most familiar 
work \vas The Federal Ha rmony ..• , published at New Haven, 
Conn., in 1790 . 1 bid. , pp. 90-92. 
14 Andrew Law (1748-1821) contributed a musical ma gazine, a 
new form of musical notation (See Chapter III), and several 
compilations of tunes, among them the Select Harmony of 
1778, a nd the Co llection of Best Tunes and Anthems of 1799 . 
John Tasker Howard, Our American Music (New York, 1 946), 
pp . 5 9-60 . 
15 And rew Ad gate ( ? - 1793) founded in Philadelphia an Insti-
tution for the Encourag ement of Church Music in 1784 , and 
t he next year established a Free School for Spreading the 
Knowledge of Vocal I~sic, which developed into the Uranian 
Academy. His collections include Select Psalms and Hymns 
(1787) and Selection of Sacred Harmony (1788). Waldo 
Selden Pratt, ed., Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
American Supnlement-rNew York, 1935) , pp . 110, 386. 
16 Amos Pillsbury published a United States Sacred Harmony in 
Boston in 1799. ibid., p . 387 . 
17 Nehemiah Shumway published an American Harmony in Philadel-
phia in 1793. ibid., p. 387 . 
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Instead of the "trifling and doleful ditties , patched un from 
II "F . ttl8 old Love-songs and ugelng tunes, II breaking off and beg in-
ning again vlith all the formality of a sham-battle," the editors 
have preferred to use "the grand, majestic and solemn airs'' of 
Handel and o thers . 
Music by Cole in this work includes : 
p . 16 
p. 25 
p . 29 
'D· 32 
'D. 38 
Sterne's 1V.Iarial9 
Thirty-Fourth 
Heavenly Joy 
Geneva 
Ebenezer 
Harmonized by J. Cole 
Altered from Stephenson20 
by J. Cole . 
The version of 11 0ld-Hundred" (p. 34) is pa.rticularly interesting 
because it uses the same rhythmic organization as does the ver-
sion found today in The Hymnal of the Protestant Eniscopal 
Church ••• l940, No. 139, in Long Metre . Cole comments in a 
footnote as follows: 
18 
19 
20 
Cole in a footnote on n . (3) ouestions the use o f the term 
11 Fugeing ." He states: "' "A regular Fuge , of any considerable 
length , we have never seen attempted in this country; nor 
can such comnositions be expected, until a professorship 
- tl -
of Music is opened in some of our Colleg es ••• 
Sterne's IvJaria, or The Vintage vras a play by the American 
writer of Gothic romances and trag edies, William Dunlap 
(1766-1839). William Bridgewater , e d ., The Columbia-Viking 
Desk Encyclopedia (New York , 1953), p . 359. Incidental 
music for this play was provided by the French musician, 
Vi ctor Pelissier, who first appeared in Philadelphia in 
1792. He compo sed many scores for the productions of the 
Old American Company, and acted as arranger and adapter o:f 
foreign ballad-operas. Howard, pp. 94-95 . It seems odd 
that Cole should have included this work since he spoke out 
so strongly against this type of music in the preface to 
this collection. 
This may be John Andrew Stevenson (1761-1833), a musician 
in Dublin, Ireland, vlho wrote many glees, songs, etc. The 
Hymnal 1940 Companion, p . 567 . 
. . • As a snecimen of the 11 Sublime a nd Beautiful" of the 
Old School, it stands unrivaled~.and ~we regret that it 
is not in our power to say by 1tlhom it was harmonized -
the Book from 1rrhich it was cop ied, vms published in St . 
Gallen in the year 1735.21 
8) Beauties of Psalmody second edition 1805 
This edition has not been examined. It is listed in the 
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catalogue of The Newberry Library, Chicago , Illinois, as foll ows : 
The beauties of p salmody . 
sacred music, in three and 
Dwight's psalms and hymns, 
the Episcopal prayer-book . 
Bal timore, Cole , 1805 . 
Containing a selection of 
four parts ; adapted to Dr . 
and the psalms and hymns of 
2n d edition, enlarged . 
"Appendix, containing the cha nts, responses , &c of the 
morning , evening and communion services, as p erformed 
at Christ church and Saint Paul's, Baltimore . 8 pages 
at end. (See No . 21 below . ) 
9) Evangelical Harmony 1805? 
No c opy of this wor k s e ems to be extant . It was advertised 
along with t he Cecilian Ha rmony in the second edi t ion, 1805, 
of the Beauties of Psalmody . 22 
10 ) The/ Divine Harmonist . / c ontaining a variety of/ Psalm-
Tunes, Chants and Anthems,/ selected from the v.ro rks of 
the most/ Celebrated Authors , / by/ John Cole . / 
F . G. Forster scrip ! F . Bannerman sculp ! 56 pages. 
This wo rk i'ras copyri ghted 11 on the 7th day of Oct . in the 
33r d year of t h e Independence of the U. S .A . , 11 that is, in 1809, 
2 1 The harmonization referred to vras probably that of Louis 
Bourgeois (c . 1510- after 1561) . The book mentioned by Cole 
has not been identified, although there is a possibility 
that Johan n Ludvli g Steiner's Neues Gesang Buch Auserlesener 
Geistreicher Liedern published in 1735 is meant . Steiner 
(1668~1761) achieved ~ide p opularity in his native Switzer-
land for his compositions . The Hymnal 1940 Companion, pp . 
209, 566. 
22 Accord i ng to the checklist at the Ameri can Antiquarian Society. 
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a lthough the copy of this edition examined at the Maryland 
Historica l Society bears the ho.nd-'\'lri tten inscrip tion "Elizabeth 
Stouffer's Bookn dated November 4, 1808, thus indicating a 
publication date the year previous to t ha t of the copyri ght . 
An earlier edition of this v-rork m'J:,lst have existed since John 
Co l e in his 1803 A Collection of Psalm Tunes ••• (See no. 6 
above) refers to himself as the author of "The Divine Harmo-
nist," a fact confirmed by an advertisement in the May 26, 
1802, edition of the Baltimore Republican, in which this work 
is offered to the public . 
The "Advertisement" on page 1 of this edition reveals 
t he author's intent to complete the work in tb~ee books. 
First, a collection of plain Psalm tunes 11 many never before 
published in this country." The second "will contain tunes in 
a more lively style; together with a number of celebrated Hymns 
and the Chants of the Protestant Ep iscopal Church ••• 11 The 
third projected book was to be a collection of Anthems , "in 
an easy and familiar style ••• 11 
A note at the bottom of the page states that the psalms 
and hymns to which reference is made are those contained in 
Dr . Dwight's collection. Timothy Dwight tl752-1817), a former 
President of Yale, was one of the most significant names in 
early Ameri can hymnolo gy. At the request of the General 
Association of Connecticut,which was dissatisfied with the 
Barlow revision of Watt s (See no. 1 above), Dwight did the 
work anew. It appeared in 1800 under the title: 
The Psalms o f David, &c ••• BLL_ Watts, D.D. A New 
Edition ••• By Timoth;y_Dwip;ht , D.JJ., ••• To the Psalms 
is added a Selection of Hymns.23 
The music in The Divine Harmonist, as was common in many 
similar collection, \vas preceded by a short 11 Introduction to 
Ivlus ic'1 l"'hich d ealt with such matter s as note and rest values, 
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accidentals, use of syllables, singing lessons , and contained, 
in addition, a short dictionary of terms. The fifty-six p a g es 
of music include nine selections by John Cole: Chester, 
Heavenly Joy, Geneva , Seabury, Ebenezer, Plymouth, Alexandria, 
Emanuel (sic!), and Bath. Other composers represented, 11 the 
- -
most Celebrated Authors " of the title, include Drs. Cr oft, 
Boyce, Blow, and Arne, T. Tallis, H. Purcell, T. Tomkins, 
Handel, and the American, W. Billings. 
This edition, carefully engraved by G.E . Blake, shows 
several examples of the use of ornamentat ion or 11 graces 11 whi ch 
characterized the performance prac tise of this period . Most 
of these appear in the 11Air, 11 v:hi ch is still l'l'ri tten in the 
p l a ce to which, in present day practise , the tenor is assigned . 
11) Ecclesiastical Harmony 1810 
This edition has not been examined. It is listed in the 
catalo gue of The Newberry Library in Chica go as follows: 
••• Ecclesiastical ha rmony: a collecti on of ancient 
and modern tunes, par ticularly adapted to Dr. Dvright' s 
collection of p salms and hymns; including a number 
never before published in this country ••• Baltimore, 
Dobbin (1810). 80 pag es. 
23 Julian , pp . 316-317. 
12) The/ Rudiments of Music,/ or/ An Introduction/ To The/ 
Art of Singing./ Compiled For The Use Of Schools./ By 
John Cole./ Baltimore - Printed By G. Dobbin And Murphy, 
10, Baltimore-Street./ 
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This thirty-two page booklet may be considered to contain 
the -kind of theoretical training that was promulgate d in the 
singing-schools of the day, and may even have been used by 
Cole in his own classes. The preface (pp. iii-iv) reveals 
the seriousness of purpose with which the learning of the 
rudiments of music is concerned. It be gins with a quotation 
from Jonathah Edwards (1703-1758), the American philosop her 
and Puritan theolo gian, one of the great intellects of pre-
Revolutionary America. : 
The praises of God may be sung privately in the 
family, but chiefly in the house of God, and should be 
attended to with reverence, sincerity, joy, gratitude, 
and vlith the understanding. Those, therefore, where 
there is no natural inability, who neglect to learn to 
sing live in sin ••• 
Cole's own observation on this statement reads as follows: 
"We leave those who are wilfully dumb in God's house to con-
sid er this pointed remark." 
He is also greatly concerned with the teaching of music 
to the young , and advises that such instruction beg in at an 
early a ge. It is quite possible that Cole had an opp ortunity 
to follow his o1v-n admonition because the education of youth 
was an important part of the activities of the Episcopal chur-
ches with which he was connected. Attached to St. Paul's was 
a Benevolent Society for the ''education of female children, 11 
and large '' Male and Femal e " sunday schools which may have in-
eluded some musical ac t ivity as a chang e from l a r g e doses of 
relig ious instruction. 24 
24 Varl e, op. cit ., p . 48 . 
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Cole's preoccupation with the musical education of the 
young antedates that of Lowell Mason by several years . Con-
stant reminders of the advi s ability of beginning music instruc-
tion early appear in Cole's publications from this time on. 
He may even have kno1trn of the educational experiments of the 
Swiss teacher Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-18?7) and his 
as so cia tes, Johann Georg Nae geli (1773-1836) who vras app lying 
the principles of Pestalozzi to the teaching of music, 2 5 and 
Friedri c h Wilhelm August Froebel (1782-1852), the German 
founder of the Kindergarten system. 2 6 In Cole's Episcopalian 
Harmony of 1811 b.e even goes so far as to say (p. i v ) : 11 It 
is much to be wished that vocal music were more generally 
tau ght in our schools as it is among the Germans ." For other 
anticipations of Lowell Mason, see No . 18 below. 
The Rudiments of Music is divided first into a series of 
lessons dealing with all aspects of introductory theory : 
Lesson I 11 'rhe Gamut, or General Scale," that is, 
the grand staff and the various "cliffs" necessary to read it . 
Lesson II "Of the Notes and Rests. 1' 
Lesson III 11 0f the Other Characters Used in Music, '' 
such as sharps, flats, naturals, slurs, pauses (holds), trip-
lets , etc. 
25 Edward Bailey Birge, History of Public School Music in the 
United States (Bryn Ma wr , Pa., 1937;, p . 37. 
26 The Columbia-Vikigg Desk Encyclopedia, p. 453. 
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Lesson IV "Of the Narks of Time, 11 a discussion of 
simple and compound times . 
Lesson V "Of the Appo g iatura (sic!), or Leading Notes . " 
Th is is followed by a short discussion 11 0f the Trill, or Sha k e. 11 
Lesson VI "Of the Key Note . 11 Key is used here in 
two ways . Its first meaning corresponds to our use of t h e 
term "Tonic . 11 It is also used in the sense of 11 mode 11 and 
' 
Cole speaks of the Major or Sharp Key and the Minor or Flat 
Key . Thus , the terms 11 sharp" and 11fla t 11 also have t wo usag es, 
one in the sense of accidental , and the other as a substitute 
for major and minor mode . 
Lesson VII 11 Of Sol Fa ing . 11 Cole uses the Lancash ire 
system with the syllables : fa sol la fa sol lame fa, corres-
p onding to our major scale . It is a moveable syst em which was 
s hortly to be suppl anted by the tonic Sol-fa system with the 
s y llables: do re mi fa sol la si do . (See Chapter III for a 
full discussion . ) 
Lesson IX 11 0f Beating Time . 11 
'rwo " Lessons for Tuning the Voi c e 11 offer a practical 
d emonstration of some of the basic principles learned up to 
no\•T. This is follm'led by a fascinating essay entitled 11 0f 
Graceful Sing ing , " which g ives a great deal of information 
about performance pract i ce . (See Chapter IV . ) 
11 A Dictionary of I'1usi cal Terms, 11 a series of 11 Pro gres si ve 
Lessons , 11 and a ":Musical Catechism, being a Recapitulation of 
the Foregoing Lessons 11 comp lete this valuable pamphlet . 
13) Episcopalian Harmony;/ containing/ The Hymns/ Set Forth 
By The General Conventions/ Of The/ Protestant Episcopal 
Church,/ With appropriate l~sic to each Hymn:/ To gether 
With A Few Additional Tunes,/ Embracing All The Peculiar 
Metres In The Book of Psalms . / To Which Are Added,/ 
Chants, Doxolo g ies, Responses, &c . / For/ Morning and 
Evening Prayer/ And The/ Communion Office . / Published 
Under The Sanction And Patronage Of The Convention Of 
The State Of Maryland,/ By John Cole . / .Baltimore:/ 
Printed For The Author And Sold By Edward J. Coale./ 
G. Dobbin & v.~rphy, Printers, 4, Harrison-St . /, 
This edition, probably the second, was copyri ghted on 
Iviay 27, 1811, and bears the following impressive dedication: 
(page iii ) 
To the Reverend, the Bishop and other Ministers of 
the Protestant Episco.pal Church in :rvr.aryland; this -vrork, 
published under their sanction and patronage is most 
respectfully dedicated, by their obedient servant, John 
Cole . 
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In the prefatory remarks (page iv ), he sta tes that after 
many years of service in the Episcopal Church as "a Cler1r27 
and Teacher of Psalmody, 11 he has often regretted that "among 
the numerous publications • •• none could be found adapted to her 
services~'' His other collections, due to the need for meeting 
expenses, contained "many pieces the 1trords of which are not 
allO"~,~Jed by the General Convention to be sung in Church . " The 
present work, published with the sanc tion and patronage of the 
previous Convention of the State of ~illryland , was not intended 
to please all, since it did no t contain certain tunes 
l,vhich have been bandied about :from 1via ine to Georgia 
for the last twenty years, to the great annoyance of 
27 A Clerlr - The layman who leads in reading the responses in 
the service of the Episcopal Church . Harold Whitehall, ed. , 
Webster's New Twentieth Century_Dictionary (New York, 1956) , 
p . 319. 
persons o f taste and the regret of serious worship ers 
- this trash has had its day, and it is time for us to 
retrace our steps until we arrive at the t rue sublime 
of Psalmody, which is only to be found in the admirable 
compositions gr the great masters of the 14th and 15th 
centuries - . 2 
' 
Works by Cole includ ed in this work are : Geneva, 
Plymouth, Seabury, Supplication, Heavenly Joy, Baltimore , 
Morning Hymn, Ebenezer, and Chester, all of which are Psalm-
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t unes or Hymns. Three other pieces, of anthem-like proportions, 
are arrangements by the author : 
a) pages 18- 20, no . 29 
b) pages 26-32, no . 32 
11 Hark ! The Gla d Sound 11 - by 
J. Husband.29 Adapted by John 
Cole . 
" Our Lord is Risen from the Dead 11 
- by Dr . Arnold . 30 Arranged for 
four voices by J . Cole . 
28 Cole ' s chronology is inexact . In a later v-rork (See No . 16 
belovv) he explains in more detail the composers whom he had 
in mind. 
29 He may have been the John Jenkins Husband whose improved 
method of teaching music appeared in one of the editions 
of Andrew Adgate ' s !he Philadelnhia Harmonv . Metcalf, 
p . 31. A hymn entitle~roome, attributed to Husband, 
is found in R. Shaw's The Baltimore Collection of Church 
Music ••• (Baltimore, 1832) , No . 109 . This work was pub-
lished bi. John Cole . The Warrington Bibliography also 
lists a 'Collection of Hymns and Psalms" published in 
Lancaster, Pa., in 1807 by J . J . Husband . Warrington, 
D • 69 • 
30 It is likely that Samuel Arnold (1740-1802) is meant, 
since he was especially famous for his four-volume 
collection of Cathedral Music, vrhich vras a valuable 
contribution to the repertory of available anthems and 
Services . Edmund H. Fellovres, English Cathedral ~J!usic 
(London, 1948), p . 200. 
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c) pages 52 - 55, no . 57 '' Lord of Life, All 
ling . " Orig inally 
by Mr . Stevens . 31 
by J . Cole . 
Praise Excel -
set as a solo 
B.armonized by 
The latter part o f the book is devoted entirely to Chants, 
Doxologies and Responses, arranged chiefly acc ording to the 
musical needs of Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer, and Communion . 
Musical sections of Morning Prayer include the Introductory 
Sentence ("The Lord is in his holy temple • • • "), the Venite 
32 Exul t emus, The Gloria Patri or the Gloria in Excelsis, the 
Te Deum, the Jubilate, and the Benedi c tus . 
'l'he musical portions of Evening Prayer consist of the 
Introductory Sentence, the Cantate Domino, the Bonum est Con-
-
fiteri, the Deus Misereatur, and the Benedic, Anima Mea. For 
the Communi on Service, two settings of the Kyrie Eleeson (sic!) 
31 Mr . Stevens may well be Richard John Samuel Stevens (1757-
1837) who was organist of both the Temple Church and the 
Charterhouse in London. He was best known , however, as 
a composer of glees, and one of these popular melodies may 
have been the basis of Cole's adaptation. Percy Scholes, 
ed . , The Oxford Companion to Music (London, 1950) , p . 896 . 
The text of this composition was the first by an 
American churchman to be added to the Hymnal of the Pro-
testant Episcopal Church in the U.S . A . It was written 
by Clement Clarl~:e Moore, author of the p opular p oem, 
tf I I -
' T;,ms the night before Christmas, who later became a 
professor at the General Theological Seminary in New York . 
The Hymnal 1940 Companion, p . xx . 
32 This chant is accompanied by the remark that it is to be 
omitted on the nineteenth day of the month . This is pro-
bably due to the fact that Psalm 95, on which much of the 
Venite is based, was read on that day . 
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are p rovided, one by Dr. Aldrich33 and the other by R . Fa rrant . 34 
These are actually responses to the Decalogue rather t h an the 
more customary three-fold or nine-fold Kyrie . Then follow 
t h e " Doxolog ies After the Gospel is Given Out, 11 the Sanctus , 
the Gloria in Excelsis, t h e Gloria Pa tri and Doxolo g ies for 
use after t h e sermon . Proper cha.nts are g iven for only t wo 
services, the Easter Introit 11 Christ our Passover," and a 
11 Christmas Hymn 11 chanted to the same tune. 
Cole's contribution to this section of the collect i on 
consists of the following chants: 
P• 70 Jubilate no. 1 
P • 73 Jubilate no . 4 
P• 81 Doxolo gy after the Gospel no. 4 
'Oo 85 Gloria Pa tri no . 3 
'O o 87 Doxolo gy after the Sermon no . 2 
14) The/ Minstrel ;/ A Collection/ of/ Celebrated Songs,/ 
Set to Music ./ Cop y Ri ght Secured/ Baltimore :/ Pub-
lished by F . Lucas, Jun. 138 Market-St ./ G. Dobbin 
& Nurphy ••• Print . / 1812 . 
This work of 316 pag es contains a total of 141 melodies, 
a bout half of vrhich are folk tunes. Of the seventy folk tunes, 
many of which retain the modal features of the orig inals, 
t h irty-one are Irish and thirty-nine Scotch. 
Interest in folk poetry was instigated by the publica-
tion in the mid-ei ghteenth century of Bishop Percy 's Reliques 
33 Dr . Aldrich is probably Henry Aldrich (1647-1710), Dean of 
Christ Church, Oxford, who composed many services and an-
thems, some of which are still sung . Baker's Bio grap hical 
Dictionary of Musicians, fo urth edition (New York, 1940), 
PP• 12-13. 
34 Richard Farrant (c. 1530-1580) is the Elizabethan composer 
v.rh o was active at St . George's chapel, Windsor, from l564 . 
This work , however , was composed in 1561, tvhile he vras a 
member of the Chapel Royal in the reign of Edward VI . 
Baker 's, p . 327. 
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of Ancient En~lish Poetry, and concern with music of folk 
origin was a natural consequence. Even such well-known com-
posers as Haydn and Beethoven published arrangements of folk 
songs of the British Isles. Cole's publication of these tunes 
shows how alert he '\-Tas to the musical currents from abroad. 
Most of the melodies are monophonic, but the collection 
includes a few t1-ro-and three- part songs, and some catches and 
rounds . The remaining music presents a cross - section of the 
popular tunes . of the early nineteenth century in America . 
15) Devotional Harmony;/ consisting of/ Psalm Tunes, Occasional 
Hymns, Chants, And Anthems,/ Interspersed With A Few Other 
Pieces;/ The Music Principally Composed/ By John Cole . / 
11 The Organ breathes its distant thunder-notes,/ "then 
sv.rells into a diapason full , / 11 In softer harmony the 
people ~oin,/ 11While liquid whispers from yon Choral 
band , / Recal (sic ! ) the son/ from adoration's trance . 11 / 
Baltimore: Printed For The Author By G. Dobbin And 
Murphy . / (May 17, 1814 . ) 
This collection consists of a total of seventy-four pieces, 
several of which (according t o the Preface, p . iii ) had been 
publ ished ten years earlier 11 in pamphlet form . 11 Cole complained 
that extracts from these pamphlets had been made by various com-
pilers putting them with ltrhat he termed 11 bad 11 pieces . The 
present edition was made to allow these pieces "to associate 
with their superiors or equals" only . 
The Preface continues with several admonitions to t h e 
11 critick 11 (sic ! ). Among them is the statement that the con-
secutive octaves between t he tenor and bass were intended . 
These octaves probably were v~itten to emphasize a particular 
melodic line, but Cole is anxious for the users of his book to 
reali z e that he know s t h e traditional proh ibition of such 
par t wri ting . This is a lso true o f the statement that vrhat 
a ppear to the eye as fifths a re really fourths ,.vhen sung by 
t he p roper voice. Since the tenor part was writ t en an octave 
h i gher than sung and placed at the top of the score, such 
fifths would, in fact, seem to be p resen t in relationship to 
the a lto uart below if the reader forgot to make the p roper 
transposition . 
A rather striking observation is the follo v'ling : 11 Pla-
g i a rism may also be discovered ; but this is so common a fault 
that it is no longer a crime." This rather self-conscious 
remark may be attributed to the fact that the pra ctice of 
borrowings from the music of others so p revalent in t he pre-
vious century was in actuality beginning to die out i n the 
face of the Romant ic con cern Hith orig inality. The 11 plagia-
risms 11 in t h is v1ork all seem to be acknov/ledged . Added to 
the tune 11 Balt imore 11 (No . 8) is the statement 11 The Fug~5from 
Carelli." The tune 11 l'Iorna 11 (No. 1 6 ) acknovTledges "th e l atter 
part from Dr. Calcott."36 The a nthem "Except The Lord Keep 
Th e House " (No. 50) is a compila.tion of orig inal and s elected 
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The Rud i ments o f Music of Col e, p . 19, def i nes Fuga or 
Fw0:1:ue as-rra uiece in v1hich one or more narts lead , and 
- - 11 the others follow, in regular intervals. This imitative 
techn ique is usually found in the refrain of the piece . 
In 11 Baltimore 11 the imita tion is between the air and t he 
bass. See Appendix, p . I '3 Lf u... 
Perhaps this is John ~vall Callcott (1766-1821), 1-rho re-
ceived his Doctorate in Music from Oxford University in 
1800, and was f a mous as a composer of glees and catch es. 
Scholes , op . cit., p . 132. 
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excerpts . Among the excerpted sections are parts of vrork s by 
Webbe,37 Carrissimi (s ic ! ), 38 and Kent . 39 
39 
The author is also very explicit as to the order of parts 
in the score . The earlier practice had been f or the melody 
of the psalm-tune or hymn to be sung by the tenors, hence its 
position as the third voice of the score . Although the 11 air 11 
was taken from the tenors and given to the treble voices, its 
position in the score remained unchanged . Only later in the 
century did the principal mel ody become fixed in the ton line . 
Thus the order of parts in this work is as follows: 
first line: Tenor (unless otherwise marked). Cole stresses 
that this par t must not be sung by treble voicffinor played on 
a treble instrument . 
second line : Second treble. When sung by men, it must 
be sung "in Alto ,'' that is, by the counter-tenors. Due to 
the scarcity of counter- tenor voices, Cole sta tes , this part, 
'\·rhich contains the essential harmony , may be sung by boys 1 
voices . 
third line: Treble voices only . 
fourth line : Bass . 
Cole is insistent that the principal air be sung by the treble 
voices : 
37 
38 
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Samuel Webbe (1740- 1816) was especially noted for his 
music for the Roman Catholic Church .in England . Cole 
has made use of his Iv:!:otet s on several occasions . Scholes , 
p ~ 1014 . 
Carissimi is the famous seventeenth-century composer of 
oratorios. 
J ames Kent (1700-1776), the English comuoser of church mu-
sic, was a suitable person from vrhom to - "plag i arize" since 
he was kno,tln to have stolen other people ' s music, notably 
that of G. B. Bassani , incorporating long sections in his 
ovm work . Scholes, p . 1~94 . - -
The propriety of g 1v1ng the principal air to 
treble voices is still disputed by some, but those 
wh o knmv anything ••• know that it is right . 
He also states that the greater number of treble voices 
in proport ion to those of men will make the melody stand out 
more prominently . This prominence is further enhanced by 
the penetrating quality of women ' s voices . 
The list of subscribers (pag e iv ) provides the names 
of several musicians a ctive in the musical life of Baltimore . 
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Of especial interest are the names of' Andrew Adgate , reputedly 
one of Cole's teachers, and Samuel Cole, his brother . Addi -
tional subs cribers included the choirs of St . Paul's Church 
and Christ Church, which tool{ t1-1elve copies each, and the 
choir of the First Presbyterian Church, to which twenty copies 
are charged . This may indicate in part the relative size of 
the various churcl1 choirs during the early years of the nine-
teenth century. 
16) Songs of Zion,/ containing a selection of/ Approved 
Psalm Tunes in Four Parts :j ltli th a Concise Introduc-
tion To Music, and/ An Appendix,/ Containing the Chants 
of the Protestant Episcopal Church, as s ung at St . Paul's 
and other Churches/ Baltimore:/ Published by Joseph 
Robinson, and Sold at his Circulating Library, and 
at Carr's Musi c Store/ Murphy and :rvlilless, Print/ 
(copyr i ght J anuary 30 , 1818). 
Ac cording to the Preface (page iii ), the aim of the 
editor of this edition was to provide a sufficient variety 
of material for t he school, the choir, and the congregation. 
The congregation, especially, comes in for a good bit of 
musical advice. It is warned not to destroy the harmony of 
the choir 11 by loud vociferation . 11 As Cole writes it : 
The excellence of congregational sing ing is 
this, that, though all who have tunable voices join, 
yet none seek to outvie the rest, thus by bring ing 
each voice to the level of the vrhole, a s vreet and 
yet powerful confluence of h~rmony is created . 
Care has been taken to exclu de light and trifling 
melodies, 
though many have been retained, which perhaps may 
not suit the taste of those lovers of Sacred Music, 
v·iho are attached to the plain style of the old com-
powers of Psalm Tunes - such as Ravenscroft , Tomkins, 
Hooper, Milton, Blanks and others of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries; but having been long in use 
and favour with many congregations , they seemed en-
titled to a place in a work calculated for general 
use . 
Cole's inaccurate chronology has been commented upon 
in the discussion of Episconalian Harmony (See No . 13 above), 
in which he referred to the old composers of the fourteenth 
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a.nd fifteenth centuries . Here he has moved forv.rard a century, 
but his dates are still in error . Thomas Ravenscroft (1590-
c. 1633) was celebrated for a book of metrical psalm tunes 
that has brought his name into all modern Protestant hymn 
books . 40 Thomas Tomkins (1573-1656) v.ras organist at the 
Chapel Royal and later at Worcester Cathedral until the 
Puritan Revolution deprived him of his p osition . Although 
more famous for his keyboard music and madrigals, he also 
wrote a large quant ity of church music . 41 Edmund Hooper 
(c. 1553-1621) was a p opular comp oser in h is own day who 
wrote four or five Services and about t1.venty anthems, in-
clud ing t h e ~>rell -known 11 Behold it is Christ. " 42 John !<Ul ton 
40 Scholes, p . 781. 
41 ibid. ' p . 937 • 
42 Fellowes, p. 110 . 
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(c . 1563-1647), father of the poet, was considered mainly a 
composer of church music . 43 Blanks is probably Edward Blancks, 
one of the contributors to East's Psalter, published in 1592 . 44 
Thus all of these composers belong to the later Elizabethan 
period and were active in the latter part of the sixteenth 
and early years of the seventeenth century . 
What is perhaps of greatest significance in Cole ' s state-
ment concerning the taste of the period is the evidence it 
provides of the change whi ch was taking place dur i ng his life-
time . The so-calle'd "Nevr Psalmody" of the singing- schools was 
based on the lively and exciting fugueing tunes of William 
Billings whi ch had unfortunately become r ather uninstruct ed 
and eccentric in the hands of many of his follm-vers. It in-
stigated a movement of reaction that became marked in the early 
nin eteenth century "rhich led to the reestablishment of what 
wa s called ''Ancient Psalmody , 11 based on earlier English models . 
It also led to the introduction of a more somber , chorale-like 
hymn , which to "reformers 11 lilce Lowell Mas on seemed to show a 
more proper religious attitude in church music . 45 Cole was 
well aware of and in sympathy with t his newer trend (See No . 
17 below), but he was not so adamant in condemning the fugueing 
tune tradition as to banish all works of that kind from his 
43 Scholes , p . 578. 
44 Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York, 1954), 
p. 807 . 
45 Benson, on . cit . , PP • 255- 257 . 
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collection. Furthermore, he was too sh~ewd a businessman to 
risk e.ny financial loss by assuming too stiff an attitude 
towards the older tradition. 
The work itself b e g ins with 11 A Concise Introduction rro 
Music," follo\'red by "Lessons in Singing" based on the Lanca shire 
method of solfaing . A note on pa.g e xii i suggests that the les-
sons should 11 be well attended to, and practised in slovv and 
quick time, the bass voices separately . " The leaders of the 
choir are also advised to Vlri te the number of the tune to be 
sung 11 on a slate" in order to avoid all unnecessary conversa-
tion , 11 1,.rhere all should be order and decorum." (p . xv .) 
Psalm tunes by John Cole in this work include: Chester, 
Geneva , Seabury, Ebenezer, Plymouth and Adoration . He is also 
the composer of a Te Deum Laudamus and a Jubilate Deo in the 
supplement to the book entitled: 
Appendix,/ containing/ a Selection of Chants,/ 
adapted t o/ The Morning and Evening Service,/ 
of the/ Protestant Church . / 
17) Thirty Four Psalm Tunes,/ chiefly of German origin:/ 
To which are added/ The Hymns and Doxologies/ in the 
Liturg y of the/ Protestant Episcopal Church,/ arrang ed 
for a full choir,/ with an accompaniment for the Piano 
Forte or Organ./ By John Cole./ Baltimore - Printed for 
the Author, and Sold at T. Carr's Musi c Store; E . J . 
Coale's Book/ Store and Robinson' s Circulating Library./ 
T . Murphy, Printer ./ 1820/ 
The copy of thi s work consulted at the Boston Public 
Library seems to be the only one in existence at the present 
time. 
·whereas in the Songs of Zion (See No . 16 above) John 
Cole asks the congregation t o be less vociferious , in this 
work he is definitely concerned with the parti cipation of 
t h e con gregation . This c hange may have come about due to 
the new ch orale-type hymns which are included in this collec-
tion . The 11 good old tunes" were probably bellowed out, but 
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vlith these nei'rer h ymns the congregations suddenly became mute, 
as they do even today \vhen faced l'li th unfamiliar music . An-
other reason may have been the usurpation o f the musical ac -
t ivities by the choir to the growi ng exclusion of participation 
by t h e people . 
It is a pparently Cole 's intention in the publication of 
these tunes of German orig in to provide a repertory of simp le 
melodies which can be learned in addition to the " ancient ones" 
already well-known . This viewnoint is implicit in the opening 
"Remarks, 11 l'lhere Cole states (p . 3 ) : 
the great cause i'rhy so f e w of the people join in 
••• t he service is, that they cannot keep pace 
·v:i th the choir, who ••• are too apt to display 
their a b ilities in the p erformance of new tunes . 
Mi ght not the matter be rectified, by confining 
the metrical p salmody and chants to such tunes 
as the congregation can join in, and encourag ing 
the performance of Anthems by the choir? To 
those who have listened with attention to the 
solemn psalmody of the Germans, accompanied by 
an organ, particularly 1u the Churches of the 
United Bretheren (sic!) .b I would anneal, for the 
46 The United Brethren (Unitas Fratrum) ha ve also been knovm 
by several other names. Ori ginally followers of John Hus 
of Bohemia in the fifteenth century, they 1vere for a long 
time known as "Bohemian Brethren , 11 "~Hi th churches in Bohe-
mia. , Ivioravia and Poland a t the time of the Reformation . 
After t h e conquest of Bohemia in 1620 by Roman Ca tholic 
Austria, t h is denomination was p ersecuted severely. A 
small contingent of the group from Moravia finally es-
c&ped to Germany , and ~ecause of their orig in, were known 
as ''Moravian Brethren . Some of these :tvloravians emi grated 
to America and established their famous settlement at 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Foote, PP • 132-135 · 
correctness of the above remarks in favour of plain 
psalmody; fully sensible that they will concur in 
the opinion, that the restoration of it, will in 
time enable congregations to comply with the injunc-
tion of the Royal Psalmist" Let the neonle nraise 
thee 0 God ! Yea let all the people praise thee ." 
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Typical of these German tunes was Eisleben by Dr . Luther . 
The melody of this chorale is the familiar 11 Vom Himmel hoch, 11 
which is customarily attributed to Ma.rtin Luther, but vli thout 
any real proof . Although the Psalm tunes are "chiefly of 
German origin, 11 there are several of the "ancient airs 11 of 
which Cole speaks in the "Remarks." Among these is 11 York 11 
. by John IVlilton. Actually, this is a Scottish Psalter tune 
harmonized by John Nilton. It first appears in The CL Psalms 
of David (Edinburgh, 1615) under the name of 11 The Stilt." 
This odd name is explained 11 as a melodic imitation in the 
first and third phrases of the alternate motion of the le s 
1147 in walking on stilts. 
With reference to 11 London, 11 attributed toT. Ravenscroft , 
-
Cole notes that 11 the tune is generally ascribed to Dr . Croft . 48 
but it is of a much more ancient date. - I have a copy of it 
in a work published in 1635." Actually this melody is "London 
New, 11 one of the 'common tunes' of the Scottish Psalter, 'I'he 
Psalmes of David of 1635, which is probably the book Cole 
47 
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Hamilton C. Macdous all, Early New En~land Psalmody 
(Brattleboro , 1940), p . ~ 
William Croft (or Crofts) (1678-1727) is especially 
known for his setting of the Burial Service, v.ihich 
appeared with thirty of his anthems in the publication 
entitled Musica Sacra (1724). Fellovres, PP • 171-172. 
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means . The tune in its present form appears in John Playford's 
Psalms and Hymns in solemn Musick, 1671 . 49 
Since these psalm tunes are intended for performance 
with pianoforte or organ, a different arrang ement of scoring 
has been used . Four staves are still used , vdth the tenor part 
on top, and the second treble immediately below it . The next 
t wo staves are the instrumental accompaniment , with the right 
hand p laying full chords, and the left hand p laying the har-
mon ic bass , as was customary in the figured bass tradition of 
performance . The top note of the right hand part , bovrever , 
also d oubles as the treble voice part , and the bass is sune; 
a s well a s played . 
In the table of contents of this work (p . 4 ), Cole 
a pp ends the following note after the section on Chants : 
11 The words have been e.dapted to the chants vri th a more than 
usual attention to Rhetorical accent ••• " The importance of 
clarity of pronunciation is stressed a gain and a gain in later 
vmrk s . All chants are provided i•ri th sui table organ reg istra-
t ion vvhich g ives a h e lpful picture of the performa nce p ractise 
of the day . (See Chapter IV below . ) Cole's own contribution 
t o t h is section consists of t 1vo chants for the Evening Service , 
the Cantate Domino and the Bonum est Confiteri (p~ . 43- 4 9 ) , 
plus a 11 simp le 11 chant -vrithout text in the section of 11 Addi -
tional Chants" (p . 51) • 
49 The Hymnal 194-0 Comnanion, p . 202 . John Playford (1623 -
1686), friend of Samuel Pepys, virtually monopolized the 
business of music publishing in England under the Common-
'ltrealth . He is best known for his Introduction to t h e 
Skill of Musick, 1654. ibid . , p . 532 . 
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18) The/ Seraph;/ A New Selection of/ Psalm Tunes, Hymns , And 
Anthems,/ From Favorite and Celebrated Authors :/ Contain-
ing/ Nany Which Have Never Before Been Published In This 
Country,/ And Several Entirely Nei'l Comp osed Fo r This Work : / 
Incl uding Also,/ The Ru diments of Music In A Conc ise And 
Compreh ensive Manner, For The Use Of Schools Or Private 
Instruction ;/ And The Chants And Do.xolo gies,/ As Performed 
By The Cho ir Of St . Pa ul's Church, Baltimore . / By John 
Cole .j Baltimore - Published By Fra ncis 1'-f . Wills, And 
Sold By E . J . COALE, Joseph Robinson, And Cushing & Jewett 
- G. E . Bl ake,/ Philadelphia - T . & J . Swords, New- York -
W. Williams, Utica, N .Y. - Munroe & Francis , Boston -
S .G . Goodrich,/ Hartford, Connec ticut - And C. Hall , 
Norfolk, Virs inia . / J . Robinson, Printer . / (copyright : 
July 5 , 1822) . 200 pag es . 
The dedication (p . 3 ) rea ds as follows : 
To ~~ . C. Meinecke, Professor of Music, a nd 
Organist of St . Paul ' s Church- Baltimore; 
This work is respectfully inscribed , as a 
token of esteem, By The Editor . 
Three editions of this wor k are l is ted50 with the dates 
1821, 1822, and 1827. The earliest version t ha t has been 
f ound bears the copyright date J .uly 5, 1822, a lthough it may 
well have been 1trri tten the year previou s . In fa c t , the copy 
of this i'Tork in the Lowell Mason Collection at Yal e University 
bears the penciled - in date c . 1821 on its title page . The r e 
is n o record o f another 1822 edi tion unless it is the second 
part of The Seraph which was issued without da te . (See No. 19 
below.) The 1827 version, furthermore , is labelled a s t h e 
s econd edit ion . (See No . 20 below.) 
'rhe list of 11Re commenda tions 11 (p . 4 ) provides us vl i th 
the names of Baltimore musicians active in the v a rious churches 
of the city in the early years of the n i neteenth c entury . 
Among them are : 
50 Frank J. I"iet ca lf, American Psalmody or Titles of Books , 
containing Tune s pr inted in America from 1721-1820 (Nevl 
York, 1 917) , p . 19 . 
1) George Schminke, organist of the First Presbyterian 
Church . 
2) Fredericlc Damish, organist of Christ Church. 
3) Joh..n :tviason, precentor and leader of the choir of the 
First Presbyterian Church. 
4) Samuel Cole, precentor and leader of the choir, 
Christ Church. 
5) William Norris, Jr., precentor and leader of the 
choir of St . Peter' s Church. 
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Rather important in evaluating the si gnificant role which Cole 
h imsel f p layed in Baltimore musical life is a letter of recom-
mendation from a friend ",..,-hose name is withheld from motives 
of delicacy." The letter reads, in part: 
••• When I look ba ck to the time you first bore 
testimony a gainst the prevailing taste and trash 
of the day, and contemplate the I>.Tonderful change 
i'Thich has taken place, notwithstanding the mass 
of prejudice and ignora nce with "~rlhich you had to 
contend, I almost envy you the pleasure you must 
enjoy in the ref lection, that you were chiefly 
instrumental in accomplishing so great a 1-.rork ••• 
In this vrork, Cole manifests even more clearly t he in-
flu ence of the 11 bet ter music" movement which \vas given its 
strongest impetus with the publication in 1821, t h e same year 
a s t h is edition of The Seranh, of the epochal Boston Handel & 
Haydn Society Collection of Church IVJ:usic ed ited by Lo i'.rell 
1~ son (17 92-1872)51 and the publication in 1822 of the Disser-
tation on ~rusical Taste by Thomas Hastings (1784-1872).52 
Thus Cole should by ri ght share the reputation of these t wo 
men for effecting the change in American musical life 1>1hich 
occurred in the nineteenth century. 
51 The Hymnal 1940 Companion, p. 498 . 
52 ibid . ' pp. 454-455 . 
As a matter of fact, Cole speaks out openly a gainst the 
older American tradition for the first time. In his Preface 
(p . i ) where he discusses p salmod y h e states : 
••• Tune s of comparatively modern date, put together 
by t h e villag e authors of t b.e last century , have 
taken t he pla ce of the fine solemn tunes of Ravens-
croft and his cotemuorar ies (sic!) ••• Tunes in the 
Minor Key, are preferred by many on a ll occasions; 
insomuch so , t hat in some communities ••• the same 
descrip tion of Music is f r equently used f or their 
Hosa!l..na at Christmas, as for their humiliation in 
Lent : ••• 
He advocates the establishment in each congregation of a 
soci e ty 11 for the pur po se of :.o romo t ing i mprovement," under t he 
0 Uidance of a p erson of "correct taste and mature judgment . " 
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I t may have been for such a society that the Cec ilian Harmony 
of 1 8 02 and t he Sacred Harmony of 1803 were intended . If thi s 
is a ctually t he case , Cole ' s concern with the p robl em of taste 
a ntedates that of Nia son and Has ting s by almost a quarter of a 
century . 
The "Rud iments of Music" (pp . v - xvi) is s til l pret ty 
s i milar t o most such sections found in t he collections of 
church music , although it conta ins some rather interest ing 
observations on the treatment of graces and a short section of 
rudimentary acousti c s dealin g wi th a d iscussion o f the ove rtone 
series . The section on solmization st i cks t o the older fa sol 
la f a sol la me met hod, but indicates f or the first t i me an 
a war eness of the 11 nev.; 11 method o f the Itallans, t h e do r e m:l:, etc . 
'runes by Job..n Cole in t h is edition include: Grace , 
Belvi dere , Baltimore , Ge neva, Annapol i s , Seabury , Plymouth , 
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Ebenezer, 'rewkesbury , l'-1ajesty, and Adoration . Two anthem-lik e 
compositions also appear, both from earlier vmrks. The first 
is entitled 11 Lord of Life . A Charity Hymn, arran g ed by J. Cole, 
from a Solo by Stevens . 11 (See No . 13 above . ) The second is 
the work entitled 11 Mt . Vernon " which was v1ri tten in memory 
of George Washing ton . (See No . 6 above . ) Other composers 
represent t he nevver European orientation of the American musi-
clan . They include : Ravenscroft, H. Purcel l , Handel , Pergolesi , 
Mozart, and his close f riend Dussek, Haydn , Beethoven , and 
even a nN . Herman, 11 obit. 1561 . " 53 
'I'he final section of t his two - hundred-page work bears 
t h e f ollowing title (p . 185 ) : 
The/ Chants and Doxolog ies/ of the/ Morning and 
Evening Prayer,/ and/ Communion Service ; / as 
sung at/ St . Paul's Church, Baltimore . 
1 9 ) The s eraph, part second; containing a selection of 
anthems, choruses, hymns, &c .&c .; adapted for the 
use of musical societies and choirs . - Baltimore , 
Cole , n . d . 
This work has not been examined, but the information 
about it was obtained through the courtesy of The Newberry 
Library in Chicago which has a copy of this edition under the 
call number - VIvi 2121 C 689s . This may be the same w·ork as the 
one listed by Frank J . Metcalf in his American Psalmody, p . 19, 
vlher e it is described as publishe d in 1822 . It was part of a 
p rivate c ollection at the time of the Metcalf publication . 
53 Nikolaus Hermann (c . 1490-1561) is recorded on the reg ister 
of St . Joachirnsthal where he was cantor and teacher as 
11 
••• a good musi c ian who wrote many fine chorales and 
German songs ••• " ibid . , p . 463 . 
20) The Seraph ; / A Collection Of/ Sacred llllusic:/ Consisting 
Of The Most Ce lebrated/ Psalm And Hymn Tunes,/ Arrang ed 
Generally In Four Vocal Parts:/ Inclu ding/ Many Wh i ch 
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Have Never Before Been Published In This Country, And 
Several/ Entirely New , Com9 osed For This Work;/ Embracing / 
All The Variety Of Me tres In Genera l Use, With A Parti-
cular Reference To The Classification Of The/ Hymns Of 
The Protestant Ep iscopal Church./ Also - The Rudiments 
Of Musi c,/ And A Fevr Practical Lessons For The Use Of 
Schools./ By John Cole./ Baltimore :/ Published By The 
Ed itor, And Sold At His MUsic Store, No . 137, Market -
Street/ Price One Dollar Single - or Ni n e Dollars per 
dozen . J. Robinson , Printer./ (~827) 
The outside cover of this work sta tes that it is the 
second edition. It bears the co9yright date: Augus t 6, 1827 . 
This edition carries even further than the first t h e 
ideas of the 11 better music 11 movement. Cole speak s of this 
new trend \-.ri th great satisfaction (Preface, p . II I ) : 
The great change which , within a f ew years , he.s 
taken place vvi th respect to the style of Music 
p roper for the Church, is cause of mu ch rejoicing 
among tho s e who have been labouring for years to 
effect t h is revolution. Instead of the consta nt 
cry for nevi and lively tunes, we now find that 
singers are becoming s a tisfied with s impl e melo-
dies, without fugues, long slurs, divisions, and 
vain and oft en ridiculous repetitions. 
He goes on to state that many of the tunes vlhich were 
sung on occasion ''out of respect to the elder part of the 
congregation," were n ow b e g inning to be sung out of preferen ce 
to the tunes ''of a lighter class." This accounts, in part, 
for the many changes which l"l..ad been made in this work . He 
is especially convinced tha t the German tunes 11 v1ill f urnish 
a ruch treat to the admirers of genuine Psa~lmody • 11 He also 
speaks out against t he practice of using secular melodies with 
a relig ious text, \vhi ch "might lead to an i mproper as sociation 
of i d eas. 11 Cole has nonetheless included his arrang e ment of 
11 Lord of Life All Praise Excelling , 11 based on a solo by 
Stevens, the glee composer (The Seraph, 1827 edition, Appen-
dix, p . 12), but to ease his conscience, he has add ed a note 
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on t h e same page stating that the same words can be sung to an 
alternate a nd simpler tune. 
The section on "Rudiments of Music 11 (pp . vii - xvi) 
explains in some detail the newer Italian method of solmiza-
tion, although the old er method prevalent in America is still 
retained : 
The Italians use Do Re Mi Fa · Sol La Si a pplying them 
to Lines and Spaces as we do the Letters, without re -
gard to Change of Key .(that is, a fixed, rather than 
a moveabl e system.) The mode which generally p reva ils 
in our Schools is to repeat three of them in the oc-
tave, and to preserve the same order in all the Key s-
Thus : Fa Sol La Fa Sol La I-11 ••• 
In t h e 11 Pra ctical Lessons 11 (p . xi .) illustrating this solmi -
za t ion , he has written both the English and Italian mo d e of 
saying the syll ables belmv the scale which is g iven f or p rac-
t ise. 
A rather interesting modification of the idea of t h e 
Guid onian hand app ears in this same section on rud iments 
(p . viii.) . The left hand is used to represent both the 
treble and bass staves, and the student is advised to learn 
the names of the lines and spaces by using this hand as a 
mnemonic device s ymbolizing the sta ff . 
Works by Cole in this e d ition include: Aurora, Baltimore, 
Langdon, Rosse-Chapel, Kemp , An~apolis, Geneva, Heavenly Joy, 
Marietta, Keny on Colledge (sic!), Ebenezer, Plymouth, Seabury , 
plus 11 Lord of Life" mentioned above . Other selections v..rere 
made after consultation of the best contemporary English pub-
lica tions and a fe1Jil American ones . Among the latter was the 
Bo ston Handel and Haydn Collection of Church Ivlusic, "a v..rork 
that has d one more towards improving the public taste than 
any other similar -publication extant" (p. ii ). 
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21) The/ Beauties Of Psalmody ,/ containing/ A Selection Of 
Sacred Music,/ Calculated For Public Worship Or The Use 
of Sin3ing Schools./ By John Cole . / Rehearse his praise 
v.rith awe profound,/ Let knowledge lead the son._ ; / Nor 
mock him viith a solemn sound , / Upon a thoughtless tongue . 
1.-l.tl.TTS . j 'rhird Edition . j Baltimore : Sold By E .J. Cole, 
J . and T. Vance, Cushing And Jewett, And Shaeffer And 
Maund . / Murphy And Milless, Printers, 4 , Harrison-
Street ./ (1827) 
This edition begins with a concise introduction to mus ic 
followed by the illustrative lessons in sing ing (pp . iii -
viii) . This pedagogical material serves to introduce the 
eighty- nine pieces of music which compose the bulk of the vmrk . 
The first page o f music is supplied with a footnote that 
states that the 11 Psalms and Hymns referred to, are those of 
the Episcopal Prayer Book. 11 The first official Hymnal of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the U. S .A . appeared in connec-
ti on with the Proposed Prayer Book nubl ished in April, 1786. 
Added to the end of that book were fifty-one hymns and eight 
pages of tunes, all selected by Francis Hopkinson , one of the 
signers of the Declaration of Independence and a musi cian of 
note in Colonial America. In deference to William White, 
later Bishop of Pennsylvania, ei ghty-four selections from the 
metrical Psalter were also included. 
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The General Convention of 1789 was more conservative in 
tone , however, and along with the Book of Common Prayer finally 
adopted , the v.rhole metrical Psalter was restored to use, the 
hymns reduced to twenty-seven , and no tunes indicated . Be-
cause of the unauthorized use by many parishes of ihatever text s 
and music t hey p leased, it was de c ided to extend t h e list of 
available hymns . This resulted in the Hymnal of 1826 adopted 
by the Convention, a n d probably the collection to which Cole 
referred. Be cause these hymns were ordered by the Convention 
to be bound up with the Prayer Bool( , they are commonly called 
the 11 Prayer Book Collection ." 54 
Works by John Cole in this edi tion are: Geneva, Heavenly 
Joy, The Lord's Prayer, Seabury, Plymouth, Ebenezer , and 
Iconium. A "Chari ty Anthem 11 (No . 75) based on Hymn 55 of the 
Prayer- Book Collection is described as "selected and a rrane;ed 
by J.C . 11 A pie ce of l a r ger p roportions tha n the hymns is 
" Psa lm CI 11 (No . 87) based on Nerrick's version of the p s alm . 55 
Other composers in this work include : Blow , Ravenscroft , 
Arne, Jeremiah Clarke, T . Tallis, Handel, Haydn , etc ., p lus 
several pieces based on the German chorale t unes v.fhich Cole 
had begun to favor in his "vvorl{S . 
Bound to gether ,.,ri th this edition is an append ix of twelve 
pag es of chant with t h e title : 
54 The Hymnal 1 940 Comuanion, pp . xix-xxi . 
55 James Merrick (1720-1769) published The Psalms of David 
Translated or Parap hrased ••• in 1765, a rather weak and 
verbose work in extensive use in t he early years of the 
nineteenth c entury . Julian, p . 725 . 
A Selection of Chants/ adapted to/ The Morning e.nd 
Evening Service,/ of the/ Protestant Episcopal Church . / 
A Te Deum Laudamus and a Jubilate Deo are ascribed to Cole . 
22) Sacred Melodies, Selected/ from the Works of the most/ 
Celebrated Composers,/ and arranged for/ One or more 
Voices . / with t he proper Harmony added/ for the/ Piano 
Forte/ or/ Organ . / Baltimore . Published By John Cole . 
The bottom of the title pag e reads as follows : 
Copy- right secured accordi ng to act of Congress Jany 1 , 
1828 by Jopn Cole of the State of Maryland . 
The purpose o f this edition is stated in a short note 
printed on the inside cover: 
This work will be comp leted in twelve numbers , at 
fifty cents each, and >vill contain a select ion of 
the most admired compo sitions extant; with many 
orig inals- chiefly adapted for the domestic circle. 
\'lith the l as t number , will be presented , an 
elegant engraved frontispiece , fr om a n orig inal 
design and a list of patrons . 
The copy of this work consulted in the Lo well Mason 
Collection at Yale University contains only three of the pro -
p osed t\'relve numbers . None of the other sections seem to be 
extant . Section No . 1 (pp . 1 - 8) contains musi c by Pasiello 
(sic ! ), .rvleine cke, 56 Mozart , and Atterbury. 57 Section No . 2 
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56 Ivleinecke was the organist of St. Paul's to whom the first 
edition of Cole ' s The Sera.nh io.Jas dedicated . Born in Ger-
many c. 1782 , h e was baptized Christopher , but often used 
the name Charles in the Uni ted States . He composed a great 
deal of music, both sacred and secular, which wa s highly 
esteemed in his day . During a visit to Europe in 1817 , 
he met Beethoven , and met with the master 's approval when 
he submitted a 11 conc erto 11 f or examination. He died in 
Baltimore on November 6 , 1850· Metcalf, American Writers ••• , 
p . 191 . 
57 The name of Le\vis Atterburry (sic!) appears in the list 
of c hoir members o f Saint Paul ' s as g iven in Samuel and 
John Cole' s Sa cred Music (Baltimore , 1803), p . (3) . 
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(pp . 9-16) contains three compositions undesignated as to 
a u thor and vihich may be by John Cole, p lus a Welsh Air , and 
a pie ce by Me i ne cke . Se c tion No. 3 (pp . 17- 24) contains an-
other composition by Me i n ecke with the charming title "Saint 
Au gustine t o Hi s Sister, 11 a 11 Si c ill ian (sic!) Air, 11 and \vorks 
by La tour, 58 Pleyel,59 Naumann, 60 and the Rev. C. Gre gor.61 
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Union He.rrnony;/ Or,/ IVJ:usic ~:Tade Easy:/ A New And Pleasing 
Selection Of Psalm And Hymn Tunes,/ A Great Part Of 1/hich 
Are Entirely New;/ Adapted To Nearly All The Variety Of 
Metres To Be Found in Dr. Watts' Psalms and Hymns, Dr . 
Dvright 's, Dr. Rippon's And Rev. 1'1r . Do bell' s/ Se lections ; 
The Village Hymns, The :rvre thodist Hymn Books, And 'l'he New 
Hymns Of The Protestant Episcopal Church./ The Whole/ 
Arrang ed in Three And Four Parts./ To Which Is Prefixed, 
A New And Complete/ Introduction to the Practica l Know-
ledg e of Iv1usic,/ And A Series Of Pro gr essive Lesson s,/ 
Calculated to lea d the Student on by regular steps, un-
til the d esira ble ob ject of sing ing at sight is f ull y 
at t a ined./ Intended for the use of such Teachers as are 
in the habit of using vrhat are called the Patent No tes; 
and to remove t h e p rejud ices of t h ose, who have never/ 
f a irly examined the system . / By Jolm Cole./ Baltimore: / 
Published And Sold By William & Joseph Neal , And John 
Cole . / J. Robinson, p rinter./ (copyright date: April 
20, 1 829.) 
Not much is known of La tour. He is credited with t h e 
cornposi tion of the hymn-tune 11 La tour" in Shav1 , No . 17 4 . 
Latour's Pro gressive Prelud e s for p ianoforte is adver-
tised in J.A. Hamilto~A New Musical Grammar, 3rd ed.?, 
n o da te, p . 3 . See footnote 87 . 
I gnaz Joseph Pleyel (1757-1831), a student of Haydn and 
l ater a p iano manufacturer in Paris, wrote several string 
qu a rtets from v-rhich the hymn tunes whi ch bear his name 
were a rrang e d . The HY!!llJ.al 1 940 Comnanion, p . 532 . 
Perhap s this is Johann Gottlieb Naumann (1741-1801), 
chanel master at Dresden, v-rho wrote quanti t i es of sacred 
music i n clud ing mass es, oratorios, and canta t as . Bakers , 
p . 77 9 . 
Christian Gregor (1723-18 01) was a German t h eolo g i an who 
1,.;as leader of music in a congre gation of the Jvioravian 
Brethren . Several of his hymns \vere included i n the 
Moravian Hymn Book of 1789 . Julian , p . 467 . 
The Preface (p . iii) explains that the compiler has pub-
lished this vwrk for persons used to the system of 11 shap e 11 -
notation . 
Prejudice against this syst em has hitherto pre-
vented the undertaking; but having heard from 
various quarters, of the rapid pro gress made in 
schools taught after this manner , and having ex-
perienced the difficulties attending the old 
mode - he vras induced to re-examine the subject . 
This has led to the conviction that the labour 
of both teacher and scholar is greatly reduced 
by this mode of teaching ; ••• 
Actually, in Cole's op inion , the patent no t es should be 
rele ~ated to books of instruction and Psalmody, and the old 
no tes used for a ll other music . He conceded that the uatent 
notes could be learned first, but j_n time the students should 
11 malte further advance s" and 11 continue their progress 11 to the 
old, that is, standard, system of notation . 
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:rvrany of the tunes were chosen '',vi th the view of gratify i ng , 
and thereby facilitating the progress of a sing ing school; ••• 11 , 
thus quite a fev-i of them are too light and frivolous to be sung 
in church. The majority, hovrever , still belong to the reper-
tory of hymns and Psalm tunes , which was after all the chief 
purpose of the training offered in the sing ing schools. 
The number of tunes listed under Cole's name is quite 
l arge , and this factor has made it possible to identify several 
melodies in earlier collections which were not designated with 
any comp os er ' s name . Among them are : Annapolis , Alabama, 
Alexandria, Aurora, Art.na's Lute, Allendale, Athens, Baltimore, 
Bath, Burlington, Berkley (sic ! ), Bozra, Chester, Cecil, 
Ebenezer , Emmanuel, Greencastle, Gabriel, Geneva, Gethsemene, 
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Gambier, Grace, Gratitude , Harmony, Heavenly Joy , Harford , 
Heber, Hagersto 1tm, In lis , I conium, Judea , John.s , Jubilee , 
Kemp , Kenyon College , Louisville, Langdon, Lancaster , l'-1ays -
v ille, Mount Carmel, Marietta, I'-1edina, Majesty, Nev·T Jordan , 
Overbury , Paradise , Pentecost , Penitence, Pilmore , Plymouth , 
Providenc e , Pilgrims, Ross Chapel , Radcliffe , Sabbath, Sunday, 
Seabury , Supplication , Shelburn, Tewkesbury, Triumph , Wheeling , 
Warren, Whitfield , Washington, Williamsburg , and Wilmer . 
Some idea of the 11variety of metres, 11 as the title put s 
it, can be gaug ed from a brief examination of the standard 
hymn books of the period . Dr . Watts ' Psalms and Hymns (See 
No . 1) was t he mode l for many of his American imitators . The 
adaptations of Barlow (See No . 1) and Dwight (See No . 10) have 
e.lready been mentioned . The next author in the title, Dr . 
John Rippon (1751-1836 ), published his most famous work , 
A Selection of Hymns •• • , in 1787 . This v-ras followed in 1791 
by A Selection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes •••• Numerous editions 
of his works appeared t hroughout his lifetime and even after 
h is death . 62 ''The Rev . Mr . Do bell ' s Selection" probably re-
fers to the work of John Dobell (1757-1840 ), i•Thich v.ras pub-
lished in 1806 u nder the title : A New Selection of Seven 
Hundred Evangelical Hymns .•• ; Intended as a Supplement to Dr . 
vlatts's Psa lms and Hymns . 63 11 The Villag e Hymns" was undoubtedly 
the wor1{ of the Rev . Asahel Nettleton (1783-1844) , vlho published 
62 Julian, p . 964 . 
63 ibid . , p • 304 . 'I'he Hvmnal 1 940 Companion , p . 582, g ives 
1800 as- the date of Dobell 1 s collection . 
the collection in 1824 on his own initiative when the selec-
tion of hymns p roposed by the General (Congregational) Asso -
ciati on of Connecticut f a iled to ma teria lize . 64 Th e ch ief 
work among 11 The Metho dist Hymn Boolc s 11 v1as probably the pub-
l ication or dered by t h e General Conference of t h e Me t hon ist 
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Epi scopal Church in 1 820 which appeared the n ext year und er 
the title : A Collection of Hymns f or the use of the Me tho d ist 
Epis copal Church , principally from t he Collection of the 
Reverend John Viesl~ . The first official hymnal of this 
church d id not app ea r, ho wev e r , until 1836 . 65 
The metres of t he hymns of the Epis copal Church \ver e 
extremely complicated, and the Metrical I ndex of Cole's 
Union Har mony ••• (p . 144 ) p rovides a clue to some of these 
metres. ''The Ne w Hymns o f the Protestant Epis copal Church " 
probably refers to the "Prayer- Book Collection'' of 1826 
(See No . 21) which group e d t he metres into classes . Cl ss 
I, not i ndi cated a s such in Unio n Harmony, consis t e d of the 
more usual metrical groupings : Common Metre, 86 . 86, Short 
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£1etre , 66 . 86 , and Long Metre, 88 . 88 . Cla ss II v1a s sub-
d i vided i nto six narts a s follows : 
6L~ Jl./le tcalf, American Writers ••• , p . 142 . 
6 5 Foot e , PP • 147, 230. 
66 R . Shaw , 2.!2...L_cit . , Index , p . 8 . 
67 Shaw indica tes a subd ivision into eight parts , l oc . c i t . 
Cole ' s Pa rochial Psalmody of 1840 al so s h ows an eight-
part subdivision f or Class II . 
8.8 . 6 or Class II . l 
ll3th68 or Class II . 2 ll2t~9 or Class II . 3 
l48th 0 or Class II . 4 
4 lines 10 or Class II . 5 
7 . 6 or Class II . 6 
The subdivisions of Cla ss III were as follows : 
4 lines 7 - or Class III . l 
6 lines 7 - or Class III . 2 
8 . 7 or Class III . 3 
6 lines 8 . 7 . or Class III . 4 
8 . 7 . 4 . or Class III . 5 
Class IV 1.•ras als o subdivided into different groups: 
Old 104th71 or Class IV . l 
8s or Class IV . 2 
11 . 8 . or Class IV . 3 
lls or Class IV . 4 
In addition t o these four classes, there were a fevr other 
metri c ty:oes : 
68 Old ll3th has the me tri cal scheme 8 8 8 8 8 8 free . It 
is fr om the Strassburg Psalter of 1539 , and i s popula rly 
knovm as the " Huguenot Marseillaise . 11 Robert Guy ~llc­
Cutchan , gymn Tune · Names (New York , 1957) , p . 111 . 
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69 Old ll2th also has the s cheme 8 8 8 8 8 8 but is in strict 
time . The tune , of German orig in , entered the Anglo-
Genevan Psalter of 1561 as a setting for Psalm 112 . It 
-v.ras a lso used by John Wesley in his Foun~~une Book 
of 1742 . ibid ., pp . 110- 111 . 
70 Th is is p robably 11 Darwel~ 11 or '' Dar-vrell' s 148th , 11 the 
11 
tune 
composed for Psalm 148 , Ye boundless realms of joy, in 
Aaron Vvilliams ' New Univers al Psalmodist of 1770 . John 
Darwall (1731-178 9 ) left three manus cript vo l umes of tunes 
for all the 150 Psalms , only a few of which were published . 
The Hymnal 1 940 Companion , PP • 353, 414 . 
71 Old 104th has the metrical scheme 10 10 11 11 and is 
from Ravenscroft's Psalter of 1621 where it is used 
vJi th Psalm 104 . McCutchan, p . 110 . 
6 lil1.fiS 10 
122ndf:; 
6 lines 6 . 5 . 
5 -5 -11 
7 . 6 . peculiar . 
or Old 50th72 
Finally, the metrical index refers to tunes and pieces which 
11 are for the most :pa.rt irregular , a nd ade.pted only to the 
words to 'vvhich they are s et . 11 
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Primitive Psalmody : / a selection of/ Church Melodies ,/ 
Arranged in Four Vocal Parts;/ With an/ Accompaniment/ 
for the/ Organ . / Adapted to the Psalms and Hymns , / of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church ; / By/ John Cole . / 
Published by John Cole & Son . Baltimore . /(1836) 104 pages . 
The dedication of this \vork (p . 3 ) is : '' t o the Bish ops 
and Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Ghurch 11 to \'i'hom Ccle 
offers " this attempt to restore the :performance of Metrical 
Psalmody to its Primitive Simplicity and Usefulness ••• " In 
this publication, Cole continues to be concerned about more 
participation by the congregation in the musical services . 
The choir admi t tedl y is nece s sary for proper singing , but the 
tendency has unfortunately been " to silence the congr e gation 
at larg e , and to appropriate to the choir exclusively this 
beautiful pa.rt of divine service . 11 For the sake of enhancing 
their reputations, choirs venture upon difficult tunes , leaving 
the people 11 no other nart than that of silent admirers . 11 Thus, 
11 wha t \vas introduced as auxiliary t o devotion is perverted to 
72 The tune for Old 50th firs t appeared in t he second musical 
edition of Sternhold and Honl{ins Psalmes of 1558 . Hym)s 
Ancient a nd Modern ••• Historical Edition , (London , 1 909 , 
p . 456 . 
73 The tune, Old 122nd , is based on the setting of r1arot 1 s 
version of Psalm iii by L . Bourgeois in t he French Psalter 
of 1561 . ibid ., n. 639 . 
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purposes of display ." Cole advises, as a corrective, that 
the flippant, fli ghty airs "purloined from the narlour, or 
transferred from the theatre to the house of God, 11 be banished : 
Let the music of the church become what church 
music ever should be, simnle, solemn, dignified-
so simple as to be intellig ible to the most 
uncultivated ear - so so lemn as to be in a ccor-
dance wi th the most devout frame of feeling , and 
so dianified as to command the respect of the 
most scientific and refined t aste . 
Part of the simplicity lies in the greater emphasis on syllabic 
p salmody . Instead of placing as man y notes as possible on one 
word , Cole sugg ests that each syllable be g iven its own note, 
so that enunciation will become easy and distinct . Works o f 
this kind i'lill bear rep etition, unlike '' those musical sky-
rockets which are g ot up to amaze the crowd. 11 
The music itself is i<.rri t ten in open score with the 
modern arrang ement of parts - S A T B - s upported by the 
organ accompaniment . The author is very clear as to the 
disposit ion of the voice warts (p . 4). The order of vocal 
parts from the top of the score down is described as follows : 
Firs t comes the Air, or Congregational part. If the 
cho ir is to sing this, t oo , it should be d one solely by the 
soprano voices . Sec ond, the alto, or second soprano i s 
ivritten . Then comes t he Tenore (sic!) as the third part, 
a nd last, the Base (sic!). 
:Many of the tunes are of Ger man orig in, thus continuing 
Cole ' s interest in this type of hymnody . Other musi c is by 
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Croft, Jeremiah Clarke, Ravenscroft, 11 M. Bulpius 1 616 11 (who 
is obviously Vulpius), Tallis , Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, 
Johann Hermann Schein, and Handel . 
The book is completed with an appendix of sixteen pages 
containing the Chants and Doxologies for Morning and Evening 
Prayer . 
24) Parochial Psalmody : / A Selection Of/ One Hundred Church 
Ivielodies , / Adapted To The Psalms And Hymns/ Of The/ 
Protestant Episcopal Church . / By John Cole . / Baltimore : / 
F . D. Bentsen . / Entered according t o Act Of Congress , in 
the year 1840, by John Cole , in the Clerk ' s Office of 
the District of Iv.i.aryland . / 37 pag es . 
The work is dedicated to the Ri ght Reverend William 
Rollinson Whittingham, D. D. , Bishop of the Protestant Ep is-
copal Church in the Dio cese of Maryland. 
This work v-ras completely unkno\'ln until recently dis covered 
at the Maryland Historical Society, and is probably the 
uniq ue copy of this collection of tunes . The comp osers 
represented include Dr . Croft, Blow , Jer . Clarke, Ravenscroft, 
Mozart, Haydn, Pleyel, plus several minor Americans mostly 
of local Baltimore activity . One tune was taken from 11 L . 
Mason- by permission," another indication of the close re-
lationship that must have existed between John Cole and 
Lowell Mason . All the hymns are written in close score, 
and many are without text . The only work as cribed to Cole 
is the well - known tune "Geneva , " although several others 
appear ~ri thout any composer's name attached to them and may 
be assumed to be by Cole . This seems a reasonable assumption, 
since most of the other melodies bear careful identification. 
The tunes without attr ibution are : Grafton, Dorchester, 
Douglass, Boxford, Sutton, Durham, Marcus, Flushing, St . 
Jude's, Newcourt, vlhittingham . 
25) Laudate Dominum./ A Selection Of/ Gregorian And Other 
Chants And Doxologies,/ Adapted To The/ Morning And 
Evening Services Of The Church;/ Together With The 
Responses And Trisag ion At Holy Communion, / And The 
Suffr ages To The Litany./ Published For The Use Of 
The Diocese Of Maryland , With The Approbation Of The 
Bishop ./ Balt i more- D • . Brunner . / (1842) 
A hand-written inscription on the outside cover of the 
copy of this vrork in the Lov1ell Mason Collection at Yale 
University reads : 11 To Lowell TJ!ason, Esq . Boston, Mass , With 
respects of the Author." 
In t he introduction (p . 4 ), Cole comments on several 
nev.r features to be found in . this vmrk - "new only in this 
country." The Versicles and Responses ("0 Lord open thou 
our lips , 11 etc. ) for instance, are to be sung, and the music 
provided is based on Tallis' Morning Service . 11 If the c hoir 
is sma ll, let all voices sing in unison, The Organ filling 
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up the harmony ." Cole is apparently anxious to ht .. ve the music 
of Tallis better known , although in commenting on Tallis ' 
11 Litany, 11 he ste.tes t ha t it "should never be at t empted un-
less the Choir is well trained for the purpose ." Since the 
Ta.llis 11 Litany 11 was introduced only "at high festivals, at 
the Consecration of Bishops, and the ordaining of priests," 
the well-trained choir would have been t he sine qua non. 
Another new feature wa s the recommendation that the first 
verse of the Venite Exultemus Domino be sung by the minister , 
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instead of by the choir , and that the remaining verses be sung 
in unison , alternately by the men 's and vrornen's voices . The 
custom of antiphonal psalmody is of ancient origin, and ac -
cording to the editor, this method. of "dividing the choir into 
two parts and sine;ing by turns 11 has many advanta ges over the 
usual mafl..ner that prevailed in the churches of his day . 11 --a 
small choir can p roduce a more striking effect tfi_an if divided 
into four sect ions- ••• 11 
Other remarks include the s u ggestions that the Gloria 
Patri be sung in full harmony , with the Amen retarded on the 
first note , and that the Te Deum likewise be sung in full har-
mony , but alternating forte and piano in order to produce the 
des ired ant i phonal effect. Cole also gives some good rul e-
of-thumb advice for the choice of the Jubilate or Benedictus . 
The choice depends primarily on the subject of the second les -
son, but in general it is advisable to sing the Benedictus from 
the first Sunday in Advent to Easter Day, a.nd the Jubilate , 
from Easter to the close of the Ecclesiastical year . 
In ch oosing the chants for t his collection, the editor 
indicated his preference for those chants which v1ere of simule 
construction , among which 1vere 11 several of the Gregorian tones: 11 
How animating the thought, that vrhile v.re are sing ing 
the pra ises of God in the words of holy inspiration, 
our voi c es a re attuned to the same melodies vvhich 
have been sung by Prophets, Apostles , and Ivlartyrs , 
and by the Saints of all ages . 
Ac tua-lly , although the melodic contours of these chants may 
have been derived from Gregorian models , they appear in the 
r hythmic form which is toda y more often B.ssocia ted vl i t h 
Angl ican Chant . Their simnle organization does i ndeed meet 
t h e editor's requirement of music suitable for congrega tional 
u se . 
Such che.nts a s approach neare s t to these primitive 
models, are best calculated for congregational us e ; 
and as it is the duty of the people to join in this 
delightful part of the service, their accomodation 
should never be lost sight of, to gratify the oft 
too anxious wish of the Choir for disp lay. 
26) Lauda te Dominum . / A/ Selection of Gregorian and o t her 
Chants:/ Adapted to the/ Morning and Evening Prayer of 
t h e Protesta nt Episcopal Church : / Tog ether with the/ 
Responses & Hymns at Holy Communion,/ and the/ Prop er 
Anthems for the Festivals and Fasts of the Church./ 
Third Edition . / Baltimore: Published by F . D. Benteen,/ 
and/ For Sa. le at the Principal Music and Book Stores . j 
(copyright by John Cole, 1847 . ) 24 p ages . 
This coll e ction is similar in format a nd contents to 
t h e 1842 work of the s a me name . Whether t h e latter is the 
first or second edition is not clear . The 1847 version is 
definit e ly designated as the third edition, a nd since n o 
s i mila r s pecification appears on the earlier work , it seems 
r e a s onable to assume that the ori g inal edition is ind icated. 
Therefore, a second edi tj_on, no longer extant, probably 
a ppeared between 1842 and 1847 . 
11 A Fe1.v Practical Remarks on Che.nting 11 (p . 2 ) p recedes 
the actual music. These remarks are of importance to the 
knovrledge of contemporary performance practice , since they 
enumerate ma ny of the common faults in wh ich performers of 
the day indulged. (See Chapter IV below.) 
In addition to the usual chants for Morning and Evening 
Prayer, t h is selection includes a Gloria Patri for Holy We~k, 
6 6 
and a Benedicite Omnia Opera Domini to be sung 11 on Trinity 
Sunday Instead of the Te Deum . 11 "Anthems" are supplied not 
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only for Ash Wednesday a nd Good Friday (in both cases in place 
of the Venite), but also for Ascension Day , Easter Sunday, 
Thanks g iving Day, and for the Institution of Iviinisters . The 
term 11 anthem 11 applied to t hese selections seems rather pe-
culiar since they all resemble the Anglican Chants of today , 
and are not the sectionalized compos itions v.rhich Cole h i mself 
has specified in defining the term . 
27) Chants/ For the Use of t he/ Protestant Episcopal Church;/ 
Containing/ The Morning & Evening Service/ Arr anged for 
Four Voices,/ vli th an Accompaniment for the I Organ. 
Baltimore, Published by John Cole No . 137 Market Street ./ 
(n.d . ) 22 pages. 
The unique copy of this work is in the po ssession of the 
Marylecnd Historical Society . The date of publication \'las 
probably some time around 1839 . In t hat year, F . D. Benteen 
took over Cole ' s business, so that the work must have been 
published v.rhile Cole was still actively engag ed in music pub-
lishing at 137 Market St . Cole's address is usually g iven as 
137 Baltimore Street, but in several d irectories, both Balti-
more and .iVlarket Streets a re indica ted. The t1vo addresses may 
have indicated two entranc es to the same building . 
Thi s edition contains one feature that makes feasible as 
late a date of publication as p ossible . In the section of 
this book labelled " Morning Prayer," the following footnote 
is g iven in reference to the Introductory Sentence : 11 There 
is no authority for sing ing this, but it has been performed 
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at Festivals ~tri t h g ood effect . 11 Since the sing ing of the 
Introductory Sentence is g iven as one of the new features of 
the Laudate Dominum of 1842 , that is, three years after Cole 
gave up his publ ishing ventures , it seems reasonable to a ssume 
that the present vlOrk is one of the last under the Cole imn rint . 
There are tvro systems of scoring used in these chants. 
The first is the more "mode rn" arrang ement, S A T B and 
organ ac companiment . The other is a bit more old- fashioned . 
The tenor and a lto are the first two parts, supported then 
on the remaining t wo staves by the organ a ccompaniment . The 
top part of the right - hand doubles as the soprano, and the 
left-hand part is doubled by the bass . 
Several of the chants a re compositions of John Cole : 
Morning Prayer 
No . l.J-
6 
9 
12 
13 
Venite Exultemus 
Gloria Patri 
Jubi l ate 
Benedict us 
Benedict us 
Evening Prayer 
No. 21 
22 
24 
28 
29 
Cantate Domino 
Bonum est Confiteri 
Bonum est Confiteri 
Benedic Anima I'-1ea 
Benedi c Anima Mea 
28) A Collection Of/ Anthems, Choruses, Pse.lms and Hymns ,/ 
From Celebrated Authors, Intended For The Use Of/ IVIus l-
eal Societies . / Balt imore : Published And Sold By 
Edward J. Coale ./ Murphy & Milless , Printers , 4 , 
Ha rrison- street./ (n . d . ) 56 pages . 
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There do not seem to be any vvorks by Cole in t his collec-
tion, but the colop hon on page 56 reads : 11 End of Number One-
Baltimore: Published by J o:b..n Cole - Murphy and Ivlilless • 11 In 
the Lo w-ell lvfason manus crip t catalogue at Yale University, 
this work is listed as item no . 1376 with the description : 
11 (No . 1 . Edited by John Cole) 11 
Cole' s other publications intended for the use o f . musi-
cal societies seem to be early works, so it would seem rea-
sonable to date tl1is edition in the first decade of the nine-
teenth c entury . 
29) A tvlenty- page collection of (llfiscellaneous Anthems) 
in the Lowell f/Ia son Collection at Yale, no . 1369 , no date , 
g ives a short work entitled 11 The Orphan ' s Prayer 11 (p . 2) vrith 
words by Mi ss Carter, otherwise unidentified , and music by 
J . Cole . 
30) A manuscript book by John Cole consisting chiefly of 
hymn- tunes is part of the Lowell Iviason Collection , under the 
Yale Libre,r y call - number IvTa 21-Yll - C 674 . The first page 
bears t he legend : 11 This book was sent to me by John Col e . 
Ba ltimore . L . Ma son . 11 Several of the tunes carry comments 
by Cole on v a rious aspects of musical prac tice , which show 
how clo se his relationship was with Lowell IVJa son , especia lly 
in ma tters of taste and performance . 
Since t h is vrork is informative in many respects, it 
has seemed advisable to list its contents in detail . 
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p a _ e 1 Rochester Civi 
Suffield CM 
The latter t une bea rs the note : "From an air much in use 
about 50 years since . It The melody has no t been identified. 
2 . IvJ:ontpelier 8 . 7 . J+ . Air by Lully 
3. Ridg eway 8 . 7. double J.C. ("not published") 
Aylesbury S . Ivr . 
The latter tune is qualified by the remark that "The 
second line is invariably sung as above - vrhenever t h is tune 
is used in this part of t he country , and vrith the old Bass !! 11 7 4 
4 . v/ indham 
Kemp 
Carthage 6 lines 7 
( 1 )75 D. Reed sic . 
J. Cole 
Dalmer76 
'I'he text - incinit 11 Rock of Ages" is vrritten below the 
first brace . 
74 
75 
76 
In Shaw ' s Baltimore Collection No . 113 , this s a me tune is 
g iven with a 374 time signature i nstead of the more digni -
fied chorale- like version of Cole in 4/4 time . Cole ' s 
bass part makes more use of solid root-position pro gres -
sions than does Sha w ' s more fluid bass line, which must 
therefore represent the newer version in contradistinction 
to Cole's "old Bass . " In Shaw, the tune is ascribed to 
Chethem . Jol1n Chethem 's Book of Psalmod v vras first n ub-
lished in 1718, and may be the source ~thi s tune . -
Judg ing from Cole 's remark , the melody he used was 
either an arrang e ment of part of an older tune , or a 
composite of two different tunes . This practice is 
still used today . In The_Bymnal of the Protestant Enis -
conal Church ••• 19L:-O, the hymn 11 I'-1arlow"\No . 9+7) is an 
arrang ement of the first half of the tune for Psalm 133 
in Chethem 's collection . The Hymnal 1 9l~O Cornna nion, p . 322 . 
Daniel Read (1757-1836) was most famous for his The New 
Haven Collection of Sacred I~sic , published in 1 818. 
Ivietcalf, American Writers, pp . 94 , 98 . 
A collection k novm as Twenty nsalms and hymns ••• as sung at 
the ••• Churches and ChaT?els in Bath... (London , c . 1788)by 
(William) Da l mer is in the Brit ish Museum . Schnapper , 
vol . I , p . 250. This same hymn appears in Shaw, no~ 118 . 
6 . Penzance S . M. 
Ebene~er L . ~JI . 
J"ohn (blind) Stanley . 77 
J . c. 
11 This (latter) tune has been much used for the nast 
35 years ." 
7 . Alfreton S . M. 
The bottom brace is the continuation of 11 Ebenezer 11 
from the previous page . 
8 . Portuga l L . M. varied 
Duke Street L . M. 
This latter tune is indica ted as 11 not worth altering . 11 7 8 
9 . irfells L . M. 
A note by Cole states that '' the ee.rliest copy th2.t I 
have seen the tune \·.ra s in a book published by I . Holdraid 7 9 
early in this l a st century - it ''la s in triple time . 11 
10 . Plymouth L . M. J . Cole 
The bottom brace o f this page shows ano ther hymn without 
title . 
11 . Pentecost C~M . J . Cole . ("nev e r published ") 
The following text- inci nit is g iven : 11 Come Holy Spirit, 
Heavenly Dove . " 
77 Probably (Charles) John Stanley (1713-1786) , the London 
composer, blind from early youth , who enjoyed the esteem 
of many musicians including Handel . Baker ' s p . 1045 . 
A f a csimile rep rod uc t ion of 30 voluntaries for organ by 
Stanley 1orere published in 1 957 by the Oxford Univers ity 
Press . 
78 This recommenda tion was obviously not followed by l a ter 
editors, since the present day version of this familiar 
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tune is considerably different rhythmically from tha t of Cole . 
79 Possibly Israel Holdroyd is meant. His Spiritual Man's Com-
nan ion , 3rd ed ., 1723 , is mentioned in Hymns Ancient and 
Modern ••• , p . l xxxv. A hymn by Holdroyd dated 1753 is 
inc luded in Lowell Ma son 's Carmina Sacra (Boston , 1 8 43 ) , 
p . 74 . 
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This hymn tune begins in four parts, is followed by a Duo , 
with a third part indicated for organ, and ends with a four 
part "Tutti, 11 1trhich makes a crescendo to the penultimat e 
cadence . 
12 . Lit tle Narlboro S . Ivi . 
From Costellow. 80 Lyden (sic!) 
A foo tnote states : 
13 . 
14 . 
The several parts of this tune, as published 
have always seemed to me to :ha ve been mis-
placed . - I cannot supp ose that Castellaw 
d id it - si~ce copying these, I have seen 
Mr . Comer's~~ book . 
Cambridge C. M. 
11 First Line of 83 1tl at chman 11 
untitled 
82 D. Randall 
Beethoven . 
The melody of this hymn is derived from Beethoven's 
11 Sentet t " Op . 20 , movement two, 11 Tema con Variazioni . 11 
80 Castellaw or Costello is one of the forms of the name 
of Gu illaume Costeley (c. 1531-1606), probably derived 
from the mistaken notion that he was o f Irish orig in . 
Reese, p. 388 . It seems more likely , ho1trever, that t he 
musi cian whom Cole had in mind was T . Castellaw, 1,.1hose 
worl~ in t v.ro volumes entitled Sund§.Y ' s Amusement 1>1as 
oublished in 1800. These volumes conta ined tunes de-
signed for private devotional use, but the title pa g e 
also reveals that they were used in the chapel in which 
the compiler was organist . ,!:!ymns Anci ent and Modern, 
p . xciv. 
81 Thomas Comer published the Boston Musical Institute's 
Collec tion of Church Musi c in 1841. He later (1847) 
founded the Musical Fund Society in Boston. Pratt, p . 390 . 
82 Unidentified. A Dr . John Randall is listed in Schnapper, 
vol . II, p . 873 , vi i th A Collec t ion of psalm and hymn tunes .•• 
the whol e revised & harmonized b;y_ Dr. Randa ll (Cambridg e , 
1794) . The "D. 11 of D. Randall whom Cole indica ted may 
per haps mean 11 Dr . 11 
83 In Shaw, op . cit., no . 88, t h is tune is assi gned t o a 
composer named Leach, otherv1ise unidentified . Cole 
quotes only the beginning of this tune . 
15 . Walsal C. M. varied 
St . Ann 1 s (third line only) 
The latter tune carries the des c ription "3rd line as 
orig inally set 11 \vi th a footnote recommending 11 See also 
l'Iassachusetts Compiler . 11 The harmonization g iven , com-
plete with fi gured bass indications, resembles the rich 
contrapuntal treatment of a German chorale melody . 
[16] (10) 84 Olivers P . M. J . Cole 
This hymn is indicated as " not publ ish ed . 11 It bears 
the text-incipi t 11 'fhe God of Abre.ham praise . 11 
[f 7] (11) Funeral C. M. Dr . Miller85 
Silver Street S . M. 
After the title of the second hymn , Cole has written 
11 See pag e 16 . 11 A comparison of the t wo tunes on the in-
dicated pag es s hows that the mel odic inc init of "Silver 
Street 11 and tlw.t of the solo section of the second hymn on 
p a g e sixteen are practically identical . 
(1.8] (12) Toronto J. Cole ( 11 not published") 
Tl'ro text- incipi ts are here g iven . The beginning is 
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84 The numbered pages of the manuscript , for some unexplained 
reason , revert to 10 . The correc t consecutive nag ination 
will henceforth be indicated by the figures in brack ets, 
v.rhile· the fi gures in parentheses will show Cole 1 s numb ering . 
8 5 Dr . (Edward) Miller 1 s The Psalms of David , 1790, and 
Sacred Music ••• , 1800, are listed in Schnapper, vol . 
II, p . 676 . 
provided vv i th the words 11 Ye boundle s s realms_ of joy 11 and the 
Duo with the uhrase "Your voices raise . II 
[19] (13) untitled 8 . 7 C. P . E . Bach 
Rutland 7s 
[20] (14) Darmstadt L . Jvi . C. H. Rink86 
Sen . 87 Bat hwick L .I\f. Geo . Loder , 
The first tune bears the incj_ui t 11 Vihen I s urvey t h e 
-vrondrous Cross . 11 I t was undoubtedly wel l liked by Cole , 
since he has marked it 11 Beautiful . 11 
[21] (15) Bethlehem Rev • S . T\vining 
7 4 
Cole iden tifies Twining as 11 a c omp anion of Dr . Burney 's . " 
Inscri bed over t h e mus i c , is the follov.r i ng remark to Jvias on : 
11 I don't thinl~ you have nublished this - -J . Cole??". 
86 
87 
Probably Johann Christian He inri ch Rinck (1770-1846) , 
a German or ganist who studied with Bach's pupil Kittel . 
Bak er ' s , p . 911 . 
George Loder \va s a n '1adopted 11 Amer i can of En glish 
origin v.rhose "overture to IvJ:armion" vlas performe d at 
concerts of the Nev-1 York Phi lharmonic Society . 
Howard , p . 248 . 'I'he 11 Sen . 11 after his name may per-
haps indicate that it was nec e ssary to distingu ish 
h im from other composers of the same name . There is 
re cord of an Edward '1' . Loder , and an E . J . Loder , 
nineteenth century song composers in America , vvho 
may ha.ve been his sons . Dichter and Shap i ro , pp . 
85 , 141 . 
The Vocal !Jie thod of the Americe.n ~ilusical Insti -
tute , by Georg e Loder r't 111vri t ten expressl y for the uses 
of elementary classes , is adverti s ed in James A . 
Hamil ton ' s A Ne,,..,r Musi cal Grammar in Three Pa rts 
(Comnlete) ,~rom the Third London Edit i on , no 
date , p . 4 . See f ootnote 102 . 
[22] (16) untitled L . M: . 
untitled 
"From Judgment Hymn . 11 88 
75 
The second piece on the page consists of al ternating solo 
and tutti sections. The solo sections and the last t wo mea -
sures are Etc companied by the text-phrase 11 0 nraise the Lord. 11 
~3] (17) Edam Hy .61 P.E . C. III 4 
(6 lines 8 .7.) 
untitled 7s 
H. Alberti, 1640. 89 
St . Ambrose Ob . 397 
Bishop of :Milan 
The first hymn has the text-incipit "Who is this that 
comes from Edom . " 
Under the second hymn is v-rri tten, 11 I presume this is 
t he most ancient church me lody extant - The Milanese Te Deum 
is very similar. 11 The tune is actually the ch orale melody, 
11 Nu n komm , der Heiden Heiland ," set to Luther ' s tra nsla t ion 
of t he La tin 11 Veni Redemptor g entium, 11 the text of which is 
ascribed to Ambrose . (Julian, pp . 414, 1211 . ) 
8 8 
89 
90 
[?~ (18) Stonefield L .N. 
11 last line of Goshen" 
S . Stanley 90 
"Judgm ent Hymn" or 11 Luther 11 \'ras the setting for Jviartin 
Luther 's hymn beg inning , " Nun freut euch . 11 The tune 
comes from Klug 1 s Gesag_gbuch of 1535. iYicCutchan, n . 
96 . 
Cole p robably means Heinrich Albert (1 604-1651), a 
cousin of He inrich SchUtz, whose Arlen vrere sung all 
over Germany. Jvlanfred F. Bukofzer , Musi c in the Ba-
roque Era (New York, 1947), pp . 99-100 . 
Samuel Stanley published a set of Twenty-Four Tunes 
in four ~rts, c. 1800 . Hymns Ancient and Modern , 
p . 543 . 
[2 5] (1 9) Amsterdam fro m United Br ethren 
The openin g measure is supplied with the text , "Rise 
my soul. II Col e remarks , 11 Rythm · (sic ! ) corr e cted . II 
~6] (20) iliil ton Hy 133 
The text-inciuit " Be joyful in God a ll ye lands o f 
the earth 11 is g iven belo1,r the opening measures . 
[2'[1 (21) v'ih ittingham Hy 30 P . E . C. 
This hymn is listed a s " n ot published . " It ha s , ho \1-
eve r , been found in Cole 1 s Parochia1 _ _Barmogy of 1 8 40 . 
L2 8-2~j (22 - 23) (Old Hundred) Claud e Le J eune 
This famous p salm- t un e is written in op en-score across 
bo t h pa g es . The narts are labelled af t er the French f a s h ion , 
and C-clefs are used as follows: 
Des sus 
Hau t Centre 
'raille 
Basse Centre 
soprano clef 
tenor cle f 
tenor clef 
bass cl ef 
The v.,rhole composit ion is provided vJith a fi gured bass . 
On the first p a g e, Col e g ives the fo llo wing information, 
quoted from Burney : 
"Claude Le Jeune was d oubtless a gr ea t master 
of har mony , which no judg e of musical composi -
t ion , 1,rho takes the trouble to score his Metri-
cal Psalms in p lain counter point , will dispute . 
The following is the musi c he has s e t to t h e 
134 Lh Psalm of the French v e rsion , i n t h e 
Ta ille or Tenor oart of whi ch is t he old melo-
dy o f the lOOth Ps a l m. Burn ey 's History , Vol . 
III , pag e 47 . 
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On the top of the second page , Cole has wri tt en , 11 I 
see Comer ascribes this Tune to lfli lliam Frank . 1191 The 
bot tom of the page continues with this comment : 
Claude Goudimel, who first set the French Psalms 
mi ght have been the author o f the melody, and 
most probably was;92 but his harmony was con-
sidered to (sic ! ) d ifficult- and Le Jeune 1 s 
was p refered (sic ! ) by t he early publishers . 
I can g ive you further extracts, if y ou have 
not Burney a t comman d . J . C. 
(30] (24) 
[31J (25) 
untitled 
I''Iarcus 
Chant 
8 .7 . 4 
C . P . Ivi . 
German 
J . Cole 
Sir J . Stevenson93 
The t ext to whi ch this hymn is set is indicated by the 
incinit 11 Beg in my soul . " It is l abel l ed 11 no t pu blished . " 
[32] (2 6) Doxology J . Cole 1800 
The comn l ete text has been underlaid : 
Nm·r unto t he King eternal , immorta l , 
invisible , the only '-rise Body , be 
honour and glory , thro' Jesus Chr ist 
forev er Amen 
91 This is p robably Guillaume Fra nc whose settings of 
the tex ts of Beze were incornorated into the 
Lausanne Psalter of 1565 . Reese, p . 560 . 
92 The composer of the melody is now commonly held to 
be Louis Bourg eois . The_Bymnal 1940 Companion , n . 
183 . 
93 See not e 20. According to Scholes, p . 896 , Stevenson 
wa s knighted i n 1 803 . The Eda Kuhn Loeb :Music Library 
at Harvard University has a copy of his Mornigg and 
Evenin~ Services • • • , 1 825 . 
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(completion of Cole ' s Doxology) 
"" 1 90 1 ? -z T. Ble•·rl' t ..... u94 rsa m - · ~ · ..:> · u •• ' 
A text-inciuit "Hark ! from the tombs 11 has been scored 
out by the author . 
(_33] 95 Belfast S . M. S . Webbe jun96 
The penultimate ce.dence is supplied vri th an alternate 
he r moniza t ion viri tten belov1 the original one , and annotated 
''The cmthem has it thus.'' 
St . Sepulchre C . rvr . 
Chant 
orr Wm . Selby.:> 
Vl . Russell98 
Concerning Selby, Cole writes in a footnote : 
9L~ Jonathan Ble\vi tt (1782 - 1853), English organist and 
theatre music ian , v1ro te many p opular ballads and 
a treatise on singing , The Vocal Assistant . Baker's, 
p . 115 . ---------
95 The remaining pages of the manuscript are unnumbered . 
96 S . Webbe, Sr ., has been discussed in footnote 37 . 
S . Webbe , Jr ., (1770-1843) continued the work of 
his father in the field of church music . Scholes , 
p . 1014 . 
97 \'l illiam Selby (1738- 1798) , English organist and 
harpsichordist , be came established at Ki ng's Chapel, 
Boston , around 1777 . His works i ncluded song s, an-
thems and instrumental nieces. Sonneck in his 
Concert- Life in Amer ica - states: '' Boston's musica l 
history during the last thirty years of the 18th 
c entury may be said to have centered in the per-
sonality of this interesting a.nd ambitious mu:3i-
cian . 11 Pratt, P • 3 59 . 
98 vHlliam Russell (1777-1813) vras organist of the 
Foundl ing Chapel and editor of a collection pub-
lished in 1 809 entitled Psalms , Hymns and Ahthems. 
Four charitable institutions in London v;ere espe-
cially famous for their musical activities ; they 
'r·rere : t he Foundling Hospital, the Lock Hospital 
(See footnote 9) , JYiagdelen Hospital , and the Asylum , 
or House of Refuge for Female Orphans . Hymns Ancient 
and Modern , pp . l xxxix-xci. 
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11 I am inclined to thinl{: that this is the Selby who was Organ-
ist of Ki ng's Chape l, Boston , atout fifty years s i n ce - this 
tune I have never seen but in one v.r.orl{ . 11 
[35] from St . Pa ul ' s or Kent . 
Fulham C. JVI . 
Geo • Green99 
Jos. BaildonlOO 
Of 11 Fulham 11 Cole says , 11 I introduced this tune forty 
years since , and it is still used here • 11 
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[36] Amberg 
St . James ' varied 
J . H. Lange101 Hamburg 1812 
99 A tune , now lr:nown as 11 \'lil ton , 11 ·Has formerly knovm as 
11 St . Paul 1 s 11 or 11 Kent , 11 but is attributed to John F . 
Lampe , and dated 1746 . Mc Cutchan , p . 170 . In 1746 
a new Ivie thodist tune - boolc , Hymns on the Great Festi -
vals and Other Occasions (London , 1746) , appeared 
containing t vrenty - four tunes by Lampe , a German 
bassoon player and composer of comic operas who 
had been converted to Methodism by Charles 11' esley . 
Hymns Ancient and Iviodern , p . l xxxvii i. 
Geo . Green cannot be d e finitely identif ied . A 
co mposer with tha.t name lived a t the end of the eight -
eenth century in London, one of whose nieces is in-
cluded i n Charles Smith 's Ancient Psalmody of 1843 . 
Robert Eitner , Biograuhisch- Biblio~raphis ches 
Quellen- Lexikon~~Leipzig , 1 901 - 1904) , vol . 4 , 
p . 358 ; vol . 9 , p . 190 . (James ) Green ' s A Book of 
Psalmody , 1730, the eleventh e d i tion of v.rhi ch ap-
peared i n 1751, woutd seem to be a more lo ~ical 
source . Schnapper , vol . I , ~ · 398 . 
1 00 'I'he Eda Kuhn. Loeb Library catalogues a work by Joseph 
Baildon (c . 1727- 1774) entitled : The Laurel. Joseph 
Baildon , an English singer and composer of catches and 
g lees , Has organist in several London churches . Eri c 
Blorn , ed ., Grove's Dictionary of Mu sic and Musicians , 
5th ed . (Lond on, 1954), vol. I, p . 355 . 
1 01 Joseph- Henri (p r obably Josef He inrich ) Lange (b . 1784 
- ?), a composer and organist at Bremen, t he port o f 
Hamburg , published a · collection ca lled: Vierstirnmi~e 
au~esetztes Choralbuch zu dem neuen Bremis chen Ge-
se.nv,buche . F . J . Feti s , Bio graphie Universelle des 
Musicians (Paris, 1870) , vol . V, p . 1 91 . 
Chorale, Harmonized by 
Sebas . Bach 
St . Inde's 
from Hamilton's l 
Mus ical G-ramm . -02 
The chorale is the Ba.ch harmonization of the melody 
11 Yio Got t zum Haus nicht g i bt. 11 On the side of the first 
pag e, Cole has writ ten, 11 "\'ihat do (you) think of this mode 
of ,, rri tine; Psalmody ? 11 He has written the chorale on three 
separate staves, the soprano and a lto on one staff usin t h e 
treble clef, the teno~ part a lone on a staff with the tenor 
clef, and the bass-line on the lowest staff with the bass 
clef . 
11 St. Inde 1 s 11 carries the annotation , 11 I don ' t know the 
a uthor, but I think it good . " 
[39) Canta te Domino- Evening Service J . C. 
Cole has written the follovling remark with regard to 
this piece : 
Would not this mode of writing Chants , 
cause them to be sung in better Tune? 
ve hurry the recit . note too much , and 
dwell too long on the other measur es . 
(see Example t) 
1 02 The Eda Euhn Loeb Iviusic Library has a copy of Hc:.mil ton 1 s 
book with the title page missing . The cover reads: 
From the Third London Edition/ A Nev,r/ 
I~1sical Grammar/ In Three Parts . / 
(Complete)/ Price Seventy-Five Cents . / 
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This may be an edition published for the use of Americans . 
The harmonization in question is found on nn . 242-243 
entitled "German Psalm 'rune, Harmonized by-S . Bach . 11 
James Alexander Hamilton (178 5- 1845) is listed as a 
" theoris t and prolific wri ter '1 in 'rheodore Baker , e d . , 
A Bio graphi cal Dictj_onary of Jviusicians (Nevv York , 
1 900 ) ' p . 2 46 • 
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CHAPTER III 
Shape Notes in American Reli gious Music 
Like many a transitional figure in music history, John 
Cole vacillated betv.reen the use of the old and the ne"r tech-
niques, although his essentially progressive prejudices 
usually came to the fore . This was especially true in res -
neat to the systems of teaching solmization . Mo st of the 
early American musicians used a special method based on four 
syllables. With the advent of forei gn professional musicians 
and the newer ideas of Lowel l Mason came the change-over to 
the more customary seven-syllable system . Cole's dichotomy, 
in this respect, can be seen especially in the preface to the 
second edition of Th~Seraph (See No. 20 of the Annotated 
Bibliography) in whi ch both methods are mentioned . 
The Tonic - sol - fa system of singing has long been one 
82 
of the significant contributions of English theorists to 
American musical training and it forms the basis of the 11 move -
able-doh '1 method of teaching sight- sing ing which underlies 
many music- reading programs in our schools and conservatories. 
A less well - known method allied to the Tonic- sol-fa 
system was the so-called Lancashire sol-fa, a name g iven 
to a procedure of sight-s ing ing that apparently continued 
lon er in Lancashire than in other parts of England . Properly 
speaking , it should be called 11 old English sol-fa, 11 since it 
wa s a t one t i me universa l in Britain . 1 Rous seau , in his fa -
mous d ictionary , po ints out , in addition , that this method of 
singing was not only common p ractice in Brita in but a lso pe-
cul i ar to that country . 2 
The p rincipl e of the method is to cal l the first three 
notes of any ma jor scale fa , sol , la, and the s econd three 
notes &lso [~, s ol , la, sin ce they involve exactly the s ame 
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interval s . The last note of the scal e is sti ll to be a ccounted 
for , and it is c alled mi . The same syl labl e names wou ld be 
used in every major scal e , wi th the result t hat the first and 
four th notes vrere ah.,rays c a lled fa, the second and fift h , sol, 
the third and sixth, l a , and the seventh , mi . The minor i s 
treated as a mode of t he major but -beg innin g on t h e sixth de-
gree . Thus the syllable names for minor v.rould read , la, mi, 
fa , sol , l a , fa , se , ( ! ) la, t he se being equivalent to sol 
sharp , the raised seventh degree of the minor scale . 
It ma y be interesting to note t hat the system above 
described was first used in the ninth e d ition (the first 
edition to contain music : Boston , 1709) of the famous Ba y 
Psalm Book . Th e s ame method, n o vJ called "fasola , 11 a ppeared 
a ll through t he e i ghteenth c entury and v.rell into the n ine -
teenth . 
1 Scho les, p . 506 
2 J . J . Rousseau , Dictionna.ire de Iviusique ••• (Paris, 1768) , 
p . 437 . 
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Of particular imp or tan ce, hov1ever, \.vas an American con-
tribution to the 11 fasola 11 system in the form of a music typ e 
which gave differently shaped hea.ds (trian_uls.r, r ound , s quare , 
diamond , etc . ) to the fa, sol, l a , mi s yllables , t h ereby 
servine; as a rn..nemonj_c device to fac ilitate si ght - sing ing . 
The novel feature, nicknamed 11 shape, 11 buckwh eat, 11 or 11 pa tent 11 
notation , originated either with the New Eng land singing - school 
teacher, Andre""'r Lal'l' , or the nartners in song - book complla tion, 
William Little and William Smith . Both groups were using 
11 shape" notes in the ee.rly 1800's , but recent research seems 
to indicate that Little and Smith's The Ea sy Instruc t or • •• 
outdates the use of these notes in Law's I:JJ:usic Primer . 3 Each 
of the claimants has, in fact, the ri ht to be considered the 
creator of a new method . Law did not use staff-lines but em-
ployed only the 11 shape 11 notes in the follo"~rring sequence: 
s quare, round , triangle . 
Ex . 1 . I> Lf J> \=:1 p 
1·-"1 I 
FA SoL J- ~~ PA SoL 1-/~ 01 ~ 
On the other he.nd, Little and Smith used the staff- lines and 
reversed Law ' s sequence of shapes . 
Ex . 2 . 
3 George Pullen Jacks on, White -spirituals in the Southern ~a;d§. (Chapel Hill, 1933), p . 13 . 
It was Little and Smith 1 s usag e that vias adopted by Cole 
in his only book written in 11 patent 11 notes, t he Union Harmony 
of 1829, in whi ch h e refers to it as the '' English system of 
solfaing 11 (n . x .), and illustrates it as follows : 
Faw = triangular ~ 
Sole = round 0 
Law = s quare 0 
Me = lozenge 0 
This latter me t hod subsequently found wide use in t he West 
and in the South , where song book s employing four-shape 
notation were published as late as 1855, the date of the 
l ast '1f a sola 11 book . NcCurry 1 s So c ial Harp (1 855) does not 
mean the end of four- shape sing ing . The popularity of many 
of t hese books cont i nued for decades af t er t hat date . 4 
It v.ras the introduction of seven-shape notation prac-
tices tha t put an end in a short time to the making of new 
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collections in the four-shape manner, and brou ,ht books which , 
in time, suu erseded most of the old 11 fasola 11 collecti ons. 
With the onset of European musical influenc es around the 
beg i nning of the nineteenth ceuntry, the new g enera lly used 
doh-re-mi syst em wa s introduced on these shores . In rural 
4 This book makes large claims, fo r i t s cover bears a 
statement that its words and musi'c 11 are in ac cord and 
keeping vvi t h the sacred music in the Bible from Jub a l 
160 A . M., 1500 years before The Deluge , from Abra ham , 
Ivio ses, the children of Israel, the Prophets, Levites , 
David , Solomon , down to J esus Christ , His Disciples, 
and to the founding of His church, and to the present . '1 
cf . Scholes, p . 507, fn . 1 . 
America , however, the 11 buckwhea t' 1 notation was so ingr a ined 
that if the doh-re-mi manner were to gain ground , it would 
have to do so ·~ihile holding to the shape-note benefits . 
A compromise between the two systems first appeared in 
1 832 in the Norristovm Ne1v and Mu ch Improved Music Reader , 
by a D. Sower , 5 which used the o l d f oursome of shapes for 
fa , ~ol , la , and mi , and added , for the remaining notes , 
shapes va.rying only slightly from three of the original 
note forms . 
The si .._)nificant achievement of substituting seven 
shapes for the o1d f our 1vas successfu11y completed by Jesse 
B. Aikin in his Christian Minstre1 , printed in 1846, a wo rk 
which went into as many as 171 editions . 6 Important seven-
shape song books appearing between 1832 and 1878 inc1ude 
W. H. and IVL. L . S1.,ran ' s Haru of Columbia, Joseph Funk and 
Sons ' !j~rmonia Sacra, William B . Gil lham' s Aeolian Lyrist , 
William Walker ' s Christian Harmony , and William B. Hauser ' s 
Olive Leaf . Hauser notated his book in Aikin ' s seven sha ues . 
The seven-shape notation used by the other authors can be 
seen in the following chart : 
5 Jackson, p . 320 . 
6 Ibid. 
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Ex . 3 . SEVEN-SHAPE NOTAT IONS 
Doh Re Mi Fa Sol La Si 
Aikin, 181.~6 ? 0 1 J> 0 p y I \ 
3 f <( f> 0 t:J D, s·vlan ' 1848 \ I \ 
Funk , 1851 P· fL <? J> F 1' <:) I 
Gil lham,l854 + '? <> p \0 p <( l 
Wall-~er, 1866 D. f 0 I> p p f 
' 
I 
Althou gh shaped note-heads were the p redominant t ype 
of reading aid , other sorts of musica l 11 helps to read 11 had 
some vo gue in the Southern states at one time or another . 
Among these v1ere conventional round notes but the s ccl e re-
lationship indicated by lines running through the note-heads 
a t different angles . 'rhese can be seen i n Andrew Ad ate 1 s 
Philadelphi a Harmony , published in 17 90 , using only four 
differ ent pit ch indications corresponding to the four-shape 
notation : 
Ex . 1+ . Fa Sol La Ni 
d 
Sine~ Adgate was reputed to have been one of Cole's teachers , 
some concep t of the shape- note tradition may have been im-
parted by vmy of this PhiladelDhia Har mony . 
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Another brand of music --made- easy came out in 1839 with 
the uublication of' Thomas J . Harrison ' s Sacred Har monium. 
Its notes were indicated by a succession of arabi c numerals , 
1 being d oh; 2 , re; etc . These fi gures were placed belovr , 
betvre en , a n d above tvro parall e l lines . Th e lo 1N"e r line re:pre -
sented t he lo wer octa ve ; the upper line , t he upper octave , and 
the space between , the middl e or most used o ctave . Addi tional 
s i gns \vere used for dura tion and rests, a s shown in Ex . 5 : 
Ex . 5 . Old Hundred 
7 6 5 
Variants of Harri s on ' s conc ep t can be seen in the use of num-
bers instead of note-heads , but on the staff so t ha t the con-
ventional indications of rhythm and accidentals could be used . 
There a lso exists a sy stem in which numbers are p l a ced '·~i t h in 
note h eads . 
The use of the comp lete tonic sol-fa syst em also r e sult-
ed in vs.ried scheme_ tic rep resentations as a ids to memory . 
One of the more amusing suggestions , to g ive graphic help in 
s olmization , was a suggestion offered facetiously by Aldine 
S . Kieff er, ca lled the " animalistic " scale, in which the v a -
rious syllables were represented by animal shapes v1hose ne.mes 
suggested the syllable names . 7 Thus doh v-ra s r epresented by a 
7 l d ine S . Kieffer , Hours of Fa ncy (Da yton , Va ., 1881) , 
p . 73 . 
dodo; re, by the rat ; mi, by the mink ; fa, by the flaming o ; 
sol , by a snail; la , by a lark; and si, by a strepsipter, a 
s p ecies of insect . 
Th e i mnorta nce of this s h aue-note musi c in our cultural 
life is constantly g rowing and is reflected in the new in-
t erest in this music by leading American composers .and c h oral 
leaders: 
Randall Thompson ••• has intervvoven Sa cred Harn me -
lodic themes with·- the music of his cantata, "T he Peace-
able Kingdom . 11 Van Denman Thompson he,s done t he s a me 
in his 11 Evang el of the Nevr vlorld ," as has also Le1.·r i s 
Henry Horton in his '' The v hi te Pilgrim ." Melodic ma-
terial from the same source has formed the back~round 
for symphonic works by J ohn Po1t1ell , Charles Bryan and 
Roy Harris , and of an or an fantasia , " Graden Hymn, " 
by Arthu r She:oherd . And Virg il Thompson wove several 
Sacred Harp tunes into his screen score for 11 The River, 11 
a government- sponsored pi cture . 8 
Concomitant with this development of shape-sin~_ ing 
was the esta.blishment and grovrth o f the so-called " sing ing 
schools • 11 It will be vrorthv-rhile to take a glance at this 
institut ion whi ch at the be ginning of the eighteenth century 
wa s as universal c S the crossroads country store and the 
villag e post - office , and which gave to church music its 
first methods and its earliest teachers . 
So ng-fosterin of the type promul ,_a ted by the sine; ing 
schools was from the sta rt a democratic affair , alth ough 
closely related to the relig ious life of t he peopl e . Th e 
earliest schools and their successors fo r over a century used 
no song s but those 1..,rhich could be tra nsferred to the "meeting 
8 Georg e Pullen J ackson , The St~of the Sacred Harp l844-
1 9 4Lj. (Nashvil l e , l9L!-'+ ), ~;:J · 45 . 
8 9 
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h ouse" \-li thout offense. The musi ca l prima cy of Ne'" .c..n gland 
rests greatly on the comparatively democratic and deeply and 
autonomous ly reli g ious nature of its settlers . However , until 
well into the eigh t eenth c entury , singine_; i n the church was 
in a relat ively c r ude and barbarous state . For the peop le 
concerned with providing the bare necessit i es of everyday 
life , music as a diversion or even as a serious artistic cul-
tivation played a relatively minor role . Yet in the concern 
vrith the sta te of musi c in the 11 me eting houses " lies the basis 
for all subsequent developments in Ameri can chur ch music a nd 
indirectly on mus ic education in the schools . "Public school 
music in the United States has its ro ots in attemnts to im-
0 p rove singing in the church service . 11 7 
Music in the Colonial churches centered primarily on t he 
singing of metrical psalmody , a practice dating b a ck to the 
P r otesta nt Re formation . Among all Protestant group s with the 
excep tion of the Bohemian Brethren and the f ollowers of lYiartin 
Luther, the psc lms vrere the bas ic liturg i cal element set to 
music . This cultus of psalmody gave lit tle :i.mpetus to the 
learning of ne1v music , since a f ew tunes fitted all the metre s 
a nd were therefore used over and over a ga i n . The Purita ns 
limited sing ing in church to metr ical versions of t h e Psa l ms , 
considering the p rose chant ing of the Biblical song s to be 
an abhorr ent practice.lO 
In clar i fying some of these musical issues to the 
9 Bi r ge, P • 2 
10 Percy Scholes, The Puritans and Music (London, 1934), p . 8 . 
satisfaction of the New En gland consci e nce, t h e Reverend John 
Cotton has left a vivid pi c ture of contemporary performanc e 
practi c e in a tract whi ch he publ i shed in 1647 : 
SINGING OF PSALMES A GOSPEL ORDINAN CE . OR A 
TREATISE , V.JI-IEREIN ARE HANDELED THESE FOURE PARTI CULARS : 
1. Touching t he Duty it selfe . 
: •• Sing ing of Psa lmes with a l ively voice , is an 
holy Duty of God ' s Worshi p now in the dayes of the New 
Testament . 
2 . Touching the Ivla. tter to be Sung • 
• • • We ho l d and beleive : 
1 . That not only the Psalmes of David, b ut any 
other spir i t uall Songs recorded in Scripture , may law-
f ully be sung in Chri s tie.n Churches ••• 
2 . We r a nt a lso, that a ny private Chri s tian, who 
hath a g ift to frame a spirituall Son~ , may both frame 
it , and sing it privately ••• Nor d o we forbid the 
urivate use of an Instrument of Musi ck therevlithall . 
Neither doe we deny but tha t in the publique 
thanks ivings of the Chur ch , if the Lord should furnish 
any of - the members o f the Chur c h with a spiri tuall ,ift 
to compose a Psalme upon any spe c iall occasion , he may 
lawfully be a llowed to sing it before the Church , and 
the rest hearing it, and approving it, may g oe along 
with him in Spirit , and say Amen to it . 
3 . Touching the Sing ers . 
1 . 1/hether one be to sing for all , the rest join ing 
only in Spirit, and saying , Amen; or the whole congrega -
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tion? 
2 . 
3 -
to sing 
Whether women , as well as men ; or men lone ? 
Whether carnall men and Pagans may be permitted 
with us , or Ch ristians a lone, and Church rfembers? 
4 . 'I'ouching the Manner of Sing ing • 
• • • It will be a necessary helpe , t ha t the worde s 
of the Pse.lme be openly read before hand , lin e a fter 
line, or t wo lines tog ether, that so they who '\vant ei-
ther boolm or sl-;:ill to reade , may l{:nO\•l 1·;ha t is to be 
sung , and joyne with the rest in the dut i e o f s i nging . ll 
11 Ellinwood , pp . 14-1 5 . 
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The result was a widespread musical illiteracy since 
p rofessional nusicians were avoided and music was restricted 
in quality to the lov.rest common denominator of con _,reg a tional 
a bility . The solution lay in the forme.tion of sing ing schools 
g iving instruction in musical notation as 1rrell as rote sing ing . 
Rad i ce.l innovations \•rere made by two musical pioneers, 
John Tufts and Thomas vial ter . Tufts I An Introduction to the 
S1n~ing of Psalm Tunes (Boston, 1721) added new tunes to the 
limited supply of literature available . It sho1ved e. n evr vray 
of sing ing by note , instead of by rote . Walter ' s Ground s and 
Rules of Musick (Boston , 1721 ) was even more revolutiona ry 
II II th t i bec c;;.use its nota.tion was re e;ular , a s , it used the 
d iamond -headed and square notes t h at were current in Europ e 
during the eighteenth century . The hornet' s nest stirred un 
by Tufts and 1.-la l ter is indicated by the ou t bur s.t of a writer 
in t h e ~ey.r EnE.la.nd Chronicle in 1723 : " Truly , I hav e a great 
jealousy that, if we once bes in to sing by note , the next 
thing will be to pray by rule and preach by r u le , and then 
comes popery ."12 The Reverend Thomas Synmes in his Utile 
Dulci or.J_A Jo co-serious Dialogue ... (1723) ans,,rers some of 
the objections vihi ch he lists as fo l lows: 
1 . It is a ne1-.r vmy , an unknown t on E";ue . 
2 . It i s not so melodious as the usual way . 
3 . 'I'here e.re so many t u nes ''re shall never 0..a ve done 
learni n g them . 
4 . The practice creates disturbances and causes 
p eople to behave i nde c ently e.nd d i sorderly . 
5 · It is Qua kerish a nd Popish a nd int rodu ctive of 
instrumental music . 
6 . The names g iven to the notes are bav1dy , yea blas-
phemous . 
12 Jackson , ~bite S~irit~al~, p . 7, fn . 1 . 
7 . It is a needless way, since our fathers got to 
heaven without it. 
8 . It is a contrivance to get money . 
9 . Peonle snend too much time learnin · it, they 
tarry out- ni ghts disorderly . 
10 . They are a company of young up starts that fall 
in with t h is way , and some of them are lewd and loose 
·oersons .13 
Hi s reply to the fifth complaint is typical : 
• •• If the Papists sing a better Tune , or with a 
better Air, than we do, I'd as soon imitate them , and 
a thousand times sooner, than the Honestest man among 
you that had no skill in singing ••• Your usual way of 
Sin3 ins would much sooner dis~ose me to fall in with 
·them , Because the Quakers don ' t sing at all , and I 
should be out of the Noise of it ; and the Papists sing 
much better ••• You m2.y depend on it , t hat such as are 
not willing to be at the Cost of a Bell , to ce.ll t he 
People to gether on the Lord ' s Day, and of a Man to rin 
it ••• will never be so extravagant as to lay out their 
Cash ••• to buy Orgcms , and pay an artist for playing on 
'em . l4 
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With the work of these musical pioneers and the ir follow-
ers singing gradually released itself from the he - emony of the 
churches and be came the possession of the people . It even 
became , in the eyes of reli g ious conservatives, quite worldly 
indeed , for even though the song s themselves were nominally 
11 sacred , 11 the method of learning and promoting them bee me 
quite delightfully secular . Desnite the secular environment 
of the sing ing schools , their strongest influence vras felt 
on the performances in churches . 
lrfhen the sing ing had become particularly bad in any g iven 
church, either the minister or interested parishoner would 
organize a committee to obtain subscribers for underwriting the 
13 Ell inwood, p . 20 . 
14 Ibid . 
school . Then a teacher would be select ed and a plG.ce hired 
for the group . A hall in a t a vern vras the usual meeting 
plEtce . John Cole 1 s sing i ng -school held 11 over Robinson's 
lottery office " was in direct line "'rith this 1)ractice . 
'I'he singers brou ght their o1rm candles , used i mprovised 
benches on which to l a.y their books and plac e the candles, 
and sat in a semic i rcle two or three rows deen . The puu ils 
were taught clefs , syllables or notes, keys , note-lengths , 
e tc . Then they sang a song through by n o te (syllables) , 
part by part , and time after t ime . They were allowed to sing 
the 1r1ords only vihen the · song vms thoroughly learned . Th e 
music \v8.s usue"lly in three parts air , bass , and counter . 
The air or tune, called the 11 lead , 11 vms sun by males of t h e 
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h i gher- voiced type , the bass by the deep - voi c ed males , and the 
counter by the f em&l es . Everybody beat time ivhile s ing in :?: . 
Usua lly t h e bee. ting was merely up e.nd dovm but three-part 
time wa s a more involved matter : 1) fine;ers on the table , 
2) 2) flat hands on the table , 3) hand raised . 1 5 
A slis htly different picture of the actual method of 
conducting is offered in a letter by Moses Cheney, born 1776 , 
o n e of the early sins ing-school teachers . 
The sessions were held either in the h omes of t h e 
members or in the school house . At the first meeting 
boards were p laced on kitchen chairs to answer for seats 
a nd all the candidates for membership paraded around the 
room in a circle , the singing master in the center . The 
master then read the rules , instructinu all to pay atten-
tion to the risin_ and fa l ling of the notes . Books con-
t a inin individual parts , treble , counter, t enor and 
15 Na t haniel D. Gould , Church Ivlusic in America (Boston, 
1853), condensed from pp . 76-100 . 
bass were dis tributed , and directi ons for ni tch were 
, II - .. ~iven . Then the mas ~er commenced . Now follow me 
ri uht up e.nd doNn ; sound . II So the ma.ster sounded 
and the pupils sounded and in this we..y some le rned 
t9 sine by note and others by i mitation . At the 
close of the session the sing ing master a _.:,reed to 
c ive instruction for one shilling and six nence per 
ni r-ht and to t ake his nay in Indian corn . lo 
- -
The singing - school term r a r e ly exceeded t wenty-four 
Pfternoons and evening s . Each sess ion was usually three 
hours in len~ th . Vvhen the sing ing master left for other 
f i elds , his pupils svrel led the ranks of the church cho ir . 
The term usually cul mina ted in a f i nal 11 exhi bi tion 11 
1,.,;hich was held in the 11 meet int:-house 11 and at v.rhich the class, 
in toto , s h o'tred vrhat it had learned . In this exhibition 
sing ing , a ll that r ema ined of the solmization practice of 
the sing ing school 11as the chord t hat was sung before t he 
-piece ste.rted . 
From first to last the sing ing schD ol was a private 
enterpr ise , or ganized and taught by the teacher 1-vho a lso col-
le c ted his o~~ fees . During the day , he usually wa s employed 
at some other occupation, especially since the profession of 
music "'re.s not favorably considered . Among the better-kno-vm 
musicians of American origin , William Billing s was e. tanner by 
troc.de , and Oliver Holden , a ca rpenter.l7 Hm-.rever , towe.rds the 
middl e of the nineteenth century , the professionGl musician 
beg ins to meet with more tolerance and approva l , and music-
teaching becomes a full-time occupation . 
16 Birg e , PP • 12-13. 
17 Oliver Holden ' s tune " Coronation" with its words be P: inninP: 
"All ha i l the po~.,rer ofJesuS' name" ca n still b e found in-~ 
our hymn- books today . Cf . Hymn No . 355 , The Hymnal of the 
Protestant_Eniscopad:__.Chu.rch . 
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Although many of these s c hools vrere o f New England 
oris in, it was mainl y in the r ura l parts of these eastern 
states that the Yankee sin g ing- school master held swa y . How-
ever , in a short t i me the northern states bec~me alienated 
from their own native form of song fostering , and the sing i n -
masters began t o mov e '\vest and south . Several f actors played 
a n imnortant role in this transfer of locale . 
The shap e -no te metho d itself , in its simplicity , vlas 
ideally suited to t he musically traditi onl e s s settlers in 
those ne~>r se c t ions of the country . Economic prosperity , 
Euronean musica l influences, especially immigra t ion f ro m 
urba n areas of Northern Cont i nental Europe , and the growth 
a n d d evelonment of cities a ll affe c ted the a tti tud e towa r d 
s hap e - notes . The domesti c s i n g ing school soon c me into con-
flict with the European i mportation of the do -re - mi solmiza-
t ion , a nd es earl y as 1820 , Boston public school children 
1tfere taught music along the advc:mced educational lines of 
Pestalozzi . 18 
Even though Cole had admitted that his prejudi c e a gainst 
shape notes had p revented h is recognition of their value as 
a teaching device, he still limited t he us e of these patent 
notes to the sec tion on rudiments and the old_er Psalmody , and 
advised the l earning of the regu l§.r notation as soon as nossi -
ble. Perhans a mo re realistic n icture of the p ro fess ional 
musician 's attitude can be seen i n the prefa ce to a work 
published by Neal , Wills , and Col e in 1 813 . In Em.n1anuel Kent ' s 
David ' s Harp •.• (Baltimore , 1 813 ) , n . III , the editor states : 
1 8 Louis C. El s on, His tory ~f A~:=:ri ca~I"lus ic (New York , 1895) , 
D • 21 . 
The good old notes as wel l as the P-OO~old style 
a r e here united ; indeed t hese will a l ways be found 
hand in hand - and it is a p l easing refl e ction to 
the l o vers of good mus ic, that the new- fan _1 ed 
block- headed notes and the musi c v.Jhi c h is urinted 
with them , are in g eneral of a piece ; so tha t they 
are spared the pain of tor turing their eyes in 
looking for pearls amo n g rubbish : but as both 
notes and musi c are dying a natura l death , it is 
scarcely necessary t o hasten t heir disolution (sic!) 
Another factor for chang e lay in the advent of or5e.ns 
int.o the churches , '1-vhich , with their tone volume , offset t h e 
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hard- learned and dearly loved harmonic vo calism of the singin'-' -
s choo l . However , in the South and West , organs were still 
rare due t o the prohibitive cost of tra nsportation , so that 
the native s i ngers could still develop along their ovm na-
turs.l harmonic lines, with musi c tha t desp i te a l l a ttem ts 
a t "reform ,'' has reme.ined intr i nsically American in i d iom 
and feeling . Nonetheless , by the early n ineteenth c entury , 
organs were becomming more · common , . and their advocacy by John 
Cole is esp ecia lly noticeable in his Thirty-Four Psalm Tunes .•• 
of 1 82 0 in whi ch care f ul reg istration for the instrument is 
indicated . 
The a ttack a a i ns t shape-note s chools was not without 
it s ood resul t s . Although many sine; ing-schoo l masters vrer e 
admittedly i ~norant men , a correct ion of this cond i t ion oc -
curred t oward the end of the nineteenth century 1f'i i t h t he es -
t a blishment of "norma l mus i c schools .'' In August , 1 874 , the 
Vi r g inia Normal Music Schoo l was e stabli shed , the fi rst in 
t he South.l9 
1 9 Jackson , White_§uirituals, p . 356 . 
This and similar norma l sc hools i·re r e extremely fruitful 
in t heir influence . Those who a ttended be ce.me rural te.s. chers 
in pract icell y every state e.nd section of the Sou th , and in 
due course of time , some of these teachers even established 
normal schools of the ir ovm . 
Among Virginia norma l students v·.rere many vrho 
af t er ward became leaders in every st~te of t he 
South , numerous teachers of normal schools, t en 
compiler s and nublishers of song books , and e leven 
prolific com~o~ers of sacred so~gs. 20 
It is unfortunate that this significant musica l tradi-
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t i on has been overlooked as a source for church mu s ic material . 
Amer i c e.n scholars s eem to try to be b etter ~uropeans than the 
Europeans , s o that ins tead of tilling the native soil , they 
delve into a tradition intrinsically forei'-'n to their ovm 
cul ture . 
It would be a g ood t h ing if c hurch cho r al direc -
tors and public school educe.tors v.rould t ake th is tra -
dit ion seriously and so put back int o the main stream 
of music a c t ivi ty in the country some of the thing s 
thc:~ t have been t aken out of it by thoughtless co mmer -
cia lism , keeping u p wi th the· metropolitan Jones es , 
and ~ha t age- old colonial yen to be some t h ing one is not . ~ 1 
20 Ibid ., p . 358 . 
21 Charles Seegar in the preface to Georg e Pullen J~ckson's 
Anoth e r Shea f of Whit e Suirituals (Ga insvill e , Florida , 
1 952). 
Typicel melodiss suitable for church and sing inc;-school use . 
Shepherds Rejo ic e (Ex . 1 , p . 100 ) 
Source: John B. Jacks on , The Knoxville Harmogy 
(Madi sonvill e , Tenn . , 1838) , p . 87 . 
Type : Christmas Carol 
Sing ing School (Ex . 2, p . 100) 
Source : "W illiam vJa l ker, 'l,he Christian Harmony "'..:t:J.d 
Tvlusice.l Comuosi tion--o?hila.delphia, 1866) , 
p . 126 . 
Type : a repertory number of the sing ing-schools . :rote 
the solmization syllables at the end . 
Welcome every guest (Ex . 3 , p . 101) 
..,ource : Ananias Davisson , The Kentucky Harmony 
(Harris on burg , Va ., 1815), p . 27 . 
Type : a four-part canon . 
Christ \'la s Born in Bethlehem (Ex. 4, p . 101) 
Source : B. F . White and E . J. King , The Sacred Harp 
(compi led in Hamilton , Ga ., n rinted in 
Philadelphi a , 1844) , p . 38 . 
Type: Christmas Carol 
Soft Mus ic (Ex . 5, p . 102) 
Source : Joe S . James , e d ., 'l'he Original Sacred Ea. rn 
(P. tlanta , GEe., 1911 ),P. 323 . 
Type : The German folksong 11 Du liegs t mir im Her~en tt 
in an American transformation . 
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CHl\PTER IV 
Performance Practice in Early Nineteenth Century Chur ch Niusic 
The method of performance of early music remains one of 
the knottiest problems of music history . itihen \ve realize ho vr 
many variant readings exist even of a Brahms symphony which 
is in our traditional repertoire, it can ~eadily be seen h ow 
thorny the problem becomes 1-rhen vie try to reconstruct the 
performance practice of nrevious centuries . 
With respect to earlier music, in general, one important 
point must con stantly be kept in mind . There was not necessa -
rily one 11 correct" version of a composition, nor vra s there one 
"correct" performance of a work . The further back in time 
t hat i•re go, the more acceptable variants of performance could 
exist , since it was the musical concept that mattered and not 
the means of its realization . All ''re can hone to Y" ... novr is the 
nature of the problem and s ome of t he more acceptable solutions 
to it that seem to be indicated by a study of contemporary 
sources . 
John Cole's The Rudiments of Musi c (1810) fortunately 
g ives us an insight into some of the prBc tices employed in the 
performance of his music and that of h is contemporari es , and 
therefore provides documentary evidenc e of some of the prob-
lems, whi ch he, as a practical musician , had to f a ce. Of es-
pecial value is the chapter entitled '10f Gracefu l Singing' ' 
which will be reproduced here with appropriate commentary wher-
ever necessary •1 "To promote these beauties of ('' raceful") 
1 This chapter is found on pages 15-18 of the book . All 
quotations here g iven are from t hese pages unless other-
wise indicated . 
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I I C 1 • . II t" n 11 • d . t . . itt d Sing ing, o e wr1~es , hero ow1ng lrec ·lons are sucm e 
-
to the reader's consideration . " 
1 . Let your jesture (si c! ) be decent and manly ; avo id 
putting your hand before your mouth , or any other 
a ction t ha t may hurt your voice , or offend your 
hearers . 
The problem of behaviour seems to be a universal one with 
church choirs . An amusing illustration of' the international 
problem of choir behaviour can be seen in a seventeenth c en-
tury treatise by Christian Bernhard , a pupi l of He inrich 
Schutz . In his " Von der Singe- Kunst oder llf.tan ier" he speaks 
out strongl y a ga inst gesturing while singing . " Nothing is 
' II h t l th • - h 11 th 1 more v exlng , e says , .an s1ngers vr o a ow ems e ves to 
be seen rather than hee~rd . (Nichts Verdriessliches , als dass 
etliche ~~nger sich besser sehen als hBren lassen . ) He even 
suggests that such singers be nut behind a screen as a means 
of t emper ing their attitude . 2 
Apparently , the members of Cole ' s choirs 1:rere g iven to 
frequen t g esturing during the ir performances since he speaks 
aga inst ''shaking of the head , or hold i n g it on one side " as 
II ·d ' 1 f 1-'- II unpa r onao e au_Gs . (See No . 5 , belo 1H . ) 11 Imitate the 
Ore.tor , 11 he advises , " rather than the Clown ." (See No . 6, 
b e low . ) In ano t h er 1·wrk , he suggests that the number of the 
tune to be sung be written on a slate ; 11 this will !)revent e.ll 
unnecessary conversation, where all should be order and decorum . 3 
2 Joseph MUller-Blattau , Die Komnositionslehre Heinrich 
Schi.i.tzens i n der Fassune; seines Schiilers Chr . Bernhard 
(L . . 1-02~""' _ __ 37 elpZl£ , J 0 ), p . • 
3 John Cole , Song§_ of Zion (Baltimore, 1 81 8 ) , p . xv . The 
custom of suspending tablets in church to show the number 
of t he tune to be sung i•ras instituted by Louis Bourc;eois . 
Reese , p . 360 . 
2 . Take care to have your voice as clear as may be; 
open your mouth and throat freely , but not \·r i de ; 
equally avoid aping, and sing ing through the 
teeth . 
Judg ing from this advice , the desired tone - quality was 
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quite similar to that vrhich is considered ideal today . Gap i ng , 
or sing ing with a wi de open nouth, produces a harsh Emd stri-
tl i .J... h t' ' -'-h11 h ... , ff dent t one , whereas s n g ine:; L>nr oug _ ne t.ee v __ as uue e ect 
of limit ing the volume and quality of sou:.r1d . This recommenda -
tion was extended to the congrega tion, whom he admonished 
''shoul d not destroy by loud vociferation the harmony of the 
choir . '' 4 
3 . Chuse (sic ! ) the part that best suits you, andre -
member v:hi ch part you are perform in c:_, . The Treble 
requires delicacy , without tameness : The Counter 
a peculiar sweetness; the Tenor a medium between 
effeminate softness and ma sculine robustness : and 
the Bass gravity, pomp , solidity of voice and bold 
exDression . 
The question of the distribution of voice parts was a 
constant concern of Jo:m Col e . The older custom had been to 
assign the 11 air '' to the tenor part, v·rhich v.ras then sung by 
both men and women . T~e treble part was likewise sung both 
by men and women so that e pseudo-polyphony of six-part tex-
ture arose in t he actual perf ormance . The 18th and early 1 9th 
c enturies also relied on an extraordinarily heavy bass line . 
Several sinr; ing - masters specified that half the number of 
voi ces s hould sing bass, vihereas the rest of the voices ought 
to be distributed more or less equally amon 0 the other three 
parts , 5 but this situation soon changed . 
4 ibid . , p . iii . 
5 Irvin Lowens , c..rr . , Hartford Harmony (Hartfor<i, Conn ., 
1953): p . v (Notes On The Mv. s ic ) . 
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Cole 1·ras e.ttracted more to the "modern 11 concept of 
p lacin0 t he 
11 a ir 11 in t he treble , sung only by "~,,;omen's voi c es , 
but it is a concept for whi ch he , as a transitiona l fi gure in 
me rica n music h istory , had to struggle a ·ainst the e. cc eut aci 
nractice and the prejud ices of those who resented any chang e . 
Ev en as late as t he Union Har mony of 1829 he 1-ms still speak-
:..ng o f "the almost eX1..1loded mode of put ting the Tenor v o ices 
on t h e Ai r - a pract ice that cannot be def ended by any rule 
of an lo gy or reason ." 6 An examination of Cole ' s tune-book s 
fill show the gradual e mergen ce o f the newer concep t . In 
earlier works , the physica l arrang e ment of parts on t he print-
ed page is the conventional one of the eic;hteenth cent ury , but 
notes e.dv ising t he newer p r a ctice a r e constantly inserted in 
the p r e faces of the se s a me books . In Devotional Harmony , for 
example, the order of parts starting from the top of the page 
is as follows : Tenor , second Treble, Air , a nd Bass . In t he 
des cript ion of these parts in t he preface, Cole states that 
the Tenor line mu st not be s un by Treb l e voices , or u l ayed 
on a rrreble instrument . The second line whi ch , in his vlords , 
contained the ess ent ial harmony , was the second treble p art . 
This uart had aplJar ently been sung by the counter-tenor voice 
which in Cole's day was becoming obsolete . He seemed to p re-
fer to k eep this part for women's v o ices, althou ~h the use of 
men 1 s voices 11 s un g in Alto 11 is allo~ved, or the use of boys 1 
-
voices 11 due to the great scarcity of Counter- Tenor ." Th e 
" prin ciple (sic ! ) Air 11 1tras to be sung by Treble voices only . 7 
6 John Cole , Union Harmogy (Baltimore . 1829 ), p . iii • 
7 John Cole, Devo t iona l Harmo~ (Ba l timore , 1 814), p . ii i • 
8 On this latter point Cole waxes particularly eloquent : 
Owing to the general def icien cy in music l science, 
whi ch chara c terizes American masters , and. to the e.l-
most total want o f ref inement in t he public ear ~ the 
ancient practice of g iving the Air to the tenor, and 
ca stinv, the treble voices into the shade, still pre-
vails . - ~le performers resist the improvement wi t h 
e. zeal similB.r to that with 1-Ihich they "trould resist 
an invasion of their natural or politica l ri r;hts ••• 
In practice , there was probably a greater number of vmmen ' s 
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voices i n proportion to men ' s voices , in contr&st to the situ a -
tion in t he ~orev ious century . For the, t reason alone , their 
use on the melody part woul d have the eff e ct of making it more 
p rominent , due to t he acuteness of the treble voice . 
By 182 9 , Cole had def i n it ely adopted the present-day 
method of writing parts . In Union Har mony he vJTi tes : 9 
I have in this work throughout, plac ed the Air 
or principal Melody on the top - this should be 
sung ex c lusively by La dies and you ng children . 
S i n c e this was an instruc tion book int ended f or a singin .. _-
school teacher, he a dmits that 11 t he tea c her or leader of 
course wil l have to a cc ompany them until they a cquire suf-
f icient c onfidence to sing alone , "10 but the des i deratum \vas 
the trebl e sonor ity. I n passages mar ked piano , especially , 
"no Tenor voice, not even the Leader or Teacher should be 
heard in c onjunc tion v·rith the Tr ebles ."11 
8 John Cole, Th~Seraph (Baltimore, c. 1821) , p . iii 
(Remarks) . Quoted by Col e from the Monthly Anthol~ . 
9 Cole , Union HarmoD.Y_ , u . iii (Prefa ce) . 
10 ibid . 
ll loc . cit . 
4 . Cons ider the compas s of your Voice ; nev e r at t emp t 
to sing t hose notes that will either force you to 
squeakin0 above , or grumbling below ; but if you 
me et with any such, soften them which will make 
them both easier and more a greeable . \· hen you 
sing without Ins truments, take care how you p _ t ch 
your tun e , for much d epend s on this . Pitch-Pipes 
or Tuning- Forks , whi ch are well known instruments , 
will be very useful t o direct you . 
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The ques tion of range is closely connected with the p rob-
lem of the type of voice on each part . Cole furthers h~s 
nleas for the modern con cepts of tessitu ra by clear indi ca-
tions of the vocal "scoring " vvhi c h he had in mi nd . The Uni on 
Harmony not only p laces t h e chief melody on themp , but fol -
lows it vlith the Alto or Se cond Treble . This part he indi-
c a tes a lso as "p roper for Boys vrho cannot reach t he full e x -
tent of the Sta. ff . " 1 2 Next come s the Tenor , for men ~vho can 
s in ..::, a s high a s :F' . All who are unable to reach t ha t comp.- s s 
shoula sing Bass . 
Later in the same wor1c , in the sect ion on Rudiments , Cole 
describes the " compass of the Differ ent Voices ." The highest 
voices of women he ca lls Treble , Canto , or Sop r a no . Boys ' 
voices a n d the lowest women ' s voices are the Second Treble, 
Alto , o r Me zzo Soprano . The highest men ' s voices , " trans-
nosed to the 'I'rebl e Clef , 11 are the 'renor , Alto , or Counter 
II II ( t · 13 
'l;enor , and the l01.•rest voices are ass i fmed to the Base sic. ) . 
Cole introduces another common conc ept related to rang e of 
voices under the term 11 Choosing Notes . 11 These refer to those 
notes vJhich '' a re pl a ced in a. d irect lin e , one above the other , 
either of vihich or both may be sun~ . 1114 (Ex . 1-J 
12 i bid . 
13 op . cit ., p . vi. 
14 i b i d . , D o Viii . 
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The employm ent o f instruments in t he perform n ee of 
psalm-tunes and hymns is sugses ted here , although in a ne~a -
tive way , since the only "instruments" mentioned are the p i t ch-
p ipe and. tuni ns-fork . In a '1rul e 11 deal i n g wi th the matt er of 
compass of the voice , the suggestion to use some means of 
p le.cing the p i t ch to e.void 11 s quealcing above" or '' ~rumbling 
belovf 11 is def i nit e ly in order . It is s i gnificant to note , 
h o wever , that Cole advised the pi tch- pi~9e for use 11 when you 
sing without I ns truments , 11 thus imply in a much lar _, er mean-
i ng to t he term "Ins truments" than t he '' ·we l l - knovm '1 ones he 
descr ibed . There is, indeed , support i ng evidence of the use 
of instruments bo th in the cus t om of performance of the pre -
viou s c entury a n d i n scattered remarks in Cole ' s own works . 
The heavy bass line in 18th century psalm ... nd hymn tune 
se t tings was often reinforced wi th a " bass v i ol , 11 especie. l l y 
vrhen there were i n suffici ent basses a.t hand . Bec c:.u se of its 
as so cia t ion with t he performanc e of se.cred. music , t his instru-
ment \vas oft en referred. to as " God.' s fiddle . "15 Cole does not 
speak of this instrument specifica lly , a l though he p ro bably 
15 Low ens , loc . cit . 
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followed the custom especially in his early works . He doe s , 
how~ver , take instrumental usa ge fo r granted when h e warns 
that the tenor pecrt of a pie ce should not be sung by treble 
voices , nor lay e d on a treble ins trument . l6 llso , in sneak-
ins of the scarcity of c ounter- tenor voices , he has i ndi cat ed 
that the Al to p r t be ne r formed by boys and " Lad ies with deep 
voices " 1trh ich , at the s me time , furnished ''a part for a se-
1 . 1 i t 1' I"' t d It 17 Th t 1 b l cond via 1n or c a rne wane ••• e mos va u a e 
reference , h owever , can b e found in the Preface to the c . 1 82 1 
edition of The Seranh (p . ii) v1here Co l e inserts a note on the 
propriety of using instruments in church . Ac cording to h i m, 
only the Nationa l Church of Scotland after the Ref ormation 
rejected instruments . He also cites the common ob" e ctions 
that instruments v1ere not used by the Apos t les and Primitive 
Christians , and that the New Testament is silent on the sub-
ject . Cole retorts that it is also silent on the subject of 
women taking Communion , and infsnt baptism, and he goes on to 
c.. sk, ''when ce the a u thority for the us e of a Church Bell or 
Clock , For Ve lvet Cushi ons and Curtains ••• ?" Later in the 
se.me work (p . iii ) h e states that the v i olin , hautboy , and 
flute a lso imitate the treble voice . 
It i s the or0 an , however , that is ind icated most often 
and most carefully in the works of Co l e . This is especially 
true of the collection of Thirty - Four P§.alrn Tunes , chiefly of 
German ori gin , of 1820 in whi ch he appeals " to those i/lho have 
listened with att ention to the solemn ps a lmody o f the Germans , 
• " 'b II a ccomuanlea y an or gan ••• (p . 3 ) • 
16 Cole , Devotional r~rrnony, p . ii i • 
17 John Cole , The Se r anh (Be-ltirnore , 1 827) , p . III (Prefa c e) . 
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This colle ction is significa nt for the caref ul indi cation 
of the organ reg istration for the chants e.ssociated with the 
litur ~y of the Protestant Ep iscopal Church, which show that 
Cole had a three - manu 1 organ at his d isposal . These regis-
trations , some of which are reproduced below, s how a much 
greater variety of sonorities t han is common tod~y. 
pp . Lj.Q -L~l a ) Veni te Exul temus . 
Verse 1-5 
6-7 
8 
9 
Full 
Choir 
Full 
Choir 
b) ''Christ our Pe.ssover, 11 the Easter Introit, sung 
to the s ame music as the Venite, but with d i f-
ferent reg istration . 
Verse 1 - 2 Choir 
3-4 Full 
5 Choir 
6 Full 
7 Choir 
8 g,,rell 
The Gloria Pa tri vrhich follovlS both chants is for 
F'ull Organ . 
pp . 42 - 43 Te Deum Laudamus 
Verse 1- 3 Full . Followed by a n Interlude 
4-6 Choir . Follmved by an I nterlude 
7 Full 
8 Choir 
0 Swell 
./ 
10 Full 
11 Choir (1st half), Swell (2nd half) • 
12 Choir 
13 Sv,rell 
lLJ- Full . Fo llo wed by an Interlude . 
15 Choir (1st ha lf ) , S1trell (2nd half) . 
16 Choir (1st half) , Swell (2nd half) . 
pp . 48-49 Cantate Domino 
Verse 1-2 
3-4 
5 
6 
7-9 
10 
11-12 
( Glorie.) 
Full 
Choir 
Full 
Sv_rell 
Full 
Choir 
Full 
The indication of the performance of organ interludes 
between verses of a chant is rather interesting , since this 
wa s a practice that was dy ing out and looked upon v:i th di s-
favor . Cole himself later states that the organist should 
feel i·rhat he p l ays, and not s.11ow 11 the too active fing er , 
either during t he chant , or after _t is ended, to g ive un-
meaning flourishes and i maginary gre.ces 11 whi ch are 11 incompa-
tible with devotion and the true nature of chanting . " 1 8 
5 · Pa y a pa rticula r attention to your Subject . A 
!Vian who d oes not feel, or at 1 east seem to feel , 
what he is performing , has no reason to expect a 
By-Stander v-rill . Enga ge therefore in no thing 
where your heart dares not join your voice , and 
you will be in the way to imitate their elegance 
and simplicity , whose Music is as pe r fect as the 
blessedness in whi ch they dwell . Yet with your 
earnestness be sure to shun any thing like a 
whine , or snarling tone, a shaking of t he head , 
or holding it on one side , for t hese are un-
pardonable faults; and are g enerally the effe c t 
of Fanati cism. 
"Let the Qhe.nt.er nay constant regard to the ••• words , 11 
states Cole , and like the orge.nist , feel1t1bat he c hants , 
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"keeping ••• bis mind steadfastly fixed upon the subject, before 
him ••• 111 9 In the second edition of The Seranh (1827) , n . v , 
the subject matter of psalmody is discussed in some detail . 
Cole vlri tes: 
1 8 John Cole , La.ude.te Dominum (Baltimore , 1 842) , p . 4 . 
19 ibi d . 
••• ct?.re h::. s been taken to a void every thine; which 
mi ght lead to an improper associ~~ion of ideas; ••• 
The Rev . George Whitfield (sic ~ ) once observed in 
playful mood , ~ 11 that it was
11
a p ity to let the devi l 
he.ve all the 1)retty tunes , and this is often quoted. 
as em apology for introducing song tunes eve n of the 
worst kind , into uublic wbrship; t here are those, 
however , who quest io n the propriety of robbing even 
the Devil , especially of articl e s only fit for the 
use of his friends. 
The stern Rev . Whitef ield is unconsciously reiterating 
the maxim of the severe Savanarola of Renaissance Flor ence, 
just a s Cole is unknowingly adopting the precepts of the 
Council of Trent inits attitude towards music . The result 
is , of cours e , the 11 ele ::...ance and simplici ty 11 Hhich vms be-
coming the norm for the church music preferred by the nine-
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teenth c entury, al though in the pro cess, much of the vitality 
of t merlcan Co lonial masters was l ost i n the homage paid to 
forei gn importations . 
6 . Express your words with all the politeness uossible , 
without affe ctation; imitate the Orator rather than 
the Clown . Especially avoid the harsh sound of Y in 
the terminations cy, ly , ry , ty, &c . An error al-
most universal amonsst Psalm-singers , yet as odious 
as it is common . 
Careful di ction was a constant concern with Cole , es-
pecially in the matter of the proper performance of chants . 
In one of his books , 21 he states : 
20 Georg e Whitefield (1714- 1770) , at first a follower of 
Charles vies ley, later adopted Calvinistic vie.,lls and 
founded a diss i dent group of Calvinist Methociists . He 
compiled a hymn book in 1753 , and published many ser-
mons and vlri tings whi ch wer e widely circulated . Harvey , 
The Oxford Cornu nion~, p . 843 . 
21 John Cole, Thir!:_y:-Four Pse.l m Tunes (Be.l timore, 1820) , 
D . 4 • 
The vrords ha ve been adapted to the Chants vl i th 
a more than usual attention t o Rhetorica l c-
c ent - a subject r:rhich ha s of la.te claimed t he 
att ention of several eminent p rofessors ; par-
ticularly of IVIr . Dixon, 22 of Liv erpool . 
The third edition of Laudate Dominum (p . 2 ) is an 
extr emel y valuable s ource of information about t he more co m-
mon faults current in the chanting p rocedure of Cole ' s ay . 
~ong the errors whi ch he lists are the following : 
a) Avoid too hasty p ronunciation . This does not mean 
that t he chant s h ould b e slovJ, but t here s hould b e no paus es 
between the verses, and the whole thing s hould b e done wi t h 
spirit . 
b) Avoid a dead stop at the end of the "recitation" 
note ; thus , t h e following is incorrect: ''o c ome let us sin~ 
un------ - - - -- ---- to the Lord ; let us heartil y rejoice in 
t he--- - ----- - stren'- th of our salvation . 11 
c) Avoid dwell in"- U_)On a nd dra 0 g ing out t he v-rords . sun~ 
at the 11 med i ati on 11 and '·'cadence " of the chant . Cole feels 
that these words should be more p rolone;ed a n d emphe_t ic than 
th e words sung to the recitinB note, especially sin ce this 
emnhasis ·will cause t he harmonized part to f all to _ether in 
the r i 3ht way, but they s hould not be stressed to t he di sad-
v antage of the rest of the text . 
22 Po ssi bly t h is is J ame s Dixon , D . D. (17 88- 1871) , a 
I eth odist 9reacher , renowned for his p reaching a nd 
oratory , who tra velled a ll over En~and a nd the 
United Sta tes . The Dictionary of Nat ional _Bio " ra-
Qhy (London , 1921-1922 ), vol. V, p . 102 9 . 
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.•• jud g i ns from their performance , some ch nters 
s eem to think that the 1vords sun<7 to t he rec_ t. i n _ 
note are of no c onsequ ence at 2ll; they gabble---
over them as fast as p ossible; t hen stop to t ake 
breath , then bring out t he remaining syllables as 
if they only ought to be heard . 
These admonitions are by no mee.ns i nv a lid ev en today ! 
7 . Be ca r eful where you lay your a cc ent . And her e 
observe , t ha t i n Common Time the first and third 
part of your Bar should be Ac c ented , and the se-
c ond a nd l e.st Una cc ented . In Triple TiTne t he 
princip le (sic ! ) Acc ent must be on the firs t 
part , the third oft en requires a n inferior one , 
though some totally disregard it . It is to be 
l amented that i gnora nt co mposers pay no at ten-
tion to this , and so mi s lead the per fo r mer . 
The quest ion of meter and a cc ent~pl agued the early 
nineteenth century which had inherited the curren t s arid 
' 
countercurrents of the eighteenth cent ury . The method of 
ac centuat ion des cribed above is in agreement wi th t he lcter , 
more 11 p ro gres s i ve 11 conc e1) t ion i-rhich finall y domina ted the 
thinkin~ on this mat ter . A detailed d escriptio n of time -
beatins in a ccordanc e wi th the above 1)rincip les is g iven 
on 9age x iv of Cole ' s Union Harmony (1829): 
There a re various ways of beating Ti me , the most 
ann roved meth od for Common Ti me is as follows . -
Firs t : Let the fine;ers o f the r i ,_ht hand f a ll on 
the de sk or table . Second : Ra is e the fingers and 
br i n g them about three inches to t he l e ft . 'r h ird : 
J'.fove - them as mu ch farther to the ri e;ht . Fourth : 
Bri ng them to the first position . In beating Triple 
Time , omit the third motion . 
~ di scussion of the more intricate aspects of Temuo wi l l be 
g iven a t No . 11 below. 
8 Al . . th .._ k d 11 ,-, _.. il tip · II • way s not.lc e e par Gs mar e rorG e or l a no or 
loud and soft ; as also all t he word s you meet wi th 
of that n ture , whether t h ey resp ect the tune or 
t i me ; as much of the effect of a pie c e often de-
uends on a strict regard to t~ese . 
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Hymn tunes me.rked il forte " or 11 -r) i ano' ' with the addi tional 
reminc5..ers to sing 11 sua.ve 11 or 11 dolce '' may seem strang e to ne -
rusers of modern hymnevl s , but they 1:1ere the commonpl ce of 
early nineteenth century collections . I n a sense these d y-
namic mar ks are a si. ~n of incipient Romant ici sm s i nce they are 
used in a r ather subjective and ind ivid ual manner . A style 
of a highl y emotional nature had emerge d in the mi ddle of 
the e i ghteenth c entury in th e Empfinds e-mkei t (" sensibility" ) 
of Car l Philipp Emanue l Ba ch a nd t he l yr ic cantabi l e of 
l'lozart ; t he works of both o f these comp os ers were known to 
Cole . However , another generation had to pass before t he ir 
chara cteristics Viere absorbed into th e blood -stream of mu-
si cal tra dit ion and f inally emer ged in the new style of 
?--,. 
musi cal r endition that dominated t he nineteenth c entu ry . -J 
This new s ty l e was conc erned almos t solely wi th t he emotional 
effect of a musical wo r k , so t hat the s core s which evolved 
bore careful indication of t empo , dynamics, expres sion , and 
other nuanc e s f or the guidance of the :p erformer . 
Most hymns of to day a r e writt en in four - part harmony 
throu 13hout , but Cole ' s nsa l m and hymn t u nes often consisted 
o f short sections mar ked 11 duo 11 or 11 t r i o , 11 or ev en 11 solo 11 with 
or -~En accompani ment , ,,v-hi ch offer ed cons t ant contrasts of loud 
and soft , smoothly bound toGether by means of cres c endo and 
de c resc.§_ndg_ . It seems likely that single voi ce s only were 
used on the so fte r parts since the choi rs under h is dire c t ion 
did not assu me l arge proportions . The l is t of s u b scr ibers to 
23 Frederick Dorian , 'l'he Hi story o f Music in Performance 
(Kew York , 1942 ) , pp . 217 - 218 . 
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his Devotione.l Ha rmogy of 1 81l~ , for exB.mple , shows that the 
choirs of both St . Paul ' s Church and Christ Chur c h needed 
only twelve cop ies each . Even if these cho irs did unite 
for conc erts of sacred music , they could not join during the 
re,_ular Sunday services of their respective churches , so that 
the personnel was relatively s mal l, insofar as ordinary per-
formance v.ras concerned . It may be for t his reason that Cole 
so admired antiphonal singin~ , since, a s he says, the div i-
sion of the choir into tvw parts and sin _; ing by turns ''has 
many advanta .es over that which g enerally prevails i n our 
Churches ; a small Choir can uroduce a more striking effect 
than if divided into four sections ••• 11 2 4 He even su '--gests 
that 11 if the choir is small , let all voi ces sin0 in unison , 
the Organ filling up the harmony ." This considerable concern 
about a small choir seems to reflect a basic problem which 
Cole had to face . 
Forte and piano e.re ind i ca ted in tHo other ::>la.c es in 
this edition of Laudate Dominum , one directly and the other 
indirectly. 'l'he Te Deum , beca use of its festive character , 
is recommended to be sung in full harmony , but alternat ng 
forte and niano to nroduce a.n antinhona1 effect . 2 5 The 
---- "'----- - .. 
opening verse of the Veni te , on the other hand , is sun._ alone 
by the minister , after which the remaining verses are sung 
alternately by the tenors and sopranos , thus p roducing a 
1 ff t . ....- T' D 26 simi a r e ec as 1n ~ne e eum . 
24 John Cole, La.uda te Dominum (Ba.l tirnore, 1 842) , p . 4 • 
25 ibid . 
26 ibid . 
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g . Endeavor to accomodate your Style of Singin~ to the 
general sub<i ect of your words . 
11 
How dis gus tin 1;rould 
i t be to hear a. Man roar out Thy ·words are sweeter 
to my mouth than honey ? 11 Or another whine , vri th a. ll 
the tenderness of the Affetuoso style ~ 11 Let the Sea 
roar and the Floods c lap their hands? ' 
''In vocal Mus ic , II says Cole , ''the words if properly 
adapted wi ll be t he best guide , both as to the Style and 
1127 Ti me of perform nee . Concentration on text with the re -
sultant emphasis on an emotional interpretation in musical 
terms of its literary implications is one of the facets of 
the Romant ic movement . It seems strange , at f i rst , to label 
a comnoser so close to the Colonial singing-s chool trad_tion 
as a Romanti c , but it must not be f or r3otten that Cole vms of 
~nglish orig in , and , as a publisher , in close contact with 
the literature both of En gland and Amer i ca . Eng land , too , 
had a particularly ri:Ch and influential preromanticism whi ch 
resulted in works charged with individuality and emotionalism , 
and. Cole may have been reacting to t his influence . 2 C. He d i d , 
af ter e ll , publish The Minstrel a few years after his book 
on rudiments , and the Homanti c imnli cations of the former are 
obvious . The difference in viewpo int becomes even more ap -
parent if v.re examine a se t of " rules" similar to those of 
Cole in Samuel Holyoke ' s Columbian Renositor~ of 1802 , ante-
dating Cole ' s Rudiments by only eight years . Of Holyoke ' s 
tv.renty- eight "necessary rules to be obs erved in vocal musi c , 11 
the majority deal wi th nurel y musical admonitions , many of 
which were reiterated i n Cole , but hardly any seem to concern 
27 Cole , The Rudiments of lVIusic , :!Jp . 12- 13 . 
28 Joseph T . Shipley , ed ., Dictionary of World Literature 
( Tew York , 1953) , pp . 352 - 553 . 
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themselves so strikingly with matters of text and literary 
interpretat ion . 2 9 
1 0 . Never sing yourself out of breath , as there can.11.ot be 
any just occasion for it . Wher e there are no pauses , 
you gain breath by performing the Notes more distinc t . 
As for the old Pse.lm Tunes , many wear out their breath 
by drawing them full as slow aga in a s they were ori-
g inally intended . 
Cole advise s moderation i n a ll t h ings . "Let the chanter 
pay constant regard to the ••• vmrds .•• , 11 he sta t es , ''mi ndin.o: well 
the stons that most deserve attention , and a voiding all unne ces -
sary hurry ••• "3° But then he goes on to say t ha t one of the 
chief faults is a too hasty p ronuncia t ion of chant , '\,rhich never-
theless ou 5ht not to be done too slowly . Perhans h is re commen-
dat i on tha t ''the thing should be done with s p ir i t '' is t h e best 
clue to the subjectiv e nature of the spped he had i n mi nd . 3l In 
another place he states clearly tha t the speed of a p iece depends 
more on the meaning of the text than on a ny purely mus ical fa c-
tor . 32 For thi s reason , clarity of diction and d istin c t perfor-
mance of the notes will in many ca ses tak e care of the breath 
nroblem . Apparently t he performance of ·osa l m-tunes of a tradi-
tional nature seemed to be p erformed too slowl y to suit Cole, 
for he sneaks out aga ins t a dragg ine performance of thes e well -
knmm melodies not only above but in other works . The clearest 
statement of t he abuse e.n d the typ ical Cole remedy are fo und in 
Th~_§_era.pg (1827) , p . i 1, where he writes : 11 ••• t he old psalm 
tune s are generally sung too s1ow ••. t he subject of the words 
is t he best guide . '' 
29 Ivla.cDougall , PP • 108- 109 . 
30 Cole , Lau da te Dominum (1 842) ' p . L~ . 
31 Co le , La udate Dominum (1&347) ' p . 2 . 
32 Cole, Rudiments , u . 12 
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11 . Remember your Time . Congregat i ons i·ihi ch have no Or ..(an , 
a re very au t , by dragging out the Minim to the len ~th 
of the Semibreve , to bring Triple into Common Time , 
which has a very bad effec~~ Some Performers also a re 
ap t to mistake a Sic i liano.... for a Ji g , i·lhich leads 
them to perform that ~lfus i c in a merry Style vrhich 
requires a slow Emd affe c ting one . Another error 
common among learners i s , they s uppose quick note s , 
as quavers , semiquavers , &c , must a lways be performed 
quick , whereas the slowest mus i c is often put into 
these Notes ; whi ch i s to be known either by some word 
affixed , o r else by the s u bject of the Piece . 
Nowhere does Cole show t he dichotomy in his theoretical 
training than in the m~tter of Tempo . Two opposin~ conc epts , 
one looking backward and the other forward , are promul~ated 
in the nages of this short book on rudiments . 
The older viewuoint 1Has be.sed on a genera.lly accepted 
stand a rd tempo as a b a sic norm . All other temn i were ~rouor­
t iona lly derived from this standard . 33 Almost a ll earlier 
centuries preferred the idea of e. regular normal beat usually 
based on some physiolo P?_~ ical rhythm such a s the regular p u ls e 
or the regular stride of a man . This standard beat was the 
well - known tactus , but s i n c e the physio l ogical descriptions 
.re i ndeterminate , only an approx i mate 11normal 11 beat can be 
indicated . Thus Apel34 establishes t he tactus at M .I:L 50-60 
3!:; 
while Sach -' s u ggests that the v a l ue of the tactus li e s bet -
ween M.M. 60 and M.M. 80 . 
32 Col e describes the Siciliano as "a slo'.-v , ',raceful l·~ovement 
in Comnound 'I'ime . Rudiment§_, p . 17 . 
33 Curt Sachs , !3:9:Y_thm and Temno (Ne~>r Yorl<:. , 1 953 ) , p . 311 . 
34 ~v illi Apel, The No tation of Polyuhonic IVJ:usic , 4th ed . 
(Cambridge , 1949) , p . 147 . 
35 Sachs , p . 203 . 
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In Lesson IV of the Rudiments , Cole adheres to this 
older viewpoint . He gives the follow i n time- si gnatures or 
11 11oods 11 for Common Time : 0 c 2/4 e.n d describes them thus : 
The first denotes a slow movement . The second 
denotes a ouicker movement . The third denotes 
a still quicker movement . 36 
In other vrords , the tempo markin,~, s in themselves ind icated a 
norm of movement and its proportional derivatives, althou gh 
the norm itself is by no means clear , since the exuression 
11 a s low movement " is unfortunately not defined absolutely . 
Triule time is also indicated by means of time si na -
tures : 3/2 3/4 3/8 , but these do not, seem to have any 
indications of relative speed . As a ma tter of f a c t , Cole 
a~ds the follo wing note af ter his d iscussion of time : 
N. B. When a p iec e of Music is marked wi th either 
of the above si gns (i . e . Common or Triple) it in-
d ica tes onl y the number of parts, or divisions in 
a Bar , and the consequent mode of accentins ; but 
how quick or ho1tr slow , the piece is to be perfo r med 
mus t be determined from the nature of the subject , 
or from th e signification of the t echni ca l terms 
uerfixed (sic ! J to the p iece . 37 
In the course of one br i ef nBge , Co le has switched fro m the 
old conce9t of tem~.,o to the new one . Now the na c e of campo -
sition is no longer implicit in the notation itself , but needs 
11 the s i e:nifi ca tion of techni c c=:. l t e r ms 11 urefixed to the ~; i e ce 
(such s ada .. r; io , l a r o , allegro , etc . ) . As a r esult , the 
note values thems e l ves are not a clue to s~eed , since the 
tempo markings permit a wide rang e of variation . Yet the 
36 Cole, Rudiments , pp . S-6 . 
37 • ., • i c l OlQ ., P · o . 
11 error
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of as sumin:; that shorter note values mee.n s :9e ed., and 
long er ones , slovmess , could only be me de by :oeople brousht 
up on the o l der proportional concept of time . 
The same di chotomy of vie1.moint e.nnears when Cole is 
explainin~ methods of beating time . In the chap t er , 11 0f 
Beating Time , 11 he shovrs the vacillation bet1treen the two con-
cepts clearly . 
Time , in Music , is quicker or slo-wer , a ccording to 
the nature of a p iece , or the design of i t s l uthor . 
Its v elocity , and the d ivision of it into even and 
uneven quanti ties, a re lcnovm by the l-1oods , vrhich 
have been explained already . But here observe that 
the quickness or slowness of modern pieces, is often 
known , rather by the subject , or some word affixed , 
••• t han by the Ivioods themselves ••• 3o 
The metho d of beating time also reflects the t wo a p -
p reaches to tempo . The o l der one is shown in the followin 
In beating the first Mood of Common Time , remember 
you are ah;ays to mov e your Hand t Hice dovm and twice 
up in each Bar ; i n t he se cond and third Ivioods , once 
dom and up is sufficient . 39 
Contrast this with 11 the most a_ proved method for Co mmon 
'r i me 11 quoted from Union Har ru onv on pae;e 115 above , which 
a grees for the most uart with the method of today . 
A few other remarks on time- beating are rather re-
vealing . It was possibl e to beat time w_th the f bbt , which 
Col e honed 1·mul d be a ccompl ished vii thout 11 stamnin '--' 11 : 
3-3 
39 
40 
All that is co mmonly attended to i n beatin-.:- time 
11'/ ith the foot is that it 50 d o vm a t the beg inning 
and rise at the middle of a Bar of Common Time ; 
and t hat it go do,im at the J. first e.nd rise at the 
third nart in Triple Time . ~O 
ibid . ' P · 12 . 
i bld .' p . 13 . 
ibid . 
1 2 2 
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He also recommends the use of a "Time-beater ,'' i . e . e. small 
ti ght roll of paper or parchment , '' but if this be done louder 
than is neeciful ••• , it is alvmys disagreeable , and often ridj_-
culous . "41 This me thod was especially us eful in concert per-
formances , but v-ras not recommended for v.se in church . 
12 . In long sounds, the Swell and Diminish ( <:::::::::_ ">) 
though seldom ma rked should be often introduced: 
that - is , you should beg in very soft , encrease (sic ! ) 
to the mi ddl e , and then diminish to the end . This 
if done 1tri th del icacy h~ s a, fine effect, especially 
with a Shake or Trill . 
This nractice is so common that it needs little comment . 
It is only necessary to state that this custom emerg es as 
one of the imnortant characteristics of the Mannheim orches -
tra of the early eighteenth century , and althou~h the pract ice 
did not ori ginate with them, it has become an im})Ortan t inter-
nretive detail from tha t day on . 
13 . Touch all y our Graces with taste; better omit 
than spoil them . The Ap o g iatura (sic ! ) i s a 
princ i pal one, and if set before the plain Note , 
general ly requires the a ccent . The ciesign of it 
is, that , by leaning here , you may come at the 
pr incipal more gracefull y . The Slur must have 
great smoothness . Staccato marks must express 
a good deal of life and s~irit , b ut if Dots are 
mar k ed , instead of Strokes you must sing soft as 
well a s ciistinct . The Trill should be done dis -
tinct and firm . In p r a ctising this beg in very 
slow and increase gradually . 
Col e has n rovided us with rather concise descriptions 
of these 11 races .'' It is si e;nificant to note that he a_ lows 
them to be omitted, since the elaborated i mprovisatory prac-
tice of the e i ghteenth century on 'l'lhich they were foun ded 
gradually declined i n importance as the nineteenth c entur y 
41 ibid . 
progressed . An instance of his awe.reness of this d ecline 
ppears in the second edition of The Seranh (1 827) '"hen he 
sneaks of the chang e that he.s taken :pla ce in the style of 
music 11 wi thin a . fetv years 11 : (Prefa c e , p . III ) 
Instead of the constant cry for new and lively tunes , 
we now find that sing ers are becoming satisfied with 
simple melodies , without fugues, long slurs, divisions , 
and vain and often ridiculous repetitions. 
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The graces were still fairly common in 1810 , however , t he year 
in 1.vhich Cole wrote his book on rudiments of music , and. his 
examples help to clarify some matters associated with an in-
terpretation of these ornaments . 
a) The Appo ggiatura .42 These ornaments are also known 
as Leading Notes. Cole menti ons tvJO types, the greater and 
the less , but only the former is clearly explained . The 
greater ap:po ggi a tura is rna st frequent in sl01tT movements, and 
11 at the end of strains" "~:lhi ch are probably accompanied by a 
ritard . That leaves the lesser app oSgiatura for faster move -
ments . Before a dotted note , the ornament t akes t1:10-thirds 
of th e tota l time-va lue, and before an undotted note , only 
one-half . Cole g ives the following examule of the written 
form, nd its interpre t a tion in performance : (Ex . 2) 
42 This term is discussed in The Rudiments of Musi c, p . 7 . 
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1·3 b) The Slur . -1-_ This is a lso kno1m as the 11 Tye ," and in-
di ca tes that the notes over or under it ( -~ ) a r e to be sung 
to one syllable 11in a sr.nooth and glidin manner .'' Cole is 
quite adamant about a different practice assoc i ated with the 
slur: 
I must here enter my protest against a contrary p rac-
tice , which has lately been introd uced , of singing 
Tyed Notes as though t h ey Here a l l marked with a Stac -
.2_ato . 'l'he effect prociuced by t h is new method is truly 
ridiculous ; a nd such nassa,o::es as o c cur i n the Easter 
Hymn , page 169 , U+/ d- rn s d/ f 1 1 s/) would convey 
an idea t ha t the performers vrere laughine; instead of 
singing . Let the singer r a ther imitate a fine per-
formance on the violin , who makes al l such passa ~ es 
with one motion of the bow , distinguishin 0 the several 
Notes only by the remova l of his fint;ers . 
c) 1'he Staccato . 4;+ The stacca to is def ined as ''very 
distinct a nd pointed , 11 bu t from the description above , there 
mus t have been two d ifferent types of this ornament . The 
first , marl{ed wi th 11 s trokes~ 1 probably resemb led our p res ent -
day n r a ctice. The use of dots over notes , 1.r1hich resembled 
our staccato , carried the a d d itione.l admonition that they 
were to be sung softly . 
In the catechism which comes at the end of The Rud i ments , 
the question; 11 Hovr 2.J'e Stac cato Notes performed ? 11 is ansvJered : 
''They should be stulg with a quick arti culation ; simile.r to 
the manner in which the 1-rord hark ! is p ronounced ." 
d) The Trill , or Shal;:e . 45 This ornament is defined in 
t he following terms : 
43 From 1'he Seraph (c . 1821) ' n . viii . 
411. From Ru.d. iments , P:P . 19 , 29 . 
45 ib i d .' ·o . 8 . 
simple shake is only the arti culate sound of two 
notes put into equal motion . A perfect sh ke is 
composed of three d iatoni c notes ; the first is 
ca lled the preparative note , and t he two last its 
resolution . (Ex . 3) 
LS-."11 
0 lj HHiJHJ!!JJ 
Thi s is a era ce of necul i&r ni cety , and is either 
natural gift , or a cqui r ed by great indu stry . 
14 . Lastly , the ca n t abile , which is an extempor e 
Caden c e made by the principal perfor mer , while 
the rest stop , may be introduced where a h old 
is p laced fo r that nurpose : bu t this requires 
so much tas t e and judgment , tlmt few , even of 
those who make Musi c their profession , can ex-
ecute it wi th cr ed i t to themselves or the per-
formance. The Shak e , however , 1,·.ri th the Swell 
and Diminish , mentioned above , may be used in-
stead of it , with sometimes a few judicious 
No tes of tast e , leading to the following pas -
sage . (Ex . 4) 
'-. .-c:-. IL I . ~ na _________ __ ___ . _ _l i ___ )..__ ---- j c\, , 
t« 
f 1 I \ II 
The only other comment on this practice l?.ppears in 
the 11 !VIus ica l Catechism 11 : 46 
~\"hat is the rule for continuing the length of the 
Pause or Ho ld? 
A . There is no defini t e rule ; in a Solo , it depends 
on the taste of t he performer- -in a Ch o r u s , i t is 
determined by the le~der , or pri ncipal singer . 
46 ibid ., P • 29 . 
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This variety of nerfo rme.nce possibilities shoi·rs that 
definit ive answers to many problems of early nineteenth 
c entury church music ·or acti ce may not be po s s i ble , but the 
search fo r such ans wer s inspi res a healthy regard for a 
l ively and st imulatin~ trad ition . In attempting to recon-
struc t thi s t r adition , we ga i n a mo re clear and vivid in-
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si ·.h t nto the spirit and temper of that century , a nd t h ereby 
brint: t he. t a_ e int o more meaningful r annort with our m,rn . 
CHAPTER V 
Conelusion 
~hy , I ' m posterity - and so are you; 
And whom do ''re remember? Not a hundred . 
Were every memory written down all true, 
The tenth or twentieth name would be but blundered ; 
Even Plutarch's Lives have but pick ' d out a fevl , 
And ' ga inst those few your annalits have thunder'd 
And Mi tford in the nineteenth c entury 
Gives, with Greek truth, the go od old G·reek the lie e 
Byron, Don J uan , xii 2 19 . 
The name of John Cole is comparatively unknown to most 
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musicians , even to those active in the field of church music . 
The reason for this lies , of course, partly in the fact that 
he does not in any sense belong among the ranks of genius . 
Geniuses, moreover, generally co incide with just the ~isht 
moment in the development of an art , and a transi t iona l period 
such as the one to which Cole belonged is not conducive to the 
evolution of a striking ly ori e;i nal artist . Why then single out 
a comparative unknown for a special s tudy such as this one? 
The reason may lie, perhaus , in a particular attitude 
towards the subject of history , which this a uthor shares . 
This at titude i s der ived most l y from the thinking of George 
Santayana , and has been expressed most succinctly by Gilber t 
Chase , the noted histor i an of Ameri can music , in these words: 
As r ege"rds music , he (Santayana) writes : 11 lVIusic interests 
humanity most irfhen 1 t is wedded to hu man events .'' On 
t his principle mu s i c history is a history of musica l e-
vents as r ela.ted to human events . And on this basis one 
mit::ht -v:r ite, for example , A lVlusica l History of t he Ameri-
CBD_;Eeople, vrhich -vrould be in effect, an account of their 
musical interests .l 
l Gilbert Che.s e , "A Dialectical Approc:tch to Iviusi c History ," 
in Ethnomusicolo p.~ v , II (1993), :p . 8 , note 3 . 
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A na.ture.l concomitant of t h i s viewooint ls that all historical 
research into the past from t he uoint of vlew of the history of 
ideas will concentra te on those factors that are ueftinent to 
the present , and the questioning of the dead becomes imnortant 
only as it helps to cone with and understand related problems 
of tode.y . 
It is just beca use Cole is a transi tione.l figure, bet -
ween t wo streams of mus ica l thinkint; , that an exe.mination of 
h is life a.nd works is especially revealine:. . 'I'he cons t ant 
mo vement of a period of change throws into relief and ques -
tions anew concepts that would otherwise remain belo w the sur-
face . When Cole , at the turn of the nineteenth century , con-
cerns himself wi th an evaluation of his predecessors , with the 
signif icc-.nce of the newer musical philos o~)hy of his contempo -
raries , and with questions about the future ideals of c hur ch 
music , we are confronted with problems of tc ste and jud ment 
iArhich belabor the earnest church musician of today . In study-
ing the solutions 1Hhich he applied to his difficul t.1.es, v.re 
unconsciously , by our ac c eptance or rejection of h is decisions , 
influence the course vvhi ch we are to tal{e in similar situations . 
_
7o t only do we learn mo re about the actual music v.ri th \·ihich h e 
v.Ja s c onc erned , but vre also create in ourselves a set of value-
judgments for our own s t andards as we agree or disa ree with 
his fin~ l resolutions . In this way , music h is t ory becomes 
11 pra cti ce.l , 11 for it is not cons iderinc fossilized r emB. ins for 
their o\-rn sake, but is dea.linG with ideas in conste.nt fl1..1.X , 
i deas which in their univ ersality are pertlnent not only in 
respect to yesterde.y , but a l so with regard for today e.nd tomorro\1 . 
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Even if we are wrong in our decisions , we are not wrong in 
our willingnes s to keep an open mind , to question , and above 
a ll, to accept chan~e . 
Let us recaDitulate briefly the musical situation around 
the time that John Cole was a ctive in Baltimore . 2 From the 
~ate of the first Amer ican composer's tune- book3 in the 1760 's 
until a century later , these oblong books created and demon-
stra ted the various phases throue;h 1,vhich develop inc hymnody 
f ound expression , and cover the field fro m its beg innings to 
the Gospel hymns of the 1870 ' s . The earliest books deDended 
mostly on eic;bteenth century Engl ish sources for their mus ical 
materials , but were soon superseded by the Billings type of 
fu guing tune . These tunes c-~ppeared in manifold collections 
from about 1770 to 1794 , and contras ted strik ingly in their 
excite~ents and their swi nging melodi es with the staid dullnes s 
of t he traditional English melodies . Billings was also res -
ponsible for the establishment of the New En~land sins in 
school , which soon became an institution whose directors rna -
naged to turn into a basis for a professional career . Some 
of these men were followers and imitators of Billine;s , ~nd 
continue<i to vrr i te the lively pseudo-contrapuntal fu gu i n g -
ty-oe of tune . Others , on the other hand, acquired a rudimen-
tary ~nowledge of musical theory , and in their little knowledge 
began to look askance at the 11 crudities '' and 11 errors 11 of 
2 This summary is derived mainly from Benson , on . cit ., 
pp . 2 52-277. 
3 TviO names a re usuelly :oroposed for the honor of bein _ the 
"first" Americe.n composer , Francis Hopk i nson (1737 - 1791) 
and James Lyon (17 35- 1794) . Hopk i nson is usually favored 
on the basis of some literary notices, a lthough in mat ter 
of fact Lvon ' s Urania published in 1761 nreceded HoDkinson ' s 
collectio~ by t wo year-~ . Benson , p . 254-~ ·-
B llings ' s tyl e . They a l so h oped to establish a schoo l of 
· mer ica n church music , whi ch wo uld rival i n technic e.l skill 
the continenta l effort s of their European musica l frien6s . 
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The resul t was the establishment of the 11 N'e\v Psalmody" with 
its correct voice-lead ing and avoidance of par allel f ift: s and 
oct~ves , whi c h , in its a cademic snobbishness , vitiated the 
Bi l ling s trad i tion . 
In effect , this movement v.ras a ree.ctionary one that be-
came m .rked i n the e a rly nineteenth c entury with the emphasis 
on the re e stablishment of "Ancient Psalmody ," vihich i s a more 
nearly correct term t han 11 Ne\v Psalmody , 11 since the emnhasis vr s 
a ga in pl~ ced on the ei 0 hteenth century Psalm tunes and newer 
works patterned on them . 
Against t h is unc erta in background a ros e the f i gur e of 
Lowel l Mason, who solved the question of fu~,uing - tune v e rsus 
psalmody by introducing a newer conc ept of hymn tune , suited 
especially to the interests of a co n re_ation of limit e d musi cal 
bil ity . These tunes of Ma son a re based on very simple harmo -
n_ e s , a r e sober , d i gnified, melodious , and apuroximate the 
ch ora le-style co mmon to the German tradition , but vT i t h even 
more imme d iate apT,J eal . 
John Cole's work can only be understood a a inst this ba ck-
ground . Like his 11learned 11 cont emporaries, he seemed to dis -
dain t he Billing s t r a6ition , y e t , i n practice , the fuguin~- tune 
i mnulse can be seen in many of his wor k s . Cole wa s even old-
f .shioned enou gh to publi sh a book in patent- notes , at a t_me 
vrhen this p r a ctice v.ras scorned in t he urbE-n a nd cosmopoli t a n 
c enters of American musica l life and relegated to the more rural 
areas of t he South and West . His adher enc e to the i dea s of a 
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return to 11 Ancient Psalmody 11 l ed to the incorpor e.tion of some 
pre t ty dull examples of eighteenth century En~lish mu s ic in his 
ovm boolrs , but his tast e vvas __: ood enoufh for him to vrax most 
enthusiastic about men like Louis Bourg eois and Claude LeJeune 
nd to reintroduce their French t ype of r hy t hmic org&nizat ion 
into new tunes modelled on their works . The German t radition 
l•ras esnecially anDealing to him, because of its dignity a nd sim-
pl ici ty , ~nd his choice of illustra tive hymns is made from among 
the better composers of that tradition . It is especially sig-
nificant to realize that Cole republished a Johann Sebastian 
Each chorale at a time Vihen that master's work was compa.ra ti vely 
unknown and had not yet be.en revived by M:endelssohn . And Cole 1 s 
o1tm chorale-like hymns reveal 8. e.;ood srasp of the idiom vrhich 
has , of course , played so great a role in later composit i on of 
hymnody . 
In short , the works of John Cole span t he entire tradit ion 
o f .American reli . ious music from its beginnin~s to Lo;,.,rell .Mason, 
a n d can thus serve as a point of departure for the later develop-
ments of Ameri can music in the nineteenth century . Each of 
these phases of development stands in a close , living relation 
to the generation that produced them , and reveals "'nd expresses 
e ither the i diom or the ideal of the musi c popular at the per_od . 
The chief lesson to be learned , however, is that this v•hole 
process has not revealed any one answer to the p roblem of 
hymnody . There is no special type of tune that is hallowed 
or sacrosanct above e.ny other , nor is there any one kind of 
tune that can claim to be the only type fit for spiri~ual ser-
vice . Our minds must be ready to examine them a ll , and to choose 
accordinp; to our own needs and necessities . Cole faced the prob-
lem in his own day ; it is hoped that his stru _gles may help us 
to decide wisely in our time . 
~~~ 
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ABSTRJ).CT 
John Cole, the son of Joh..n and .Ann Cole, vras born in 
Tewkesbury , EnFland , where he was baptized on June 24, 1774 . 
it an early age , he emi ,rated to Ameri c a , and settled in 
Baltimo re , IVIaryle.nd , the seat of al l his later music l acti -
vities , until his death on Au ust 17 , 1855 · Desp ite h is 
early trainine , reputedly received from conta ct wi th the 
singing-school s of Andre\v La w, Andre1.-r Adgate and others , Cole 
considered hims elf basice.lly a self-te.v.ght musician . At first 
a nrinter and bookseller a s wel l as a band musician , he ev en-
tually concentrated mainly on the composition and sditin~ of 
sa cred musi c . Mu ch of this music was intended for the use of 
the Protestant Episcope.l Church in the United States of America, 
one of the earliest instances in this country of music composed 
for a particul - r denomination . 
His earliest activities in church music were i n connec-
tion wi th St . Paul's and Christ Church in Baltimore , both 
Epis copel, and his concern with the produ c tion of music for 
the services of this church is reflected in numerous publ ica-
ti ons throurhout h is life . lmong works i ncluding co mnos i t i ons 
adapted to t he Ep iscona l liturgy are : Sacred Mu s ic o f 1803 , 
Eni s copa.lia n Har mony of 1811, 'l'he Seraph of 12.2 1 and 1827 , 
Primitive Psalmody of 1836 , Parochial P s almo dy of 1840 , Laudate 
Dominu!!f_ of 1842 a.nd 1847 , and a collection of Chants F'or t he 
Use of the Protestant En isconal Church 1vhich is undated . 
Cole had ample opportunity to foster the promul sa tion 
of his ovm works since he was not only a composer , but also a 
publisher of music \>lhich he could then distribute throuc;h his 
own mus ic store . In later years he was joined in this venture 
by his son , Georp~e Frederi ck Handel Col e , who was born on Ma.y 
7 , 1803 , of the union of John and Ann Brever Col e . The firm 
of John Cole & Son remained in business u n til 1839 , when it 
was s old to F . D. Benteen , who then continued as the publisher 
of some of Cole ' s l ater works . His son continued on his own 
for awhile but l ater moved to ChE~rleston , South Ce,ro lina , 1·rhere 
he eventually died in 1861 . 
Cole ' s renutation in the Balt i more community as a musi -
cian of h i e:h standards is attested to by severetl factors . As 
ec>rly as .. _._ Collection of Pse.lm 'I'unes and 1 nthems comnosed _n 
18.03 , Cole n u bli shed an a nthem entitled " Ivit . Vernon" ......-hich e.n 
annotat ion in his own handwriting describes a s " sur:.g at the 
Funere.l uolerrmi ties , on the death of \ a shing ton . '' 1Eny of his 
nublj cat ions of litur~ica l music wer e done under the p2tronag e 
of the Bisho:9s and Clere:y of the Episcopal Church . In 1828 , 
h h t • t ,;:, !I n f -'-h D II i h f -'-h e v.ras c os en o Hrl e c. oong or u e ay n onor o u e 
Fourth of July and the commencement of the Be,l timore anC. Ohio 
railro d . Eis most famou s hymn- tune " Geneva " appeared in in-
numerabl e collec tions of church music unti l late in the nine-
teenth c entury . Finally , his association with the c elebrated 
Lovrell lv1ason on an apparent l y equa l professiona.l foot_n,~ is 
reflected both by the presenc e of Cole ' s works in the Lowell 
Na son collec tion and the me.nuscript bool{ of hymn- tunes sent by 
Col e to Iv.Iason v..rith annota tions discussinG matters of musical 
i m1_')ort . 
A survey of Cole ' s p u blications reveals hi s si ~nifi cant 
nos tion a s a transitional fi s ure be t ween the native ·merican 
c omuosers l i ke Billing s and Holden end the advocat es of the 
'' better music " mo vement l i1~e r1T2~s o n a.nd Hc:tstings , vrho in their 
zeal for 11 te.ste 11 t urned auay from the n a t i ve tradition and 
toward foreiFn i mportat ions . Cole star ted out in the tradi -
ti onal we.y , teaching sing ing - school s and v>~ri tine; tunes the.t 
incorporated many fea tures associated with the 11 Fuguin 0 - tune 11 
composers . His growing taste for European music l ed hi~ to 
s corn the "village mus icians of the pas t c entury " .nd to ad-
vocate the adopt ion of musical p r ..... ctic es e·oine; back to 
Ravenscroft and other psa l mod i s ts , and e:ct.endi ne; to Handel , 
B2,ch , Ko zart , Beethoven , and a group o f l es ser lights ori c i -
nating ma inly in Engl and in t he l ater ei ~hteenth century . 
_ e Eel so a6.mired gres.t.ly the German t r adit ion of the chorale 
wh ch he felt shbuld be emul ated by American composers . 
Cole ' s later wor~ reflect h i s con c ern fo r spreadin0 the 
If II t . ' • 1 " lt newer ·ast e , ana lnd uae , as a resu , many c ompositions 
•:·hich "dould not be hel d in esteem today . .Among t hese are 
sever_ .. l of a sentimental , " g enteel " nature , a fevr ad pted 
from secular p ieces , and others which show a derivative a c -
qua intc.nc e ,,ri th the works of He.ndel and his foll o>;le r3 . In 
his bet t er compositions , however , Co l e incorp orates some of 
the vitality of t he earli er Arrerican tradition , which he 
rems::J bered t h rouchou t h is lif e . He even goes bt::1.clr to the 
11 shE,pe - no te '' o r 11 pa tent - note 11 trc.di tion i n h i s Union Harmony 
o f 1 829 , decry i nG his previous prejudices a~a inst t h is system . 
He is elsa not avers e t o introdu c e sections of i mitation in the 
best ''fuguing - tune 11 tradition in a comp osition of a neo - Handel i an 
cast like the anthem "o Be Joyful in t h e Lord " from Devotional 
Ear mony . 
'I'he d ichotomy between old a nd n&H is seen clea rly in the 
performanc e practic e . Pronortional concept s of time- s i ~natures 
.. .. ·-
and orns.mentation p rac t ices of the Gc.:n~ly e i chteenth century 
stand side by side with Romant ic concern with text a s the uoint 
of dep~rture f or mus i cal interp retation , and t he use of descrip-
t i ve t e r minolo gy for temp o , p lus clee.r i ndication of tl~e nu-
e.nc es <U'ld d;yne.mics necessary for per:·orman c e . 
In sum , John Cole \•rill not take h i s p lc.ce i n Ameri ce.n 
mus ic h i stor y as an unsuns genius or an extraordinarily ~ ifted 
co mnos e l" . Nev e r theles s many p racti c es instituted by h i m tc:.lr:e 
on new meaning when t he s t ruggle t o esta blish these precti c es 
i n the Dast is exe.mined critic a lly i n the lisht of the present 
p r oblems o f church mus icic-.ns . An d no more obj-ective clue to 
the dai l y musical life of a people can be found th~n in the 
analys i s of the a ctiviti es of an aver ase , devo t ed p rac t i tioner 
of the a rt of music exam i ned i n the hum - dru m exposit i on of hi s 
everyday commitments . The work of Cole , coupled with t he sin-
cere efforts o f' countless o thers , has contrib uted to the broad 
stream of music2.l cul ture 1tihich i s the bas i s of our present -
day achievements in this a rea , e.nd for this reason e.lone , e.re 
t hes e earl i er e fforts v·;orthy of investi e;ation . 
